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Abstract 

This thesis was performed to study spatial effects in hydrogen and methanol powered 
fuel cells that employ solid polymer electrolyte membranes. Diagnostic tools were a 
generation three (G-III) and a, during the course of this work, redesigned and 
continuously refined generation four (G-IV) segmented cell system. The segmented cell 
system allowed spatial resolution of standard fuel cell measurements, such as polarization 
curves, high frequency resistance, cyclic voltammetry, transients, life tests, AC 
spectroscopy, fuel crossover measurements, and anode polarization. It was found to be an 
effective tool for investigating spatial and temporal effects on PEFC and DMFC 
operation.  

The first part of this work gave exceptional insight into the time and space 
distribution of surface CO and its impact on PEFC performance. Studies focused on non-
steady-state states of the fuel cell due to exposure to CO, the time-dependent distribution 
of the CO in the segmented anode, and anode recovery processes. It was found that initial 
catalyst poisoning and saturation of the catalyst layer with CO occurs first at catalyst 
areas closest to the anode inlet. CO adsorption continuously progresses along the flow-
field as a function of exposure time and operating conditions. At standard operating 
conditions 80-85% of an entire monolayer of CO was completed on the accessible 
platinum surface. Recovery from CO exposure was the fastest and most complete for the 
inlet segment. It became gradually slower and less complete for the segments located 
further down the anode flow field. The cell was capable of recovering up to 95% of the 
initial current once the flow of pure hydrogen was regained. Comparison of the 
experimental data to a model gained additional insight into processes occurring during 
cell exposure to CO. 

The second part of the work effectively demonstrated the ability of the segmented 
cell approach to investigate the effects of critical direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC) 
parameters such as methanol concentration, cathode humidification, and anode and 
cathode flow rates on performance. The data suggested the existence of a trade-off 
between flooding and drying processes in DMFCs that requires a carefully balanced 
water management to achieve maximum performance. Also, a transition between 
methanol crossover and mass transport effects as the dominant loss mechanism in the 
DMFC was observed with increasing current density. This transition changes as a 
function of methanol concentration. To optimize DMFC operating conditions, the typical 
operation of the system and its typical operation point is a key parameter.  

The results presented led to a deeper fundamental understanding of fuel cell systems 
and demonstrate the utility of a segmented cell as a research tool. 
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1 Fundamentals 

Fuel cells (FCs) are electrochemical devices that convert the chemical energy of a 
fuel directly into electrical energy. A fuel cell may be described as a battery to which the 
reactants are continuously fed and reaction products removed. The fuel cell is therefore 
able to maintain continuous operation as long as the fuel and oxidant are supplied to the 
electrodes. In reality, degradation (primarily corrosion) or malfunction of components 
limits the practical operating life of fuel cells. 

The interest of scientists in fuel cells dates back to C. F. Schoenbein, who in 1838 
discovered the so called “fuel cell effect” and to Sir W. R. Grove, who in 1939 developed 
the gas battery, as he called the first fuel cell [1]. Later on W. Oswald provided the basic 
thermodynamic equations showing the definite advantages of ‘Low Temperature 
Electrochemical Oxidation’ over ‘High Temperature Combustion’ of fuels [2]. 
Nonetheless over 100 years passed since the discovery before F.T. Bacon’s prototype of 
an alkaline fuel cell system became the first major application with its employment by the 
NASA Apollo and Gemini space programs in the 1960’s to produce water and electrical 
energy on board [3], [4]. At the same time fuel cells were first introduced to vehicle 
propulsion since their efficiency is not limited by the Carnot Cycle that constrains 
combustion engines [5]. In 1959 W. Mitchell built the Allis Chalmers fuel cell powered 
tractor, Varta AG and Siemens AG presented a fuel cell driven motorboat, GM equipped 
a six passenger “Electrovan” with a UCC fuel cell in 1967, and in the 1970’s, a fuel cell 
passenger car was built by Kordesch combining a lead-acid battery with an alkaline fuel 
cell system [6].  

With thermal co-generation very high efficiencies can be obtained with fuel cells [6]. 
Thus fuel cells constitute an attractive alternative for energy conversion, in addition to 
very low noise and gas emissions. Due to their modular construction fuel cells have high 
efficiencies even for small units and can be applied in a wide power range from W to 
MW [7], [8]. As a result of this versatility, fuel cell projects focus on applications in cell 
phones, and automobiles as well as in power plants. 

Today, only a few commercial fuel cell products are sold. For example a well 
established 200 kW stationary power plant implementing a phosphoric acid fuel cell 
(PAFC) is sold by ONSI/UTC. All major car companies have significant research efforts 
in polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFCs). Though announcements for upcoming 
production of PEFC powered cars have been made, the appearance of PEFC in small 
portable power applications is more likely to occur first. Current progress in PEFC 
research has resulted in just a few PEFCs that are currently commercially available. 
Nuvera / DeNora, for example, offers 1 – 6 kW PEFC stacks, and Ballard sells PEFC 
stacks that deliver up to 1.2 kW electrical power. Ballard also offers a portable PEFC unit 
of the same output which serves as an uninterruptible power supply. The lack of PEFC 
products on the market shows the need for further PEFC research and development.  
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1.1 Fuel Cell Types 

Fuel cells not only exhibit wide power ranges, they also cover a wide range of fuels, 
electrolytes, and operating temperatures. The most common classification of fuel cells is 
by the type of electrolyte employed in the cells [8]-[11]. The resulting fuel cell types, 
their operating temperatures, and their electrolytes are listed in Table 1. 

A liquid electrolyte is used in the Alkaline Fuel Cell (AFC). The OH- conductive 
AFC electrolyte consists of 30% - 85% potash lye; the concentration depends on the 
operating temperature, which varies between 60 - 230°C. Another fuel cell with a liquid 
electrolyte is the Phosphoric Acid Fuel Cell (PAFC). This acid fuel cell contains 
concentrated proton conductive phosphoric acid. It operates at temperatures around 
200 °C. Possible fuels of the PAFC are hydrogen, reformed natural gas or other reformed 
hydrocarbons. 

Table 1: Fuel Cell Types 

FC Type abbr. Cell Temp. Mobile Ion Electrolyte 

Alkaline FC AFC 60-230°C OH- 
30%-85% Potash Lye 

(KOH) 

Polymer Electrolyte 
FC 

PEFC 50-80°C H+ 
Ion Exchange Membrane 

(Nafion, Dow) 

Direct Methanol FC DMFC 80-130°C H+ 
Ion Exchange Membrane 

(Nafion, Dow) 

Phosphoric Acid FC PAFC 150-220°C H+ 
Phosphoric Acid 

(H3PO4) 

Molten Carbonate FC MCFC 620-650°C CO3
2- Molten Carbonate 

(Li2CO3, KCO3) 

Solid Oxide FC SOFC 800-1000°C O2- Ceramic (ZrO2/YO3) 

 
Proton conductive membranes are used in the Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cell (PEFC), 

also identified as Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC). In the literature the 
term PEFC is typically used for a hydrogen powered fuel cell, while a state of the art 
methanol (MeOH) powered fuel cell that also employs a solid electrolyte membrane is 
referred to as Direct Methanol Fuel Cell (DMFC). When well humidified, the solid 
polymer membrane used in these cells achieves excellent proton conductivity. Unlike the 
PEFC, which uses hydrogen and oxygen (air) as fuel and oxidant, methanol and oxygen 
(air) are employed in the DMFC. PEFC and DMFC are very similar, but their fuels 
require different catalysts and the use of methanol adds further challenges.  
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Temperatures of about 650 °C are necessary for the Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell 
(MCFC) to operate. In this environment the carbonate has passed a phase transition and 
the highly viscous liquid provides ionic conductivity. The electrolyte of this fuel cell type 
is able to transport CO3

2- ions. In addition to oxygen, carbon dioxide must be used at the 
cathode to operate the cell. Another fuel cell that operates at high temperatures (up to 
1000 °C) is the Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC). Negatively charged oxygen ions (O2-) are 
transported through the solid electrolyte from cathode to anode. The SOFC has the 
highest operating temperatures of all fuel cell types. The MCFC, and SOFC provide the 
highest efficiencies of all the fuel cell types when the produced electrical energy and the 
thermal energy are both utilized.  

1.2 Polymer Electrolyte Fuel Cell 

PEFCs can potentially provide high power density at a reasonably low cost. They 
operate at low temperatures, allow fast start-ups and quickly respond to changes in the 
demand for power. Therefore the PEFC system has potential use for transportation and 
portable applications as well as for smaller stationary power plants [12]. 

The low operating temperatures of a PEFC result in both advantages and 
disadvantages. The cell can for example start quickly from ambient conditions, especially 
when pure hydrogen fuel is available. Unfortunately, expensive platinum catalysts are 
required to promote the desired electrochemical reaction at these temperatures. Currently, 
only Pt or Pt-alloy based catalysts are able to sustain both hydrogen oxidation reaction 
(HOR) and oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) at sufficiently high rates for providing 
practical electrical power [13]. 

The following sections introduce the working principle and key structures and 
components of a PEFC. Furthermore, the main power loss mechanisms will be described 
and the importance of water management explained. 

1.2.1 Working Principle 
A schematic representation of a PEFC with the involved chemical components and 

the ion and electron flow directions is shown in Figure 1. The basic cell consists of a 
proton conducting membrane (white) sandwiched between two platinum impregnated 
porous electrodes (black) and two electron conductive gas diffusion layers (gray).  

The chemical energy is supplied as gaseous hydrogen, which is, by means of oxygen 
(usually from the air), converted into electrical energy by the system. The reactants are 
fed to the gas diffusion layers: hydrogen to the anode, oxygen to the cathode. There they 
diffuse to the electrode, where the reactions take place. 
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Figure 1: Basic cell and working principle of a PEFC. 

The net reaction of a hydrogen (H2) and oxygen (O2) powered fuel cell is shown in 
equation (1). The membrane, by physically separating fuel and oxidant, induces the 
reactants to proceed through electrochemical independent pathways: the oxidation 
reaction of H2 at the anode (HOR) (2) and the reduction reaction of O2 at the cathode 
(ORR) (3). This reactant separation facilitates the conversion of the chemical energy of 
the fuel into exploitable electrical energy. At the anode H2 dissociates into protons (H+) 
and electrons (e-). The electrons are attracted to the cathode where they complete partial 
reaction (3). Since the membrane can only conduct cations (e.g. H+), the electrons are 
forced to travel through the external electrical circuit and the electrical load to reach the 
cathode, thus generating an electrical current. The electrical charge is balanced by 
transport of the protons across the membrane to the cathode. At this electrode they take 
part in reaction (3) generating water as the only product. The electrical energy produced 
is obtained at and can be controlled with the electrical load. The process itself is driven 
by the electrochemical potential difference between partial reactions (2) and (3) that 
occur at the electrodes of the cell. 
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PEFC Reaction: 

(1) energyO2HO2H 222 +→+  (1) 

Anode Reaction: 

(2) −+ +→ 4e4H2H2  (2) 

Cathode Reaction: 

(3) O2HO4e4H 22 →++ −+  (3) 

1.2.2 Electrode Structure 
The electrodes are key structures of a fuel cell system. In the electrode, electrolyte, 

catalyst, and fuel or air come in contact with each other and create the reaction zone. An 
unrestrained reaction requires a couple of preconditions, such as high proton conductivity 
of the electrolyte, high electron conductivity, and well functioning reactant transport to 
and from the reaction site. All these requirements may be fulfilled at the interface 
between dispersed platinum particles and recast ionomeric electrolyte, which provides the 
potentially active reaction sites of the electrode.  

Figure 2 shows a schematic of the electrode structure using the anode as an example. 
The cathode electrode structure is identical. Carbon particles (Vulcan XC-72) with 
reported primary particle size of 30 nm [14] form a convoluted structure that provides the 
electron conductivity to the current collectors and the external electrical circuit. The 
catalysts used are typically nanocrystalline (< 4 nm) platinum particles (black spheres) 
supported on the high-surface-area carbon blacks (gray) [15]. The polymer electrolyte of 
the catalyst layer (yellow/green) wets the surface of the carbon particles and partly fills 
the spaces between them. This establishes an electrolyte network that enables protonic 
transport to the membrane. Proton transport requires a well-humidified electrode and 
membrane, because the ionic conductivity of polymer electrolyte is highly dependent of 
the water content [16]. Sufficient hydration levels of the electrode and the membrane are 
attained by proper humidification of the gas streams. Water and fuel diffuse into the void 
spaces of the highly porous structure of the electrode. The water keeps the polymer 
electrolyte hydrated and thus highly proton conductive. 
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Figure 2: Schematic of a three phase interface structure of a PEFC electrode. 

When suitable catalysts are used, PEFCs are, even at low operating temperatures, 
highly reactive. The HOR requires an overpotential of only 20-30 mV to reach a reaction 
rate of 1mA/cm2 at a smooth platinum ionomer interface, whereas the ORR requires an 
overpotential of around 400 mV to reach the same current density at the same type of 
interface [17]. Thus, the processes at the anode are generally faster compared to the 
cathode processes. AC impedance investigations by Raistrick et. al. [18] and by Springer 
et. al. [19] have shown that the total impedance associated with the interfacial hydrogen 
oxidation process at the Pt/hydrated membrane interface is indeed much smaller than that 
of the ORR process in the same electrolyte. As a result of the high rate of the hydrogen 
oxidation reaction at platinum in contact with this ionomeric medium, the voltage drop 
contribution of a well-humidified hydrogen anode in a PEFC operating at 80 °C at 
1 A/cm2 is usually considered negligible. This is not the case when the anode side of the 
membrane becomes dehydrated and/or the hydrogen feed stream to the cell is less than 
perfectly pure [20]. 

Similar to the anode reaction, the cathode reaction also occurs at the interface 
between dispersed platinum particles and ionomeric electrolyte. The latter is the medium 
of solvation for both reactants at the cathode, dioxygen molecules and protons [21]. 
Oxygen diffuses into the electrolyte to this interface, where it may dissociate and take up 
protons and electrons following a rather complex and not-well understood mechanism. 
ORR kinetics is a very important factor in PEFC operation and has been a subject of great 
interest within the scientific community [22], [23]. 
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1.2.3 The Polymer Electrolyte Membrane 
The polymer electrolyte membrane of a PEFC is another key component of fuel cell 

performance. Requirements of the polymer electrolyte membrane are high proton 
conductivity, good insulation of electronic currents, good separation of fuel and oxidant, 
chemical and thermal stability of the material, and low cost [24].  

Nafion is the standard polymer electrolyte membrane employed in fuel cells, but a 
substantial portion of the total fuel cell system cost arises from the fluoro-chemistry 
involved in the production of Nafion. Because polyaromatic membrane production costs 
are lower, they offer an economically interesting alternative to Nafion provided their 
properties are similar for use in PEFCs. Research groups all over the world are 
investigating the development of alternative electrolyte materials for use in fuel cells 
[25]-[26]. However, in all the studies presented here the standard material Nafion was 
used, since it is a well-characterized and widely used proton conductor.  

Nafion consists of a hydrophobic Teflon backbone with randomly attached long 
pendant chains terminated with fluoromethane sulfonic acid groups. These groups are 
sites of very high hydrophilicity and hence, in the presence of water, the place of 
preferential hydration [27]. The combination of high acidity of the sulfonic acid groups 
and flexibility of the side chains in Nafion is the major cause for high proton 
conductivities. The sulfonic acid groups build continuous strings or channels through the 
entire membrane, the precondition of an efficient protonic transfer. A fully hydrated 
Nafion membrane is expected to have a distance of 7-8 Å between the sulfonic acid 
groups inside of the channels [28]. While the sulfonic groups are not able to move within 
the membrane structure, their protons dissociate in an aqueous environment [29]. The 
presence of water is also essential to facilitate proton mobility. If fully saturated with 
water, Nafion attains conductivities up to 0.1 S/cm for 22 water molecules per sulfonic 
acid group at 30°C [30]-[31]. 

1.2.4 Water Management 
It is a critical requirement when operating PEFCs to maintain a high water content in 

the electrolyte to ensure high protonic conductivity. Sufficient hydration of the membrane 
offers a low resistance to current flow and increases overall efficiency. But without 
adequate water management, an imbalance will occur between water uptake and water 
loss of the cell. Adverse effects of water imbalances are flooding of the electrodes, 
dehydration of the solid polymer membrane, dilution of reactant gases by water vapor, 
and membrane-electrode delamination [32].  

The water content in the cell is determined by the balance of water or its transport 
during operation [32]. Contributing factors to the water transport are the electro-osmotic 
drag through the cell, back diffusion from the cathode, and the diffusion of water in the 
fuel stream through the electrodes. Protons carry between 1 and 2.5 molecules of water 
with them through the electrolyte membrane, depending on the characteristics of the 
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electrolyte and the electrodes [33]. The amount of water transported is a function of the 
cell current. At high current density electro-osmotic drag increases and the water balance 
of the system changes. But during operation additional water is produced at the cathode 
interface as a function of current density. Part of this water diffuses back into the 
membrane and internally hydrates it. This process limits the net water transport to nearly 
zero at proper humidification of the membrane [30]. Surplus water however may flood 
the pores of the cathode and thus create a gas diffusion barrier to the platinum reaction 
sites.  

All in all, a delicate water balance must be maintained among the electrode, 
electrolyte, and gaseous phase in the porous electrode structure to achieve the highest 
possible performance. Ideally, the incoming gases are humidified just enough at a given 
current density, to maintain optimal membrane and electrode hydration while preventing 
flooding of the gas diffusion layer.  

1.2.5 Polarization Curve and Losses 
Fuel cell performance is typically presented in the form of polarization curves. A 

characteristic polarization curve of a fuel cell is shown in Figure 3. Even without current 
flowing, because of the sluggish ORR at the cathode and hydrogen crossing through the 
electrolyte from anode to cathode, the open circuit voltage (which is usually measured 
close to Eoc = 1.0 V) is not nearly as high as the ideal reversible cell voltage of 1.16 V at 
80°C operating on H2/air [34]. In general, losses at the PEFC cathode are the single most 
important source of loss in the PEFC, as is the case in all other low temperature 
cells [21]. Next to the aforementioned overpotential at open circuit ηoc several other 
sources contribute to losses in a practical operating fuel cell. They originate primarily 
from the activation polarization ηact, the ohmic polarization ηΩ, and the concentration 
polarization ηconc. As shown in Figure 3, the relative importance of these overpotentials 
on the polarization curve depends on the operating current densities. The following 
sections shall introduce these three current dependent major loss mechanisms. 
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Figure 3: Polarization curve of a PEFC. The cell voltage plotted as a function of 

the current density is shaped by fuel cell losses. 

Activation Polarization ηact 
At low currents the activation polarization loss ηact is dominant. Electronic barriers 

resulting from the double layer capacity of the electrolyte-electrode interface have to be 
overcome. The electrical potential that drops at the double layer capacity disturbs the 
equilibrium state, accelerates the reaction in one direction and reduces it in the other. 
Thus a current is obtained [34]-[35]. The current density i of the reaction is described by 
the Butler-Volmer-equation (4) as a function of the exchange current density i0, the 
electron transfer coefficients α, the amount of exchanged electrons ne, the Faraday 
constant F, the activation polarization ηact, the general gas constant R, and the 
temperature T. 

(4) 
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Assuming a small fuel cell current, with an activation polarization that exceeds the 
limit given by equation (5), a significant shift of the reaction equilibrium can be observed 
and the reverse reaction can be neglected. Solving of equation (4) towards the activation 
polarization derives the Tafel equation (6), which describes the activation polarization as 
a function of the cell current. The parameter a depends on electrode materials. It includes 
the exchange current density i0. Factor b is called the Tafel slope. It includes the electron 
transfer coefficient α. 
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One focus of this work is the contamination of the catalyst layer by carbon monoxide 
(CO), which impacts the activation polarization of the anode. If CO is present in the 
anode feed stream, it adsorbs on the platinum catalyst and decreases the exchange current 
density of the electrode. Consequently, activation polarization increases and cell 
performance drops. 

Ohmic Polarization ηΩ 
The well-known Ohmic Law describes the resistance a charged particle experiences 

while traveling through a medium. In the fuel cell, electrons and protons move through 
material and hence cause ohmic losses ηΩ that increase linearly with the cell current as 
expressed in equation (7). The serial resistance RS, that is valid for the single fuel cell, 
can be divided into the protonic membrane resistance, Rmembrane, and the electronic 
resistance of the electrodes and the electrical circuit, Relectr. The membrane resistance is 
dependent on the chosen electrolyte, its state of hydration, and its thickness, while the 
electronic resistance is dependent on the chosen materials of the wires and the gas 
diffusion layer, and the contact resistance of the assembled hardware. 

(7) ( ) iRRiRη electrmembraneS ⋅+=⋅=Ω  (7) 

The serial resistance of a fuel cell can be determined during fuel cell operation using 
either AC impedance spectroscopy at a predetermined frequency or the current 
interruption technique. Both techniques do not allow identification of the individual 
ohmic polarizations. But in a well assembled hardware the membrane resistance is 
significantly higher than the electronic resistant and valuable information about the 
hydration state of the membrane can be obtained. 

Concentration Polarization ηconc 
The consumption of a reactant at an electrode generates a loss of potential since the 

environment is unable to maintain the initial concentration of the reaction participant by 
diffusion. As a result a concentration gradient is formed. Several processes may 
contribute to concentration polarization: slow diffusion in the gas phase in the electrode 
pores, solution/dissolution of reactants and products into and out of the electrolyte, or 
diffusion of reactants and products through the electrolyte to and from the 
electrochemical reaction site. At high fuel cell current densities, slow transport of 
reactants and products to and from the electrochemical reaction site is a major contributor 
to concentration polarization.  
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The rate of mass transport to an electrode surface in many cases can be described by 
equation (8), Fick’s first law of diffusion [36]. The electrode current density i is described 
by the number of exchanged electrons ne, the Faraday constant F, the diffusion coefficient 
of the reacting species D, its bulk concentration CB, its surface concentration CS, and the 
thickness of the diffusion layer d.  

(8) 
d

)CFD(Cni SBe −
=  (8) 

The limiting current iL is a measure of the maximum rate at which a reactant can be 
supplied to an electrode. It occurs when CS = 0. Manipulation of equation (6) and 
employment of iL delivers equation (9). 

(9) 
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The Nernst equation for the reactant species of concentration C is given by equation (10). 
For the “zero-current” case the surface concentration at the electrode equals the bulk 
concentration, and C = CB. When a current is flowing, the surface concentration becomes 
less than the bulk concentration, and C = CS. 

(10) Cln
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The potential difference produced by a concentration change at the electrode is called 
concentration polarization and is given by equation (11) [36]. Concentration polarization 
significantly increases when the surface concentration of the reactant approaches zero. 
Under this condition, the electrochemical reactions are very fast, and the losses are 
dominated by the diffusion processes. In that case, the current density i approaches the 
current density limit iL.  

(11) 
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Activation and concentration polarization can exist at both electrodes in fuel cells, 
while ohmic polarization is dominated by the membrane resistance. To visualize the three 
major loss mechanisms of the PEFC, Figure 4 illustrates their current dependence in 
principle. The combination of these losses produces the shape of the characteristic fuel 
cell polarization curve (compare Figure 3).  
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Figure 4: Qualitative current dependence of the major PEFC loss mechanisms.  

1.3 Direct Methanol Fuel Cell 

Methanol, after hydrogen, is the second most attractive fuel for fuel cell applications 
that employ polymer electrolytes. The demands are high to identify a fuel that is easily 
transportable and simple to convert into energy from liquid state. Methanol is liquid at 
ambient temperatures and has high energy density. It can be stored unpressurized, offers 
simple storage systems, and can be distributed via the available infrastructure if minor 
adjustments are made. Methanol offers a high energy density, and can be produced on a 
large scale from natural gas with efficiencies of around 65-70%. If produced from bio-
mass, methanol could participate in a closed carbon dioxide cycle, and thus help 
preventing global warming [37]. 

Two different concepts were followed by research and development groups for use 
of methanol in fuel cells.  

(i) Harnessing the advantage of methanol as an energy carrier for storage purposes, 
but reforming it into hydrogen prior to energy conversion. This strategy avoids dealing 
with the electrochemical activity of methanol, which is orders of magnitude less than that 
of hydrogen, but it has to deal with the increased complexity and losses of the reforming 
system. Also, reformation of methanol or other hydrocarbon fuel produces hydrogen 
containing at least trace amounts of carbon monoxide, which is highly detrimental to cell 
performance. 

(ii) Direct electrochemical oxidation of methanol within the fuel cell, creating a 
DMFC system. The idea of a DMFC system is attractive compared to a hydrogen 
reformate based system, due to its inherent simplicity. The methanol can be fed as an 
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aqueous solution into the cell anode. The fuel vaporizer system including its heat source 
and controls becomes unnecessary. Humidification of the membrane is already provided 
by the aqueous solution and consequently gas humidifiers are not needed. Furthermore, 
the methanol-water mixture will serve a dual purpose in a DMFC stack system. It 
simultaneously operates as fuel and stack coolant. Overall, the DMFC system can be 
designed significantly simpler than a methanol reforming system, with smaller system 
size, less weight, and less parasitic peripherals. These advantages generate significant 
interest in DMFC systems, especially for portable power applications. 

Today, research on fuel cell systems that operate on methanol solutions employ 
polymer membranes rather than liquid electrolytes. The solid state acid polymer 
electrolyte of the DMFC rejects carbon dioxide produced during the electro-oxidation of 
methanol and thus eliminates problems with carbonation [38]. It also minimizes corrosion 
in the cell and avoids shunt currents, both common problems in liquid electrolyte fuel 
cells. Finally, the polymer membrane functions as a separator of fuel and oxidant and 
allows for compact cell geometry. Unfortunately, the selectivity of polymer electrolyte 
membranes is significantly lower for methanol than for hydrogen. This generates 
individual losses particular to the DMFC system.  

1.3.1 Working Principle 
Significant similarities exist between state of the art DMFCs and PEFCs. Figure 5 

shows the schematic of a DMFC including supplied reactants and exhausts. The liquid 
fuel, usually a 0.3 - 0.5 M methanol solution, requires different diffusion materials that 
account for the aqueous nature of the reductant. The fuel is typically recycled to achieve 
optimized utilization. 
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Figure 5: Basic cell and working principle of a DMFC.  
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The net reaction of a DMFC is shown in equation (12). Unlike the reaction of a 
hydrogen fueled cell, water is needed as a reactant for anodic reaction and carbon dioxide 
is produced as a reaction product. The electrochemical open circuit potential of the 
reaction is with E°=1.186V, very close to that of a hydrogen cell (E°=1.229V), but 
nonetheless the losses within the cell are significantly higher, especially at the anode. The 
anode reaction consists of the electro-oxidation of methanol as shown in equation (13). 
This reaction delivers six electrons. The cathode reaction shown in equation (14) is 
identical to the cathodic reaction of the PEFC. Water is produced from oxygen, protons 
and electrons. 
 
DMFC Reaction: 

(12) O2HCOO2
3OHCH 2223 +→+  (12) 

Anode Reaction: 

(13) -
223 6e6HCOOHOHCH ++→+ +  (13) 

Cathode Reaction: 

(14) O3H6e6HO 2
3

22 →++ −+  (14) 

1.3.2 Methanol crossover 
One concern of DMFC applications with polymer electrolyte membranes is the 

permeation of methanol across the membrane. The methanol molecule is of small size 
and polarized by the presence of its oxygen atom. As a consequence, methanol and water 
are miscible at all concentrations. The permeability of hydrogen, carbon monoxide or 
oxygen is dominated and limited by their solubility in water and selectivity of the 
membrane is high. This limitation does not exist with methanol, which is rapidly 
transported across Nafion, and is chemically oxidized to CO2 and H2O at the cathode. 
There is a significant decrease in coulombic efficiency for methanol consumption, by as 
much as 20% under practical operation conditions [39]. Also, crossover methanol lowers 
cathode potential and consequently impacts fuel cell efficiency further.  

Methanol crossover is a significant source of irreversible power and fuel losses in a 
DMFC and one important subject of DMFC research efforts. Its overpotential, ηxover, is 
proportional to the methanol flux through the membrane [40]. The phenomenon of fuel 
crossover is linked to the thickness of the membrane: if an excess of methanol is present 
at the anode side, the membrane acts as a diffusion barrier according to Fick’s law, 
meaning that the methanol flux becomes proportional to the membrane thickness. 
Consequently researchers are reluctant to employ thin commercial membranes like 
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Nafion 112, which is 50 µm thick, in DMFC applications [41]. The most commonly used 
membrane employed for DMFC applications is Nafion 117, whose thickness is 178 µm. 

Two approaches are pursued by the research community to overcome the high 
methanol crossover disadvantage of Nafion:  

(i) Substitution of Nafion with membrane materials that show increased methanol 
selectivity and solve other challenges of the DMFC, such as production cost and 
operation temperature limits. Research efforts are currently performed by numerous 
research groups world wide to develop membrane materials based on aromatic 
compounds, like Poly Ether Ether Ketones (PEEK), Poly Ether Sulfones (PES). 
Polybenzimidazole (PBI), or Poly Phoshazene (PPZ) [25]-[26]. Some of these materials 
show promising results. S. Wasmus et. al. reports in his review a tenfold decrease of 
methanol crossover and very satisfactory thermal stability of basic polymers 
(polybenzimidazole and polyacrylamide) doped with inorganic acids [41]. The chosen 
electrolyte material for fuel cell applications should have high ionic conductivity 
(>0.05 S/cm) under working conditions and low permeability to methanol (<10-6 
moles/(min cm2)). Furthermore it must be chemically and electrochemically stable under 
operating conditions. 

(ii) Development of methanol tolerant catalyst alternatives to Pt for oxygen 
reduction. The increasing interest in this approach, however, should take into account that 
if the methanol which permeates through the membrane is not completely oxidized at the 
cathode surface to CO2, it would contaminate the water at the outlet of the cathode 
compartment. This could cause environmental problems in the absence of a proper 
technical solution [39]. 

1.4 Hardware and Measurement System 

Having presented the fundamentals of fuel cells in the previous sections, the 
following section will focus on the equipment needed to control and operate a fuel cell in 
a laboratory. Fuel cell research often employs single cells for testing and design 
development. The hardware and system needed for a single cell are described using the 
example of a PEFC system. The differences between a PEFC and a DMFC system are 
then discussed separately.  

1.4.1 Fuel Cell Hardware 
As shown in Figure 6, the membrane electrode assembly (MEA) (gray-black) is 

sandwiched between two electron conductive gas diffusion layers (GDLs) (black), also 
referred to as backings, and the anode and cathode flow-fields (yellow). Please note, that 
the figure omits some essential components needed to achieve functionality. Gasket 
material surrounds the backings and is compressed between the graphite flow-fields and 
MEA. This provides sealing to the environment and allows pressurization of the system 
to improve the reaction [42]. Current collector plates connect the electron conductive 
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flow-fields to the external electrical circuit. Compression of the hardware is typically 
realized employing ‘endplates’. These solid metal plates are electrically isolated from the 
rest of the fuel cell.  

For operation, the fuel and oxidant are fed through the flow-field from inlet to outlet, 
along machined flow channels. Flow channel design can vary widely from single channel 
serpentine flow-fields, and multiple channel flow-fields, to parallel flow fields or 
interdigitated flow-fields. Standard single cells at Los Alamos National Laboratory 
usually employ single or multiple channel serpentine flow-fields which are operated in 
co-flow arrangement and have electrode areas of 5 cm2 and 50 cm2. The gases travel 
along the flow channels of the flow-fields. From here, they diffuse perpendicular into the 
GDL and into the electrode where the electrochemical reaction occurs.  

Anode Flowfield Cathode Flowfield

Anode Backing Cathode Backing

MEA

 
Figure 6: Basic fuel cell hardware. 

1.4.2 Single Cell Measurement System 
Basic research demands a controlled environment for accurate interpretation of 

experimental data. Fuel cell research and development efforts often employ single fuel 
cells for testing and design development. A set of peripherals is used to control the 
environmental parameters of the cell. Figure 7 shows the schematic of a typical single 
cell measurement setup. All controls involving the two gas flows are operated identically, 
but kept separate for both electrodes. The gas flows can either be adjusted manually with 
flow meters (Roto meters) or electronically via mass flow controllers (MKS Inc.) The 
latter allow accurate gas mixing and flow tracking of reactant and/or oxidant. These mass 
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flow controllers require calibration to compensate for pressure and temperature of their 
location, e.g. ambient pressure at Los Alamos National Laboratory is about 780 mbar 
instead of the standard 1 bar, due to its altitude of 2200m above sea level.  

Before fuel and oxidant are injected into the PEFC hardware, they are humidified 
using a humidifier unit. Inside this unit, the gas passes through a long and thin Nafion 
tube, which is immersed in temperature controlled water. Water vapor diffuses through 
the Nafion tube to the gas stream, where it is absorbed. The gas subsequently bubbles 
through the water reservoir to achieve saturation. The temperature of the water and the 
flow rate of the gas determine the amount of water uptake. Typically humidification close 
to 100% saturation for a given temperature can be achieved with small gas flows. 
However, for high gas flows, the saturation can decrease to as low as 70% [58]. 
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Computer
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Figure 7: System components of single fuel cell test station. 

The pressure inside the fuel cell can be adjusted and controlled by back pressure 
valves located at the exhaust lines of the fuel cell. Typical operating pressures vary 
between ambient and 2 bar gauge pressure. Unlike practical fuel cells, single cell units 
possess a large ratio of hardware surface area to electrode area. To accomplish uniform 
heat distribution and standard operating temperatures of 80°C or more, externally 
controlled heat cartridges are operated inside the endplates of the single cell hardware.  
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Once the gases are flowing, and the temperatures and pressures are set and stabilized, 
the fuel cell is operated using an electronic load. This instrument continuously measures 
voltage and current of the cell and adjusts either the voltage of the cell (voltage mode), or 
the current through the cell (current mode). The measured data is transmitted to a 
computer that controls the measurement and the interaction of the electronic devices.  

To obtain information about the hydration of the fuel cell membrane, the fuel cell’s 
high frequency resistance (HFR) is measured by a Frequency Response Analyzer (FRA). 
This is done by applying a sinusoidal perturbation to the cell current and monitoring the 
cell voltage response. This is done at a predetermined frequency, to minimize capacitive 
contributions, and at a predetermined amplitude, large enough for good signal to noise 
response and small enough to be a good approximation of the set point current. The 
resulting real part (in phase component) of the complex cell resistance represents the high 
frequency resistance of the cell and is affected by electronic components and the 
hydration state of the MEA. Performed at varying frequencies, this measurement records 
the AC impedance spectrum of the cell, a powerful tool for fuel cell analysis. For storage 
and further use the measured data is transmitted to a computer that also controls other 
measurements and interactions of the electronic devices. 

1.4.3 DMFC Fuel Cell System 
Minor differences exist between methanol and hydrogen fueled systems that arise 

from the property differences of the fuel. Gaskets, diffusion layers, and catalyst loading 
and type need to be adjusted to the chemical and physical properties of the cell. The fuel 
feed system is additionally adjusted with respect to the liquid nature of methanol. Pumps 
are needed to propel the methanol solution through the fuel cell. The anode and cathode 
of the DMFC are typically operated without backpressure and humidification on the 
cathode. Thus, pressure control and gas humidifier units are not needed for DMFC 
testing. The methanol solution is typically recirculated in an operating fuel cell, which 
brings the temperature of the fuel close to cell temperature. To simulate this behavior in 
DMFC testing, the methanol fed to the cell is preheated by a continuous-flow heater to 
maintain a uniform temperature distribution within the fuel cell.  

All other fuel cell peripherals are identical to the hydrogen fuel cell system. They 
depend not on the fuel type, but on the size and power output of the cell only. 
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2 Research Objectives 

This thesis studies effects in hydrogen and methanol powered fuel cells that employ 
solid polymer electrolyte membranes. The research was performed to detect and 
understand spatial variations in these fuel cells by exploiting the segmented cell 
approach, a research tool redesigned and continuously refined during the project. The 
diagnostic information obtained by this method was expected to hold the potential for 
system improvements. 

 
Hydrogen is the best fuel for fuel cells that employ solid electrolyte membranes, but 

because of unsolved H2 storage challenges alternative fuels, such as hydrocarbons (e.g. 
gasoline, natural gas) and alcohols (e.g. methanol) are also considered [43]-[44]. Initial 
reformation of these fuels to hydrogen-rich synthetic mixtures produces significant 
amounts of carbon monoxide (CO). Subsequent cleaning by a water gas shift reactor and 
a preferential oxidizer (prox) reduces the CO content to below 100 ppm, depending on 
the design and operating conditions of the cleaning stages [6], [17]. Given that PEFCs 
operate at relatively low temperature, even these trace amounts of CO impurity are 
detrimental to their operation [17]. Considerable research effort has been focused on CO 
adsorption on platinum surfaces [45]-[53]. Fundamental studies include CO 
chemisorption on small and well-defined single-crystal Pt-surfaces in contact with 
aqueous electrolytes of well-defined composition. Carbon-supported polycrystalline 
catalyst composites, such as those used in hydrogen/air fuel cells do not provide such an 
ideal environment, steps and kinks on the catalyst surface structure lead to differences in 
CO adsorption-desorption behavior [54]. The effect of CO adsorption on fuel cell 
performance at steady-state poisoning conditions has been extensively studied [17], 
[55]-[57], but seldom in a practical fuel cell system.  

CO adsorption on a fuel cell electrode is a temporally and spatially inhomogeneous 
process that depends on local operating conditions. The operating conditions gradually 
vary along the flow-field due to concentration gradients developing as a result of fuel and 
oxidant consumption, and water generation at the cathode. Optimizing fuel cell 
performance requires a good understanding of variations in current distribution in the fuel 
cell as a function of fuel impurities and operating conditions. Standard single cell 
measurements, such as current density, represent only average values of processes 
occurring at the entire electrode area. A successful approach to acquiring local spatial 
information is through the use of a segmented fuel cell [58]-[60]. The most recent 
segmented cell at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), developed for and during 
this work, is designed similar to an ordinary fuel cell. The key difference is that one of 
the electrodes (anode or cathode) is divided into several segments resulting in an array of 
smaller electrodes. Each one of these electrodes can be independently probed for current, 
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voltage, and resistance [61]. This configuration allows for mapping of the current 
distribution across the surface of the electrode, in addition to studying local effects, such 
as CO adsorption. 

The first part of this thesis focuses on the time and space distribution of surface CO 
and its impact on PEFC performance, measured in situ in a fuel cell system. Unlike most 
reports published to date, this section of the thesis part concentrates on non-steady-state 
states of the fuel cell and time-dependent distribution of the CO in the segmented anode. 
The study’s goal was to provide direct insight into the CO poisoning processes in a real 
fuel cell. These findings were expected to improve understanding of the mechanism of 
CO poisoning and, consequently, to support the development of more CO tolerant fuel 
cell systems. 

 
Operating on a liquid fuel rather than hydrogen or reformate, offers unique 

advantages and new challenges for system simplicity and efficiency. The most attractive 
liquid fuel is methanol, fed as an aqueous solution to the anode of a DMFC, where it is 
electrochemically oxidized. This oxidation is one of the main challenges faced 
extensively by the DMFC research community [6], [41], [62]-[64]. It is believed to take 
place by a multi-step reaction scheme, which involves a sum of parallel and sequential 
reactions [65]-[66]. Carbon monoxide is one of the intermediate species from methanol 
oxidation [67]. CO adsorbs onto Pt causing catalyst poisoning in the same way as it 
happens with CO impurity in hydrogen fuel cells.  By using Pt-alloys, such as Pt-Ru, is 
possible to promote the electro-oxidation of CO to CO2. Ru is able to form Ru-OH from 
water at significantly lower potentials than Pt. These Ru-OH species react with adjacent 
Pt-CO species generating CO2 and thus reactivating Pt sites for continuing methanol 
oxidation. Another serious challenge for DMFC operation is methanol crossover through 
the membrane from anode to cathode [68]-[71]. Typical DMFC cathode catalysts consist 
of unsupported platinum black, a material more prone to detrimental effects of CO than 
Pt-Ru. The presence of methanol at the cathode lowers the cathode’s potentials and it also 
reacts chemically with O2. This reaction competes with the ORR of the cathode and 
significantly decelerates the cathodic reaction [40], [72]-[73]. For this reason, in order to 
reach practical power outputs, DMFC’s require large Pt loadings. The methanol 
permeating the electrolyte membrane is permanently lost to the generation of electrical 
energy, thus lowering the overall fuel efficiency. 

Other factors have been reported to affect DMFC performance [74]-[82], but to date, 
little research has been reported that concentrates on spatial measurements of DMFCs 
[83]-[84]. While these reports demonstrate the viability of using a segmented cell under 
DMFC conditions, the existing works did not relate DMFC performance to operating 
conditions. The segmented cell approach developed during this study constitutes a 
powerful tool for investigating how various factors affect fuel cell performances and for 
helping optimization of cell design. 
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The second part of this work focuses on segmented cell studies to investigate a 
number of operating parameters important for DMFCs: (i) methanol concentration, 
(ii) methanol flow rate, (iii) cathode humidification, and (iv) cathode flow rate. The 
objective was to qualitatively and quantitatively determine effects along the flow-field as 
a function of the listed operating conditions and evaluate their importance with respect to 
DMFC efficiency. Understanding these effects was expected to help develop strategies 
beneficial for DMFC performance. 
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3 Experimental 

Experiments were performed using segmented cells of two different generations. 
LANL’s generation III (G-III) segmented fuel cell is based on the printed circuit board 
(PCB) approach by Cleghorn et. al. [58]; Generation IV (G-IV) was developed during the 
course of this work after analyzing the advantages and disadvantages of its predecessor  
and other systems known from the literature [59]-[60]. The new G-IV design contains 
more sophisticated hardware and measurement capabilities that allow for measurement of 
current, voltage and high frequency resistance (HFR) from each electrode element 
simultaneously. This greatly reduced data acquisition time and increased measurement 
accuracy [61].  

3.1 Segmented Cell Hardware 

The G-III segmented cell employed a four-fold serpentine channel anode flow-field 
that consisted of 18 graphite blocks embedded in a non-conducting epoxy resin. Each 
segment was externally connected via four wires that allowed independent measurements 
of segment’s current and voltage. The anode catalyst layer, gas diffusion layer and 
current collector were also segmented. Each segment had an area of 4.45 cm2, for a total 
anode active area of 80 cm2. The single-piece cathode had an active area of 100 cm2. Its 
outer dimensions closely matched the outer dimensions of the segmented anode.  

The most recent G-IV segmented cell is shown in Figure 8. It contained a one-piece 
cathode with an active surface area of 104 cm2. The G-IV anode was divided into 10 
segments with 7.71 cm2 active surface area each, matching the outer dimensions of the 
cathode. G-IV segments were manufactured of graphite blocks, which were inserted in an 
Ultem® (polyetherimide) frame using a two-component epoxy for sealing and attachment. 
To form a G-IV standard flow-field, six fold serpentine channels were machined into the 
surface as shown on the left side of Figure 9. Fuel was fed to the segments in consecutive 
order from gas inlet to gas outlet located in the upper right and lower left corner, 
respectively. Individual current collector plates for the segments, as shown on the right 
side of Figure 9, allowed low contact resistance per segment and resulted in higher 
measurement accuracy. The plates were kept aligned by another Ultem® framework, 
which also electronically insulated the segments to each other and to the endplate. 
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Figure 8: Basic G-IV segmented fuel cell hardware at Los Alamos National 

Laboratory. 

The segmentation of the MEA, backings, and current collection was necessary to 
establish the potential for spatial anode polarization measurements, crossover 
measurements, and cyclic voltammetry measurements, the latter being one main focus of 
this work. The resolution of the presented system is limited by the edge effects of the 
necessary sealing areas that prevent cross flows of fuel, gas and electrons between the 
segments. The resolution has to be kept low enough, so that edge effects do not dominate 
the performance of the individual segments and influence the cell response. At the chosen 
low resolution of the presented setup, the gasket areas can be considered inert to the cell 
response and the system feasable to accurately record performance trends and spatial 
processes inside the fuel cell. It should be kept in mind, however, that higher spatial 
resolution may be needed to optimize and fine tune commercial fuel cell systems. If that 
is the case, a different approach is necessary to measure the current distribution of the 
fuel cell. 
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Figure 9: G-IV segmented six channel serpentine flow-field (left side) and 

segmented anode hardware including gasket and current collector 
plates. 

During operation, the G-IV segmented hardware was part of the G-IV segmented cell 
setup as shown in Figure 10. Segment currents were individually measured by Hall 
sensor devices, which were physically separated from the fuel cell hardware. The sensors 
were calibrated and operated in a temperature controlled chamber at 50°C. Voltage 
followers amplified each of the signals for the AC impedance measurement of the HFR 
and for the segment current measurement. The output signals, well shielded and 
terminated close to the receivers, showed an average noise level less than 1 mV, 
equivalent to a current of ≤ 3.25 mA/cm2. An additional set of wires sensed the segment 
voltages between the cathode and each anode segment, creating a four-wire measurement 
system to avoid offsets caused by contact resistance. A computer-controlled electronic 
load (Hewlett Packard, Model 6050) regulated either the total cell current or the cell 
voltage, by referencing to one segment voltage. The reference segment could be selected 
freely without influencing the measurement. The G-IV measurement system was able to 
simultaneously perform rapid measurements of total cell and segment voltages and 
currents. It recorded up to 18 complete data sets per second. 
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Figure 10: Schematic of G-IV segmented cell measurement setup. 

The G-IV segmented cell system was capable of AC impedance spectroscopy, which 
has been proven to be a useful diagnostic tool for fuel cell research [19], [85]-[86] and is 
routinely used at LANL to determine HFR of fuel cells during operation. The G-IV 
segmented cell system employed both a shunt resistor and a Hall sensor in combination 
with a frequency response analyzer ((FRA); Solartron, Model 1260) to measure the high 
frequency resistance of the total cell during operation. To allow enhancement of the 
signal to noise ratio, low noise preamplifiers (SR560, Stanford Research Systems) 
filtered and amplified the signals before they were analyzed by the FRA [87]. A 
Switch/Control Unit (HP 3488A) allowed measurement of the HFR of all individual 
segments during operation. But the mechanical switching from segment to segment and 
the measurement itself required a minimum of one minute. Consequently, the HFRs of 
fast processes, such as CO transient measurements with high CO partial pressures 
(100 ppm) could not be recorded. Total cell HFRs were measured at 2 kHz perturbation 
frequency, segment HFRs at 5 kHz [61]. 
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3.2 Membrane Electrode Assemblies 

The described G-III and G-IV segmented cell setups were used to perform 
experiments with three different types of MEAs: (i) hydrogen operated MEAs of 
generation III and IV, referred to as G-III, PEFC and G-IV PEFC; (ii) methanol operated 
MEAs of generation IV, referred to as G-IV, DMFC. 

G-III, PEFC 
MEAs were manufactured using thin-film technique developed in house [88]-[90]. 

The standard ink composition used for PEFC applications contained 20% platinum on 
carbon (Vulcan XC-72, E-Tek) and 5% Nafion solution (1100 EW, Solution Technology, 
Inc.) in a weight ratio of 5:2, and tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBA-OH). To form 
G-III segmented MEAs the catalyst ink was hand painted onto Teflon supports (‘decals’), 
sized to exactly match either the anode segments or the entire single-piece cathode. The 
anode and cathode blanks were repeatedly painted, oven-dried and weighed until the 
desired catalyst loading of 0.2 mg Pt/cm2 was obtained. They were then aligned in a 
frame and hot-pressed onto a Nafion 1135 membrane (1100 EW, sodium form) at 210°C. 
After hot pressing, the MEA was boiled in 0.5 molar sulphuric acid to exchange sodium 
and TBA+ ions for protons, rinsed in water, and dried on a vacuum hot plate at 60°C. This 
production process is very time intensive, though even the most painstaking preparation 
does neither result in uniform catalyst layers, nor in standard deviations of platinum 
loading of less than 12 or 13% [91].  

G-IV, PEFC 
There are faster means of catalyst coating than hand painting, such as screen printing 

[92]-[93], rolling techniques [94]-[96], and spraying methods [97]-[98]. Careful 
adjustment of catalyst ink properties while increasing transfer efficiency of ink and decal 
material can additionally increase the reproducibility of rapidly manufactured electrode 
layers [91]. To manufacture G-IV cathodes of 0.3 mg Pt/cm2, Kapton decals were coated 
with a recently described machine spreader [99], hot pressed onto Nafion 1135, and 
proton exchanged. Coating ink differed from the standard ink described above by 
substituting 75% of the alcohol contained in the 5% Nafion solution by water. The 
resulting half-cells had a very homogeneous electrode and very good platinum loading 
precision of ±5% [91]. For MEA completion, the uncoated membrane side was spray 
coated to create ten anode segments of 0.2 mg Pt/cm2 using the spray setup of LANL, 
which was developed in house and is described in detail in the Appendix. Spray ink was 
proton form standard catalyst/ionomer mix diluted by weight ratio of 1:2 with an 
isopropanol/water mixture of 1:1 by weight. Since no proton exchange step was needed 
after spray coating, geometry of the segmented anode remained exactly defined and 
allowed precise and easy alignment of the MEA into the setup. Figure 11 shows a two-
dimensional elemental map of platinum of such a sprayed segmented anode, taken with 
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X-ray microfluorescence spectroscopy (XRMF). The uniform color distribution of the 
image reveals the highly homogeneous platinum distribution on the individual segments. 
Platinum loading precision was determined to ±3%.  
 

 
Figure 11: M-line XRF image of Pt in segmented PEFC anode produced by spray 

coating.  

During the proton exchange step of the standard production method impurities are 
removed off the catalyst surface. Spray coating MEAs without performing a proton 
exchange step leaves these impurities on the catalyst surface. Carbon black typically 
consists of 90 to 99 wt% elemental carbon. Various surface groups containing oxygen, 
hydrogen, nitrogen, sulfur, halogens, and other elements can be introduced into the 
carbon sample during the manufacturing process [100]. Kangasniemi et. al. identified 
ether, carbonyl, and carboxyl surface oxide species, with a minor fraction of electroactive 
hydroquinone/quinone species on Vulcan XC-72 [101], the catalyst support employed in 
this work. Sulfur, organic compounds and most other contaminations, can be completely 
removed from platinum catalyst with cyclic voltammetry [102]. Prior to operating G-IV 
segmented MEAs the anode surface was cleansed by means of cyclic voltammetry 
subsequent to cell break-in. Cycling was done in a potential range of either 0.1 to 1.1 V 
or 0.1 to 1.4 V until all contaminants were removed. Figure 12 compares cyclic 
voltammograms of a proton exchanged catalyst layer of 5 cm2 and 0.22 mg Pt/cm2 at 
25°C (left) with a sprayed catalyst layer of 7.71 cm2 and 0.36 mg Pt/cm2 at 80°C (right). 
Clearly, cycling removed the contaminating surface species that inhibited performance 
for hydrogen oxidation.  
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Figure 12: Cyclic voltammograms; left: Electrode produced by standard hand 

painting with subsequent hot-pressing and proton exchange step; 
right: proton form sprayed ink without subsequent steps. 

The TBA form ink was introduced by Wilson et. al to render the catalyst layers more 
durable [90]. Since the strategy to fabricate G-IV segmented anodes employed catalyst 
inks in proton form, rather than TBA form, endurance tests at fairly aggressive operating 
conditions were performed. Constant current densities ranged from 0.75 A/cm2 to 
1.0 A/cm2 to obtain an initial cell voltage of 0.5 V, and to challenge the electrodes with 
high current throughputs and high reaction water production. Strong differences in 
endurance behavior were observed for proton form sprayed electrodes when operated as 
cathode or anode, indicating that performance degradation mainly occurred at the 
cathode. This might have been related to presence and production of water and 
vulnerability of the crystallinity of the ionomer in the catalyst layer with respect to water 
[103]. The MEA configuration as used in the hydrogen powered G-IV segmented cells 
lost only 26 mV cell voltage over the course of 710 hours (~4 weeks). MEAs of this type 
can consequently be operated at high current densities for several weeks or at less 
challenging operating conditions even longer, without the need to be concerned about 
significant impact of aging processes on the spatial information measured.  

G-IV, DMFC 
Segmented MEAs for DMFC operation were manufactured with G-IV geometry 

using the standard production method for DMFCs at LANL. Catalyst inks contain 5% 
Nafion solution (1100 EW, Solution Technology, Inc.) and unsupported catalyst material 
(Johnson Matthey). Anode ink composition was 85 wt% 1:1 platinum-ruthenium catalyst 
and 15 wt% Nafion solution. Cathode ink composition was 90 wt% platinum catalyst and 
10 wt% Nafion solution. After sonicating the ink components for about 90 seconds, the 
produced catalyst ink was directly hand painted on a Nafion 117 membrane of 75°C. The 
painted electrode was then dried for at least 20 min at the same temperature. The 
geometries for hand painting were transferred using templates cut of fiber glass 
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reinforced silicon, in the G-IV pattern described earlier. The cathode was loaded with 
6 mg Pt/cm2, while the ten segments of the anode were coated to a loading of 10 mg Pt-
Ru/cm2. Modest reproducibility was achieved with segments deviating in average 9% 
from the mean catalyst loading.  

Standard testing of unsupported Pt and Pt-Ru DMFC electrodes at LANL revealed 
that the catalysts are free of contaminants after MEA production and do not require 
cleaning prior to operation [104]. Pivovar et. al. performed endurance tests of such MEAs 
in a DMFC stack and quantified the average anode performance loss via anode 
polarization measurements [105]. The current density at 0.3 V dropped 14% after 
120 hours and 19% after 339 hours, respectively. Supplement cyclic voltammetry (CV) 
experiments suggested that one possible loss mechanism in the system was loss of active 
catalyst surface area on the anode as a function of time. To counteract any changes of the 
catalyst surface area and its performance, operating time of segmented DMFCs was kept 
minimal. 

3.3 PEFC Operation 

Unless mentioned, segmented PEFCs were operated at the following standard G-IV 
(G-III) hydrogen conditions. Water temperature of the humidifier and gas flow rate 
determine the amount of water uptake in the humidifier. Typically humidification close to 
100% saturation for a given temperature can be achieved with small gas flows. However, 
for high gas flows, the saturation can decrease to as low as 70% [58]. Standard humidifier 
temperatures for the anode and the cathode were 105°C (80°C) and 90°C, respectively. 
The operating temperature of the cell was maintained at 80°C. Back pressures for both 
the anode and the cathode were set at 2 bar. Gas flows were controlled by electronic mass 
flow controllers (MKS, RS 485), which were adjusted for the atmospheric pressure and 
the temperature at the laboratory. The anode was operated on hydrogen at a fixed gas 
flow of 810 sccm (800 sccm). The cathode was typically operated with a fixed air flow of 
4000 sccm (4400 sccm).  

The pressure drop per segment was 0.015 psi and 0.05 psi for anode and cathode, 
respectively. Taking the pressure dependence of the anode and cathode reaction into 
account, both values were considered negligible and the pressures along the flow-fields 
were regarded as constant.  

Four way valves were connected to the piping system of anode and cathode in such a 
way, that they allowed reversal of the gas flows of one or both electrodes during 
operation. Standard flow direction was co-flow configuration, downwards from flow inlet 
to flow outlet. 

Between measurements, the fuel cell was operated at a constant cell voltage of 0.6 V. 
Prior to polarization and transient experiments platinum oxides that may have developed 
on the platinum catalyst surface were removed by pulsing the cell voltage to 0.3 V for 5 
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seconds. Transient measurements were recorded by averaging about 300 data points 
every 0.055 seconds, while polarization measurements averaged 1000 data points after 
keeping the cell voltage constant for 30 seconds.  

3.3.1 Polarization Measurements 
The homogeneity of the performance potential of each G-IV segmented MEA was 

verified, after break-in and cleaning, by performing polarization measurements with only 
one segment connected at a time. Figure 13 shows a typical set of polarization curves of 
individually operated segments measured after operating each segment at 0.5 V for 
30 minutes. The performances and HFRs of the single segments were nearly identical 
confirming the reproducibility of the MEA fabrication process. The HFR values were 
close to R  = 0.120 Ωcm2, which is a typical HFR value for well-humidified Nafion 
N1135 MEAs.  
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Figure 13: Polarization curves and HFRs of PEFC segments operated 

individually at identical operation conditions. While one segment is 
operating, the other segments are disconnected.  

Figure 14 shows the performance characteristics of each segment of the segmented 
cell when all segments are in operation. The left part of Figure 14 shows the current 
distributions of the segments beginning with Seg01 at the rear of the plot and moving 
forward sequentially. The polarization curves are different for each segment, because the 
local operating conditions vary along the flow-field. This effect is especially notable in 
the high current density region of the cell where the performance decreased with each 
successive downstream segment. This was caused by increasing mass transport 
limitations along the flow channel due to the decreased concentration of oxygen and 
increased concentration of water in the flow stream, resulting from the upstream 
electrode reactions.  
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Figure 14: Left: Waterfall graph of the segmented PEFC showing the current 

distribution along the flow-field. Right: HFRs of the segmented cell 
recorded during measurement of the polarization curves. 

During cell operation HFRs were also recorded for every segment and operating 
point. The HFRs values for Seg01, Seg06, and Seg10 are shown in the right part of 
Figure 14. The HFR of the segments was higher in the kinetic region of the polarization 
curves. Since the cell was operated with very high gas flows, the gas saturation level with 
water was less than 100% and the cell operated under somewhat dry conditions. At 
intermediate current densities, between 300 to 800 mA, internal hydration resulting from 
electrode reactions compensated for the lack of external humidification causing the HFR 
to decrease to about R  = 0.120 Ωcm2, the expected value. At high current densities, 
above 800 mA, the HFRs of the segments increased again, probably due to an increasing 
water drag through the membrane causing the anode catalyst layer to dry out slightly. 
Note that Seg01 showed the highest stability of the HFRs. In the kinetic region Seg01 had 
a HFR of R  = 0.127 Ωcm2 that decreased to R  = 0.121 Ωcm2, and at high currents 
finally increased again to R  = 0.125 Ωcm2. This segment was exposed to the most 
constant level of gas humidification due to its position closest to the gas inlet of the fuel 
cell hardware. Hence, the resistance only changed with the production and transport of 
water within its own active area. The subsequent segments, e.g. Seg06, present larger 
HFR changes. The HFR of Seg06 decreased from a higher resistance of R  = 0.133 Ωcm2 
to a smaller resistance of R  = 0.116 Ωcm2 due to the production of reaction water in the 
upstream segments. The increase of the HFR to R  = 0.120 Ωcm2 at high current 
densities was identical to the increase of the inlet segment Seg01, indicating that the 
anode was insufficiently humidified at high current densities.  

Figure 15 shows the comparison of segments Seg01, Seg04, Seg07, and Seg10 to 
their baseline curves. While segment Seg01 shows no changes with respect to the 
reference curve, the segments further downstream deviated from their baseline 
performance. At higher current densities the segments started to pay a performance 
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penalty. The more segments preceding a given segment, the higher the penalty due to fuel 
utilization and mass transport limitations. At small current densities below about 
500 mA/cm2, the performance of segment Seg10 benefited from the reaction water 
produced upstream. This increase was rather small and may as well have been within the 
range of measurement accuracy. 
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Figure 15: Comparison of reference measurements (only one segment operating) 

with standard operation measurements (all segments operating) for 
PEFC Seg01, Seg04, Seg07, and Seg10.  

Figure 16 shows the same data set from a different perspective. It presents the 
current densities of the cell for the reference and standard operation modes at different 
cell voltages. This presentation visualized the shift of the onset of mass transport 
limitation with increasing current density. At low current densities in the kinetic region 
and the beginning of the ohmic region below about 500 mA/cm2, reference and standard 
measurement values were identical. At higher current densities the measurements values 
deviated due to the onset of flooding of the gas diffusion layers. The higher the current 
density was, the earlier the deviation occurred and the stronger it developed downstream. 
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Figure 16: Comparison of performance distribution of reference measurements 

and standard operation. 

Other spatial polarization measurements focused on the break-in process and the 
impact of cell operating conditions on PEFC performance, such as anode and cathode 
humidifier temperatures, anode stoich, cathode flow rate, and co- or counter flow 
configuration. These measurements, which are presented in the Appendix and whose 
results are summarized in the following paragraphs, helped to develop strategies to 
distinguish between (i) anode and cathode processes, and (ii) cause and effect of 
processes. They were further helpful in determining the standard operating conditions 
used in this work.  

The spatial break-in measurements revealed that the time needed for initial start up 
of a fuel cell hydration was accelerated with the amount of water present. The expected 
resistance changes in the catalyst layers could not be observed in situ, they were 
negligible with respect to total cell resistance.  

Variation of anode and cathode humidification parameters showed strong impact on 
local cell performance and resistance. Both anode and cathode hydration interacted, and 
cannot be separated easily. It appeared necessary to optimize both parameters with 
respect to each other, the cell temperature, and the chosen operating point or range of 
operating points. The segmented cell allowed furthermore insight in processes, which 
would be very difficult to detect with single cell technology. A long-term operated test 
cell suggested that the magnitude of ripening of a fuel cell catalyst depended on its 
exposure to water.  

Variation of hydrogen stoichiometric flow rates showed little impact on performance 
distribution. The observed performance changes were caused by changing the 
humidification of the gas stream due to increased anode flow rates. High cathode flow 
rates changed the performance distribution in the kinetic region and in the region of 
concentration polarization. Performance drops were observed that were identical to those 
of an improperly humidified cell. At low current densities the cell failed to compensate 
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for the decreasing saturation of the gas at large flow rates. This resulted in dehydration of 
the anode catalyst along the flow-field. High cathode flow rates also decreased mass 
transport limitations of the cell.  

Counter-flow measurements with the segmented system refuted predictions in the 
literature that this configuration was capable to better preserve water within the cell. The 
reversal of the flow was found to be a very valuable instrument to separate and identify 
anode and cathode effects and improved insight into fuel cell processes.  

3.3.2 Transient Measurements 
Transient measurements were performed using G-III and G-IV segmented setup. The 

G-III setup was used in a single set of measurements to record total cell response to 
exposure to CO as a function of CO partial pressure. Spatial CO transient measurements 
were performed with the G-IV system to investigate cell response to exposure to and 
withdrawal of CO as a function of time and position along the flow-field. Anode piping 
was extended as shown in the schematic of Figure 17 to allow effortless switching from 
pure to contaminated fuel. The inlet consisted of two individual gas feeds, one for the 
pure hydrogen gas, the other for hydrogen contaminated with CO (H2/CO). It contained 
inlet pressure gauges and pressure release valves for each feed line.  
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Figure 17: Schematic of CO transient measurements setup for fixed CO partial 

pressures. 

At the beginning of each transient measurement, the cell was operated with 
humidified pure hydrogen for 1 minute at a constant cell voltage of 0.6V. In the 
meantime, the H2/CO line was first purged, and then pressurized to the hydrogen inlet 
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pressure. Poisoning of the cell was initiated by switching the gas source from the H2 line 
to the H2/CO line. The release valves were used for avoiding over-pressurization of the 
inlet lines. They allowed switching back to pure hydrogen in the same manner, for testing 
cell recovery with neat H2.  

Transient measurements were performed with the G-III segmented setup employing 
G-III standard operating conditions. G-IV standard operating conditions applied to all 
experimental variables of the spatial transient measurements, except for the anode flow 
rate. The anode was operated on hydrogen at a fixed initial stoichiometric ratio (λ) of 1.1, 
and 1.5, calculated for the total cell current of the uncontaminated G-IV cell at 0.6 V. 
Operating conditions other than standard are explicitly defined in the text. 

Transient data is presented either as measured or in normalized form. For 
normalization, cell current and segment currents were individually averaged over the 
course of the first minute during operation on pure hydrogen. Subsequently, the measured 
cell current and segment currents were divided by their averaged value, generating a 
normalized current value independent of local segment performance. 

3.3.3 Cyclic Voltammetry of the Segmented Anode 
Cyclic voltammetry was performed to probe anode activity and to detect potential 

presence of surface contaminants [106]-[107]. Prior to voltammetric experiments, the 
standard fuel cell operation was interrupted and inert gas (argon or nitrogen) instead of 
hydrogen was fed into the fuel cell anode. From then on the cell was operated in an 
externally driven mode, with fuel cell anode operated as a working electrode. Hydrogen 
was injected to the original fuel cell cathode to be used simultaneously as the counter and 
reference electrode for potentiostatic control. For that purpose, the cathode was first 
carefully purged with the inert gas to remove possible traces of the air, and then fed with 
hydrogen-gas at 600 sccm to maintain humidification and constant H2 activity. This 
helped to limit variations in the reference potential of the electrode to those associated 
with, however small, kinetic overpotential of hydrogen evolution or hydrogen oxidation. 

Cyclic voltammetry was recorded with a PAR Model 172 potentiostat/galvanostat 
and an EG&G PARC Model 175 universal programmer. The data was stored on a 
MacIntosh G3 computer using acquisition procedure written in LabView. 

Cyclic voltammetry was routinely used to determine the degree of anode poisoning 
with gaseous CO. In these experiments, trace amounts of CO were added to either 
hydrogen or nitrogen feed stream to the anode and allowed to interact with the Pt catalyst 
for between 1 - 60 minutes. The amount of chemisorbed CO was then determined in a 
single voltammetric stripping scan, typically carried out in the potential range from 0.1 to 
0.9 V. The effect of CO on the fuel cell performance was determined by recording cell 
polarization plots and transient response plots under various operating conditions of the 
cell. A complete recovery of the CO-exposed anode was assured by performing a 10% air 
bleed into the hydrogen feed in between experiments [108].  
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Figure 18 shows the first two CV cycles of a cell segment after the exposure to 
100 ppm CO for two minutes. As a result of the specific test conditions used in this work, 
the CV scan shown in Figure 18 was shifted positive of the zero-current line in the entire 
applied potential range. This current offset originated from molecular hydrogen diffusing 
(H2 crossover) from the counter-reference electrode across the membrane to the test 
electrode and undergoing an immediate oxidation at the anode potentials. The offset 
magnitude depended on the membrane type and thickness, as well as the cell operating 
conditions, such as relative gas pressures, temperature, and CV scan rate. The described 
phenomenon, which can be referred to as hydrogen crossover, represented a source of 
possible error in the CO charge determination to be considered in data analysis. 

The CO stripping charge, QCO, is given by the integral of the peak area divided by 
the used scan rate, v: 

(15) ( )∫=
peak

CO dEEI
v
1Q  (15) 

Here, I is the measured current, and E the electrode potential. 

The “two-baseline” method selected for the determination of the CO stripping charge 
allowed to account for the change (increase) in the double layer capacity during CO 
oxidation (Figure 18, grey area). It also allowed to make this measurement independent 
of the hydrogen crossover, which, as a mass transport controlled process, depended on 
the scan rate. Finally, the integration method used accounted for that part of the CO-
stripping charge that overlapped the oxide layer formation charge at high scan rates 
(Figure 18, black area). 
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Figure 18: First and second voltammetric scans of an anode segment after the 

exposure of the cell to 100 ppm CO for 2 min. Figure shows the 
principle of the “two-baseline” method selected for CO stripping 
charge determination. Scan rate: 100 mV/s. 
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The left side of Figure 19 shows cyclic voltammograms recorded at various scan 
rates for an anode segment poisoned with 100 ppm CO for 2 min. To determine the 
optimum scan rate for CO stripping, surface coverage of CO was evaluated as a function 
of scan rate for the selected integration method. CO coverage was calculated from the 
stripping charges in Figure 19, assuming linear form of CO at the surface (Pt=CO). The 
coverage data are shown on the right side of Figure 19 as a function of scan rate ranging 
from 10 to 500 mV/s. The results showed an increase of the measured CO charge with 
decreasing scan rate, indicating increasing contribution of hydrogen crossover. This 
influence of hydrogen crossover on the measurement was negligible for scan rates of 
50 mV/s and higher. In the following, all measurements were performed at an 
intermediate scan rate of 100 mV/s, which offered minimal possible error without 
underestimating the measured stripping charges. 
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Figure 19: Left: Voltammetric stripping of CO from a single cell segment at 

different scan rates. The cell was exposed to 100 ppm CO for two 
minutes. Right: Number of sites covered by chemisorbed CO as a 
function of scan rate. 

Cyclic voltammetry of the inlet, middle and outlet segments of the anode (Seg01, 
Seg09, Seg18, respectively) after the exposure to 100 ppm CO for 10 minutes, in the 
presence of 100 ppm CO in the feed stream is shown in Figure 20. Because of the 
continuous presence of CO in the gas flowing through the cell, a small CO stripping peak 
was observed in second CV cycles. This was indicative of an immediate partial re-
poisoning of the catalyst after the removal of surface CO in the first cycle. 

Initial CVs of the CO-poisoned surface showed no hydrogen adsorption (currents 
close to zero between 0.1-0.4 V on each first scan) and were identical for all three 
segments up to 0.5 V, i.e. to the onset of CO oxidation. Following CO removal at a 
potential of about 0.8 V and throughout the remaining part of the scans the magnitude of 
the current offset due to the hydrogen crossover (see above), depended on the segment 
location in the flow field.  
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Figure 20: First and second CV scans for Seg01, Seg09, and Seg17. 100 ppm CO 

present during the experiment.  

Plotting hydrogen crossover current as a function of the segment number yielded a 
straight line, such as the one in Figure 21. The linear increase in the crossover current 
resulted from carryover of hydrogen that had crossed the membrane upstream of a given 
segment. Hydrogen crossover experiments revealed that about 40% of the hydrogen 
crossing from the cathode to anode side of the cell, rather than getting immediately 
oxidized, became carried over into the flow channel and, consequently, may have been 
oxidized downstream from the crossover point. At a CO saturated surface this hydrogen 
contributed about 1.4 mA/cm2 of the surface area upstream of the measured segment to 
the CV current of the segment under investigation. 
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Figure 21: Hydrogen crossover current as a function of segment number. 

Crossover for every segment estimated by averaging CV current at 
0.45 V for the positive- and negative-sweeping scans.  

To account for this measurement artifact, the hydrogen had to be dissociated at the 
crossover point. This required the removal of all surface CO from all segments except the 
measured segment. This was done by applying a voltage of 0.75 V to the non-measured 
segments, and stopping the CO flow to the anode. The only remaining contribution of 
hydrogen crossover to the measured segment’s current was due to hydrogen crossover at 
that segment. The corresponding current density was found to be a consistent 4 mA/cm2. 

Figure 22 shows voltammetric stripping of CO from the inlet, center, and outlet 
segments of the anode (Seg01, Seg09, Seg18) after the exposure to 100 ppm CO for 
6 minutes. Thanks to the approach as described above, virtually all interference from 
hydrogen crossover was eliminated. In the following, all the presented measurements 
were performed using this new method.  
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Figure 22: CO stripping from Seg01, Seg09, and Seg17, after poisoning with 

100 ppm CO for 6 minutes. The voltammograms show the effect of the 
experimental approach eliminating the effect of hydrogen crossover 
on the measured voltammetric currents.  

3.4 DMFC Operation 

Prior to operating segmented DMFCs with a methanol solution, the cells were 
broken-in employing hydrogen as a fuel. This allowed for short break-in periods and 
evaluation of the cathode, which is the dominating loss factor of the cell during hydrogen 
operation. For break in and testing in hydrogen mode, the anode was operated at 
600 sccm hydrogen flow, 2 bar backpressure, and 105°C humidifier temperature. The 
cathode operated at a fixed air flow which delivered 2 stoich for a current of 64 A, the 
total cell current observed at a cell voltage of 0.4 V. Backpressure was 2 bar and 
humidifier temperature 90°C. The cell was operated at 80°C. 

Identical to MEA evaluation of segmented PEFC, individual segment polarization 
curves were performed to study performance homogeneity. This was done in hydrogen 
and methanol operating mode and compared to regular segmented DMFC operation. 
After switching to methanol operation DMFC experiments were performed at the 
following G-IV standard DMFC operating conditions, meant to simulate reasonable 
operating conditions in a practical device. The anode was fed with 10 mL/min of 0.48 M 
methanol (MeOH) solution, preheated to 80°C in a continuous-flow heater built in-house. 
Anode flow was controlled by a high-pressure liquid chromatography pump (Shimadzu 
LC-8A). Cathode air flow was maintained at a stoichiometric ratio of λ = 2.5 throughout 
the entire current density range. Cathode stoich was corrected for consumption due to 
methanol crossover employing a model introduced by Ren et. al. [109]. Stoichiometry in 
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this case represents the ratio of air provided to the cell to that necessary to oxidize the 
crossover methanol and reduce protons. The standard cathode was operated at ambient 
pressure and non-humidified flow. When humidified, standard humidification occurred at 
75°C. Employed cell compression and G-IV flow-field design were used as optimized for 
hydrogen operation to avoid challenging adjustments and to maintain the integrity of the 
operation. Occurring difficulties of sealing the cell during DMFC operation were solved 
by increasing the compression of the hardware. 

3.4.1 Anode Polarization Measurements 
Once the anode was switched to methanol fuel, the loss mechanisms of methanol 

oxidation increased to about the magnitude of the cathode losses. Anode performance 
limitations were isolated and quantified using anode polarization measurements, either 
performing individual measurements by connecting one segment at a time or measuring 
all segments together. Figure 23 shows the principle of such an anode polarization 
experiment. The cell was operating in driven mode, using the power supply of the 
segmented cell setup, controlled by the electronic load, as driving power source to create 
current flows in standard fuel cell direction. Identical to DMFC operation, methanol 
solution was fed into the anode, while well humidified hydrogen was supplied to the 
cathode, which will be referred to as counter or reference electrode. This electrode was 
established with a constant hydrogen flow of 1000 sccm, a humidifier temperature of 
85°C, and a pressure of 0.67 bar gauge pressure. If not mentioned otherwise, standard 
operating conditions were used at the anode.  

The application of a potential difference between anode and counter electrode in 
such a setting activates methanol oxidation according to equation (13). The produced 
protons are driven through the proton conducting membrane, to recombine with electrons 
to molecular hydrogen at the counter electrode.  
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Figure 23: Schematic of anode polarization measurement. 

The amount of reacting methanol is dependent on active catalyst area, catalyst 
composition, applied potential, anode transport processes, etc. Cathode loss mechanisms 
are decoupled by the fast reactions occurring at the counter electrode and with increasing 
potential, the recorded current is limited by the maximum achievable anode performance. 
Measurements create a current plot similar in shape to the one shown in Figure 24. The 
recorded limiting current directly determines the anode limitations of the fuel cell in-situ. 
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Figure 24: Characteristic trend of an anode polarization measurement plotted as 

cell current density versus applied potential. 
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3.4.2 MeOH Crossover 
Simultaneous to increasing anode losses by switching from hydrogen to methanol 

operation, cathode losses significantly increase due to methanol crossover. The quantity 
of crossing methanol depends on operating conditions and system parameters, e.g. 
methanol concentration, flow rate, temperature, membrane material, membrane thickness, 
backing material, cell compression, and flow-field. Investigation of the methanol 
crossover rate is a viable method for determining the selective properties of the polymer 
membrane material and the involved electrochemical losses. The measurement strategy 
employed in this work was introduced by Ren et. al. [109]. It allowed monitoring the 
methanol permeation across G-IV segmented DMFC MEAs via voltammetry at open 
circuit configuration. This ‘worst case scenario’ recorded the maximum methanol flux for 
the given operating conditions. The methanol crossover rate can be determined from the 
recorded limiting current by correcting for the effect of fluid convection within the 
membrane by electro-osmotic drag of the protonic current [109]. At operating conditions 
other than open circuit, the fuel cell reaction, consuming methanol, decreases the 
methanol concentration at the membrane surface and hence the crossover rate.  

Spatial methanol crossover measurements were performed to detect and quantify 
methanol crossover as a function of segment location and operating conditions. During 
the experiments as shown in the schematic of Figure 25 methanol was fed to the anode 
using standard operating conditions if not mentioned otherwise. Cathode air flow was 
substituted by 1000 sccm nitrogen, humidified at 85°C. The cell operated in a driven 
mode, employing a power supply (Agilent 6033 A) as driving power source, which 
opposed polarity of regular fuel cell operation1. Methanol that crossed from the ‘fuel cell 
anode’ to the ‘fuel cell cathode’ was oxidized according to equation (13) by the applied 
potential. The potential drove a current through the cell of opposing fuel cell current 
direction, whose maximum was limited by the methanol diffusion rate through the 
membrane. For measurement, power output was stepped down from 0.8 to 0 V to assure 
measurement at steady state conditions. Each voltage (increment of 0.01 V) was held for 
5 seconds while recording the cell response. Note that since the polarization was 
reversed, the current flowing through the previously described Hall sensor setup changed 
direction also. Prior to investigation of the methanol crossover, Hall sensors were 
recalibrated for ‘reversed’ current direction and smaller current range.  

                                                 
1 By switching the polarization of the electrodes, the fuel cell anode becomes the cathode 
and the fuel cell cathode turns into the anode of the MeOH-crossover cell. For clarity, the 
term ‘anode’ will be applied as in the fuel cell case, while the ‘cathode’ will be referred 
to as ‘working electrode’ for MeOH-crossover measurements. 
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Figure 25: Schematic of methanol crossover measurement. 

Although smaller in magnitude, methanol crossover experiment produces a similar 
plot to that of the anode polarization experiment as shown in Figure 24. The maximum 
current density is limited by methanol diffusion processes through the membrane. It 
delivers information about the methanol permeability of the membrane material. At lower 
applied voltage, Methanol is not fully oxidized and the recorded current is no longer mass 
transport limited. Since no significant information gain was expected from individually 
performed methanol crossover experiments and segmentation of the cathode electrode 
would have been necessary, the desired spatial information was exclusively extracted 
from spatial cell measurements. 
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4 Results and Discussion 

4.1 The Time and Spatial Dependence of CO Poisoning 

The performance of a PEFC is strongly affected by the presence of CO in the anode feed. 
This is particularly problematic when CO partial pressure is transiently increased, such as 
during a cold-start or in a drive cycle when the reformer/clean-up system is driven away 
from steady state. To understand in more detail the effects of such transients and to 
deduce strategies for dealing with them, localized information about the CO poisoning 
process and the recovery from it is presented and discussed in the next sections.  

4.1.1 CO Coverage 
Figure 26 shows transient responses of all 18 anode segments of the hydrogen/air 

fuel cell at 0.6 V to 10, 25, 50 and 100 ppm of CO in the anode feed stream. The CO 
content in the anode feed stream, rate of current drop, total poisoning time and steady-
state current after the poisoning are all listed in Table 2. For all four CO contents, the 
total cell current dropped from an initial value of ca. 54 A to a steady-state value of 
between 28 and 5.5 A. As expected, higher CO content in the anode feed stream resulted 
in a faster current drop and lower steady-state current value [110]-[111]. 
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Figure 26: Fuel cell response to various contents of CO in the anode feed stream. 

Cell voltage 0.6 V, G-III standard operating conditions.  
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Table 2: The effect of CO content in the anode feed stream on cell performance 
at 0.6 V. 

CO Content 
[ppm] 

Average Current 
Drop Rate 
[A/min] 

Total Poisoning Time 
[min] 

Steady-State Current 
After Poisoning 

[A] 

10 0.02 50 28 

25 0.08 25 16 

50 0.19 10 9.0 

100 0.39 6 5.5 

 
Under the assumption that CO has a sticking coefficient of one, every CO molecule 

is adsorbed and trapped on the platinum interface as soon as contact to the catalyst 
material occurs. For this case, the time period, t, required to develop a monolayer of CO 
on the surface is given by: 

(16) 
anodein,CO

Ptsites

fx
nt

⋅
=  (16) 

Here, nPtsites is the number of active reaction sites (6.67x1018 sites, measured at 25°C), 
xCO the CO fraction in the anode feed stream (100 ppm), and fin,anode the anode inlet flux 
(800 sccm). Saturation of the cell was computed to 3.1 minutes for 25°C and 100% 
coverage, and to 2.6 minutes for 80°C and 85% coverage, respectively. The actual 
observed saturation time of the cell amounted to 5 min and exceeded the prediction by a 
factor of two. This indicated a more complex adsorption process at the anode, most 
probably due to diffusion barriers and/or an average sticking coefficient of less than one. 

 
Voltammetric stripping of carbon monoxide from the surface of Pt nanoparticles in a 

small 5 cm2 single cell is shown in Figure 27. CO was chemisorbed from two different 
gases, hydrogen in one case and nitrogen in the other. In both cases, the CO content was 
100 ppm and the gas flow was 200 sccm/min. After CO chemisorption, the cell was 
purged with pure nitrogen for 15 min to remove traces of CO from the gas phase. (No 
desorption of surface CO during the purging was assumed). Complete CO stripping was 
achieved in the first scan. A second, consecutive cycle was run to ensure completeness of 
CO oxidation and to establish a current baseline for the stripping charge determination. 
The scan rate was 100 mV/s. 
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Figure 27: Voltammetric stripping of surface CO in a 5 cm2 cell. CO 

chemisorbed from 100 ppm CO in nitrogen gas (solid line) and 
100 ppm CO in hydrogen gas (dashed line). Scan rate 100 mV/s. 

Surface coverage by CO can be estimated based on a model recently proposed by 
Springer et al [111]. According to this model, hydrogen’s affinity to platinum is 
significantly greater than that of nitrogen’s. We therefore expected lower CO coverage in 
hydrogen than in nitrogen, and, consequently, increased electro-oxidation charge of 
surface CO in nitrogen than hydrogen.  

When applied to the conditions of a steady-state CO-poisoning experiment, where 
hydrogen is present in the anode at open circuit conditions, the current density 
expressions for hydrogen and CO oxidation become zero (different from the case of an 
operating fuel cell in [111]), and the model reduces to equations (17) and (18). In order to 
measure the CO charge of this case, the flow of CO to the anode has to be stopped and 
the cell purged with humidified nitrogen to remove any traces of hydrogen from the 
anode side of the cell. The anode potential is assumed to remain low enough to prevent 
any desorption of CO from the surface. In this case, the CO coverage remains constant, 
while the hydrogen coverage drops to zero. In other words, after reaching steady state 
poisoning conditions by CO supplied in hydrogen atmosphere, equations (17) and (18) 
are valid, while after purging the anode with nitrogen prior to the CO stripping 
experiment, equations (17) and (19) apply. 

When Springer’s model is applied to the conditions of a steady-state CO-poisoning 
experiment where nitrogen is present at the anode, equations (17) and (19) are valid 
before and after purging.  

(17) 0Θkb-)ΘΘ(1Pxk
dt

dΘρ COfcfchCOACOfc
CO

Pt =−−=  (17) 
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(18) 0Θkb-)ΘΘ(1Pxk
dt

dΘρ 2
hfhfh

2
hCOAhfh

h
Pt =−−=  (18) 

(19) 0Θh =  (19) 

Here, ρPt is the molar area density of catalyst sites times the Faraday constant; kfh 
and kfc the rate constants for hydrogen and CO adsorption, respectively (A/cm2 atm), bfh 
and bfc are the reciprocal adsorption constants for hydrogen and CO, respectively (atm), 
which implicitly represent the desorption rates; Θh and ΘCO are fractional coverages by 
hydrogen and CO, respectively; xh and xco are mole fractions of hydrogen and CO, 
respectively; and PA is the total anode pressure (atm).  

An analytical solution for Θh and ΘCO can be obtained as shown in equations 
(20) - (21). These equations are valid during steady-state CO-poisoning. PCO and Ph are 
the partial pressures of CO and hydrogen, respectively. After purging the anode with 
nitrogen prior to CO stripping experiment, equation (21) remains valid and equation (20) 
changes into equation (19).  

(20) 
)Pb(bPb

Pb

hfhfcCOfh

hfc
h ++

=Θ  (20) 

(21) 
)Pb(bPb

Pb

hfhfcCOfh

COfh
CO ++

=Θ  (21) 

In the absence of hydrogen, i.e. nitrogen or argon atmosphere, equation (21) 
simplifies to: 

(22) 
COfc

CO
CO Pb

P
+

=Θ  (22) 

If the rate constants kfh and bfc are independent of ΘCO (no dependence on Θh 
assumed, since the affinity of CO is magnitudes higher), the values for Θh and ΘCO can 
be determined directly from equations (20)-(21), or equation (22), respectively. 
Otherwise, in case the rate constants are a function of ΘCO, equations (20)-(21) are solved 
by numerical iteration, under the condition that the function of the rate constants kfh and 
bfc over ΘCO are satisfied [111]. Surface coverage values for stripping experiments in 
Figure 27 were calculated employing equations (20)-(21), assuming PCO of 0.3 mbar, Ph 
of either 3 bar (CO in hydrogen at 3.0 bara) or 0 bar (CO in inert gas at 3.0 bara ), 
bfh of 0.5 atm [111]. The adsorption ratio was determined to bfc of 7.75x10-6 atm at ΘCO 
value of 0.92 and 1.03x10-5 at 0.97, respectively [111]. Based on that calculation, the CO 
coverage in the inert gas atmosphere was expected to be higher than in hydrogen (97% 
vs. 92%, Table 3). This result did not agree with the stripping charge measurements in 
Figure 27. Within the accuracy of charge measurements, which depended among others 
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on slight, but unavoidable, variations in cell temperature, gas humidification and anode 
pressure, the actual measured amount of surface CO was found to be independent of the 
carrier gas used. In other words, under the conditions of the experiment, there was no 
indication of a lower CO coverage in hydrogen than nitrogen. 

Table 3: Percent of CO-covered and free reaction sites in the presence and the 
absence of hydrogen in the anode feed stream (based on a model by 
Springer et al. [111]) 

Anode Feed 
CO-Covered Sites 

[%] 
H-Covered Sites 

[%] 
Free Reaction Sites 

[%] 

CO in H2 92 6 2 

CO in N2 (or Ar) 97 - 3 

 
This indicated that the adsorption rate constant for CO in the hydrogen 

atmosphere might have been underestimated in the treatment by Springer et. al. [111]. It 
is also possible that, contrary to what has been assumed in this work, CO desorption 
occurred during the purging that preceded CV stripping.  

The current transient measurements shown in Figure 26 or Figure 28 represent 
average poisoning of the anode by CO and do not provide any information on the 
poisoning of individual segments in the cell. To obtain specific information on the 
distribution of the CO, I performed CV measurements with individual anode segments at 
various states of cell poisoning. CO chemisorption was performed using 100 ppm CO in 
nitrogen or argon. Cyclic voltammograms of individual anode segments were recorded 
every 60 seconds of the poisoning process, at the times marked by crosses in Figure 28. 
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Figure 28: Current time transient with 100 ppm CO injected to the fuel cell 

anode. CO injected at time t=0. Crosses indicate times at which CVs 
of individual anode segments were recorded.  

Figure 29, Figure 30, and Figure 31 show CO stripping experiments of the odd 
segments (Seg01, Seg03, ....Seg17) after the exposure to 100 ppm CO for 1, 2, and 
6 minutes, respectively. Peak currents and potentials of carbon monoxide stripping from 
the inlet, center and outlet segments are listed in Table 4. After 1 and 2 minutes of 
exposure to CO, the surface layer of CO was still far from saturation, with CO stripping 
charges decreasing monotonically from the anode inlet to the anode outlet. CVs recorded 
after two-minute exposure revealed higher amounts of adsorbed CO. The shift in the peak 
potential and change in peak current between segments were identical for the two 
exposure times, indicating similar growth of the CO monolayer during the first and the 
second minute of exposure to CO. As expected, the amount of surface CO was the 
highest at the inlet segment and the lowest at the outlet segment. 

Low CO stripping charges measured after short poisoning times were accompanied 
by decreasing CO stripping peak potentials. This indicated that at low coverage CO was 
less strongly bound to the Pt sites than at higher coverage. Marković et. al. [112] reported 
two different forms of CO adsorbed on Pt(111) with surface bonds of different energy 
and oxidizing at different electrode potentials. The oxidative removal of COweak, which 
exists at high CO coverage, is accompanied by simultaneous relaxation of the CO catalyst 
layer. The remaining CO assumes a new bonding state at a CO coverage of ~ 60%, 
characterized by higher energy of the surface bond. However, infrared data obtained with 
carbon-supported platinum nanoparticles, by Park et. al. indicate decreasing bonding 
strength with decreasing CO coverage [113]. The above presented data led to the 
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conclusion that low- and high-coverage binding on a nanocrystalline fuel cell catalyst 
reverses the trend typically observed on low-index planes, i.e. (111), (110), and (100). 
High CO coverage limits the mobility of CO on such a catalyst surface and limits the 
access of water required for the oxidation reaction to take place. The activation energy 
consequently increases, resulting in higher CO stripping peak potentials at higher CO 
coverage.  

Further increase in CO exposure times beyond two minutes led to an increase in CO 
stripping charges until the catalyst surface was completely covered by a monolayer of 
CO. Based on the transient in Figure 28 complete anode saturation was expected after 
five-minute exposure to CO. Individual segments became saturated sooner, in a 
consecutive segment order along the flow-field. CO stripping data recorded after 
six-minute exposure to CO are shown in Figure 31. The differences in the CO stripping 
peak area, potential and current for different segments virtually disappeared. Only slight 
random differences between CVs for various segments could be seen, which were 
ascribed to variations in catalyst loading, temperature [114], and hydration [115] of 
individual segments.  

Table 4: CO stripping peak potential and current at various anode segment 
after different poisoning times.  

Poisoning Time 
[min] 

Segment 
Peak Potential 

[V] 
Peak Current 

[A] 

1 Seg01 0.69 0.18 

1 Seg09 0.66 0.10 

1 Seg17 0.63 0.04 

2 Seg01 0.71 0.24 

2 Seg09 0.68 0.17 

2 Seg17 0.67 0.08 

6 Seg01 0.70 0.27 

6 Seg09 0.69 0.23 

6 Seg17 0.69 0.20 
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Figure 29: CO stripping voltammetry from the odd-number segments of the 

anode following the exposure to 100 ppm CO for one minute.  
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Figure 30: CO stripping voltammetry from the odd-number segments of the 

anode following the exposure to 100 ppm CO for two minutes. 
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Figure 31: CO stripping voltammetry from the odd-number segments of the 

anode following the exposure to 100 ppm CO for six minutes. 

In order to accurately determine spatial distribution of CO at the anode catalyst, it 
was necessary to know the number of accessible surface Pt sites. Rotating disc electrode 
measurements by Igarashi et. al. revealed that 100% coverage with CO at 26°C is reached 
at CO partial pressures as low as 10 ppm CO, with the desorption of adsorbed CO being 
entirely negligible [116]. Table 5 contains CO stripping data obtained using a 5 cm2 fuel 
cell setup. In each measurement, the cell was poisoned for 5 minutes at a flow rate of 
20 (sccm/min)/cm2, 2 bar backpressures and ambient cell temperature. The CO stripping 
charges proved independent of partial pressure in the range from 100 ppm to pure CO, 
suggesting full saturation of the catalyst with CO irrespective of the partial pressure 
applied. In the end, the reference charge of the fully CO-saturated segmented anode was 
measured at ambient cell temperature, 2 bar backpressure, nitrogen flow of 
10 (sccm/min)/cm2, poisoning time of 60 minutes, and CO partial pressure of 250 ppm. 
These operating parameters exceeded the determined amount of CO required to cover the 
surface by approximately 15 times. Saturation CO charges were measured for all anode 
segments and used as reference in the surface coverage measurements.  
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Table 5: CO stripping charges from a 5 cm2 anode measured with various CO 
partial pressures at 25°C and 2 bar backpressure. CO poisoning time: 
5minutes.  

CO Partial Pressure 
[ppm] 

Poisoning Time 
[min] 

Flow Rate per Unit 
Area 

[(sccm/min)/cm2] 

CO Charge 
[As] 

100 5 20 0.35 

250 5 20 0.35 

1000 5 20 0.34 

106 (pure CO) 5 20 0.35 

 

Table 6: CO coverage and coverage gradients of the segmented cell and 
individual segments for various poisoning times. 

Poisoning 
Time 
[min] 

Last 
Saturated 
Segment 
[Seg No.] 

CO Coverage 
of Seg01 

[%] 

CO Coverage 
of Seg09 

[%] 

CO Coverage 
of Seg17 

[%] 

1 - 54 30 9 

2 3 82 58 35 

3 11 76 74 60 

4 15 81 79 76 

5 17 82 79 86 

6 17 86 80 86 

60 17 85 85 88 

 

Figure 32 presents the CO coverage of different cell segments after poisoning with 
100 ppm CO for different times, including linear fits and standard deviations. The results 
for three selected segments are summarized in Table 6. Poisoning for 5 minutes or longer 
led to saturation of all segments in the cell at 80°C. The surface CO coverage reached 
80 - 85% of the reference values recorded at 25°C. The coverage diminished at shorter 
exposure time, starting with the segments near the cell outlet. A typical difference 
between coverage values measured for the adjacent segments was 3-4%, depending on 
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the anode operating conditions, i.e. velocity of the feed stream, catalyst loading, pressure, 
etc.. For example, at two-minute CO exposure time the only saturated segments were 
Seg01-Seg03, with surface coverage by CO dropping along the flow-field from 82% 
(Seg03) to 35% (Seg17). At even shorter contamination time of one minute no segment 
was fully saturated. Still, CO coverage decreased along the flow channel by 
approximately the same per-segment value, from 54-60% at the inlet segment to 9% at 
the outlet segment.  
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Figure 32: CO coverage as a function of segment position in the cell. Anode 

catalyst poisoned with 100 ppm CO for seven different times between 
one and sixty minutes; cell temperature 80°C; and backpressures 
2 bar. The symbols represent the data; the lines are linear fits of the 
data and the error bar the according standard deviations of the fit. 

CO poisoning plots for three selected anode segments are shown in Figure 33. The 
graph contains linear fits and standard deviations. The outlet segment (Seg17) showed 
one minute poisoning delay relative to the center segment (Seg09) and a two minutes 
delay relative to the inlet segment (Seg01). Parallel poisoning at various segments 
occurred as a function of segment location rather than sequential saturation of segment 
catalyst layer after segment catalyst layer.  
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Figure 33: CO coverage of the inlet, center, and outlet segments as a function of 

poisoning time. The symbols represent the data; the lines are linear 
fits of the data and the error bar the according standard deviations of 
the fit. 

4.1.2 CO Transient Response 
Figure 34 shows normalized transient response of G-IV segmented anode at initial 

stoichs of 1.1 and 1.5. After one minute of cell operation the anode was exposed to 
100 ppm CO, which caused the cell current to drop due to CO poisoning of the platinum 
catalyst. Steady-state conditions were reached after saturation of the catalyst layer with 
CO. The saturation time for the platinum electrode was dependent on the anode inlet flux 
and the CO mole fraction, while the current in steady-state conditions was only 
dependent on the CO mole fraction [110]-[111]. These effects were apparent in the 
measurements of the cell transients shown in Figure 34. At the initial stoichs of 1.1 and 
1.5, the saturation time appeared to be about 10 minutes and 7 minutes, respectively. In 
both cases, the cell eventually reached the same steady-state current, corresponding to 
about 23% of the initial cell current.  
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Figure 34: Transient response of a 77.1 cm2 PEFC to an increase in CO partial 

pressure from 0 to 100 ppm CO at 1 minute operation time. 

Figure 35 and Figure 36 show, correspondingly, the measured and normalized 
currents of individual segment currents. Spatial dependence of the CO adsorption process 
was similar for both anode stoichs. The current of the inlet segment Seg01 dropped first, 
followed by drops in the other segment currents in consecutive downstream order. The 
results confirmed the presented CV results, also indicating that gradual poisoning of the 
fuel cell anode progresses downstream. Lowering the absolute amount of CO supplied to 
the cell by decreasing the initial anode stoich by 36% from 1.5 to 1.1, lengthened the time 
interval required for CO saturation of the outlet segment from 12 to 16 minutes; an 
increase of 33%. As expected, CO adsorption changed linearly with the amount of CO 
injected into the cell. Smaller amounts of CO resulted in longer time for CO adsorption to 
progress down the flow-field and delayed segment poisoning downstream.  
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Figure 35: Transient current distribution in response to an increase in CO 

partial pressure from 0 to 100 ppm CO after one minute of cell 
operation. Initial stoich 1.1 (left) and 1.5 (right). 

Six to eight minutes into the ongoing poisoning process, the performance of 
segments Seg07 - Seg10 unexpectedly increased. This effect was more pronounced at 
lower anode flow rates. At the given operating conditions, CO adsorption at the inlet 
segments caused segment currents to drop and decreased hydrogen and oxygen utilization 
in the cell. This may have positively impacted operating conditions of the outlet segments 
for as long as CO adsorption significantly decreased anode performance of the inlet 
segments only. Simultaneously, production of reaction water decreased and less water 
diffused across the MEA to the cathode. After onset of cell poisoning, oxygen transport 
to the reaction sites at the outlet segments may have been facilitated.  
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Figure 36: Normalized transient current distribution at initial stoichiometric 

flows of 1.1 and 1.5. 

Figure 37 shows the current distribution at selected times during the CO adsorption 
process at the initial stoich 1.1. Prior to CO poisoning, all segment currents were fairly 
identical. After three minutes of exposure to CO, however, large differences in segment 
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currents developed. Performance was the lowest at the inlet segment Seg01 and increased 
downstream, up to segment Seg07. Performance of segments Seg07 - Seg10 remained 
unchanged, indicating that CO molecules had not advanced this far down the flow-field 
yet. After five-minute exposure to CO, the first four segments were nearly saturated with 
CO and the differences in segment performance shifted down the flow field. The 
performance of the outlet segments, still untouched by CO, even slightly increased 
according to the mechanism discussed earlier. Continuation of the poisoning process 
eventually led to the saturation of all the segments with surface CO. Total segment 
current dropped to about 1 A for all segments, indicating steady-state conditions. These 
data confirmed the results shown in Figure 32 and directly demonstrated the impact of 
CO coverage on the local current density. 
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Figure 37: Distribution of segment currents in transient measurement with 

100 ppm CO at various poisoning times. 

Figure 38 shows measurements of the transient response of all ten segments, 
performed to identify the origin of the temporary increase in the performance of the outlet 
segment. During these measurements, the cell operated in standard co-flow air mode, 
counter-flow air mode, or co-flow oxygen mode. Regardless of cathode conditions, the 
anode was in all cases exposed to 100 ppm CO after one minute of cell operation. To 
match the initial current and internal water production occurring with air fed to the 
cathode, measurements with O2 were performed at 0.72 V instead of 0.6 V. The cathode 
feed rate and humidification temperature were kept constant in all three cases. Cell 
operation in the counter-flow air mode and co-flow oxygen mode affected the transient 
response in a similar way. The cell responded to CO exposure substantially faster than in 
standard operating mode, i.e. co-flow air mode. In both “non-standard” cases, the steady-
state conditions were reached in about eight minutes, compared to about 14 minutes in 
the standard operating mode.  

Figure 39 shows direct comparison of co-flow and counter-flow configuration at 1.5 
stoich. Current distribution (left side) and HFR distribution (right side) are shown for 0.8, 
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0.6 and 0.4 V, representing operation at small, medium and high current densities, 
respectively. At 0.8 V increased HFRs were recorded at segments Seg06 – Seg10 during 
counter-flow configuration. The segments were apparently less hydrated. At medium and 
high current densities (0.6 and 0.4 V) no differences in HFRs occurred due to internal 
hydration. In contrary, the HFR distribution in counter-flow configuration became 
slightly more homogeneous along the flow-field.  

Reversing the cathode flow inversed the performance distribution of the cell. At 
medium and high current densities (0.6 and 0.8 V) performance decreased from cathode 
inlet (Seg01 in co-flow, Seg10 in counter-flow) to cathode outlet (Seg10 in co-flow, 
Seg01 in counter-flow) in both flow configurations. This indicated that oxygen and water 
distribution in the cell dominated cell performance. In other words, concentration 
polarization was the dominant loss mechanism at the given operating conditions. 
Operating the transient experiment in counter-flow air mode instead of co-flow air mode, 
enhanced oxygen access to segments at the cathode inlet (Seg10) and obstructed it to 
segments at the cathode outlet (Seg01).  
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Figure 38: Transient response of the PEFC operated in the standard co-flow air 

mode, counter-flow air mode and co-flow oxygen mode. The cell 
operated at an initial stoich of 1.1 prior to exposure to 100 ppm CO. 
Cell voltage was 0.6 V and 0.72 V during oxygen and air operation, 
respectively. 
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Figure 39: Current density and HFR distribution of segmented cell operated in 

co- and counter-flow configuration. 

Figure 40 shows transient responses of Seg01 and Seg10 as measured (top graphs) 
and normalized (bottom graphs) in the three cathode operating modes introduced in 
Figure 38. According to the results shown in Figure 39, the currents of inlet and outlet 
segments increased and decreased, respectively, by switching from co-flow air mode to 
counter-flow air mode. The normalized transient response of Seg01 was identical in all 
three measurements, indicating that the current drop relative to the segment’s activity 
remained unchanged. The normalized current of Seg01 dropped to about 20% of its initial 
value after five-minute exposure to CO. Unchanging anode operating conditions were 
consequently dominating the poisoning process of Seg01. Neither oxygen concentration 
nor water distribution impacted that segment’s transient response.  
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Figure 40: Transient response of Seg01 and Seg10 in the standard co-flow air 

mode, counter-flow air mode, and co-flow oxygen mode. Poisoning of 
the anode outlet segment varied as result of altered cathode operating 
conditions. 

In contrast to Seg01, the transient response of segment Seg10 was significantly 
influenced by “non-standard” cathode operation. The onset of CO adsorption at Seg10 
was shifted from about six to about four minutes, indicating accelerated CO adsorption in 
the preceding anode segments. The current of Seg10 decayed in counter-flow air mode 
with a one minute delay to, but faster than, the co-flow oxygen mode. A current increase 
at Seg10 was absent in “non-standard” modes.  

The hydration level is identified to influence the CO oxidation process in CO 
stripping experiments [115]. In this case it was not responsible for the accelerated CO 
adsorption process. Hydration of Seg10 (and adjacent segments) decreased during the 
transient measurement in co-flow oxygen mode due to the loss of internal hydration, but 
at counter-flow air mode cathode hydration at 0.6 V remained constant due to lack of 
preceding segments (compare Figure 39).  

Zhang et al. concluded that the oxygen partial pressure is an important operational 
parameter that strongly influences the performance of a PEFC involving a Pt anode when 
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operating with H2/CO feed [57]. The authors claimed that oxygen diffusing through the 
membrane contributes to oxidative removal of CO on the anode catalyst surface. 
Dependence of the anode potential on oxygen partial pressure however, was recorded for 
operation on pure oxygen only, not for operation on air [57]. Applying Zhang’s results to 
the herein presented transient experiments, the CO adsorption process at the anode should 
have been delayed when switching cathode gas from air to pure oxygen. It is possible that 
oxygen crossover to the anode was negligible at the employed operating conditions 
[117]-[118] and the predicted effect was ineffective. Since Zhang et al. did not specify 
the anode pressure conditions of their experiments, it is also possible that their results 
were obtained under atypical conditions, such as a high pressure drop across the 
membrane or insufficiently hydrated membranes. The above presented results did not 
allow identification of any effect that obstructed CO adsorption on the anode catalyst 
surface. Instead they suggested, that access of oxygen to cathode reaction sites 
accelerated CO adsorption rates at the anode.  

4.1.3 Steady State Poisoning Conditions 
Except for the outlying data points of segment Seg06, Figure 41 shows normalized 

current distribution data of all segments obtained in the three measurements introduced in 
Figure 38. The data corresponded to steady-state poisoning conditions created by 
exposing the anode to 100 ppm CO for sufficiently long time. The straight lines in the 
figure represent linear regression fits to the experimental data points, while error bars 
correspond to the standard deviation of normalized current values.  

Switching the cathode air flow from co-flow to counter-flow mode altered current 
distribution along the flow-field. The segment performance decreased steadily along the 
flow-field from segment Seg01 to Seg10. Cell hydration at steady-state poisoning 
conditions resembled cell hydration at small kinetic currents in co- and counter-flow air 
mode as discussed and shown in Figure 39. Switching the oxidant supply from the co-
flow air mode to co-flow oxygen mode showed no impact on the current distribution of 
the cell at steady-state poisoning conditions. The current distribution remained fairly 
constant along the flow-field, which confirmed that oxygen crossover was negligible 
during the performed transient experiments.  
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Figure 41: Normalized current distribution under steady-state poisoning of the 

anode, exposed to 100 ppm CO at various cathode conditions. 

4.1.4 CO Recovery 
CO adsorption and CO steady state poisoning measurements were accompanied by 

experiments designed to study anode recovery processes. Recovery was induced by 
stopping CO injection into the anode feed stream once saturation coverage by 
chemisorbed CO was reached and continue operating the cell with neat H2.  

Figure 42 shows anode recovery of all ten G-IV segments. The normalized cell 
currents are displayed for initial stoichs of 1.1 and 1.5. The latter measurement was 
slightly disturbed by a drop in hydrogen pressure when stopping the CO flow to the cell. 
At first, cell performance recovery of both measurements was rapid but after 
approximately two minutes, cell currents started to plateau asymptotically to about 90% 
of the initial current levels. Performance recovered faster at higher anode flow rates 
thanks to (i) more efficient purging of bulk CO with hydrogen and (ii) higher supply rate 
of water to the anode.  
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Figure 42: Response of a 77.1 cm2 cell to a decrease in the CO partial pressure 

from 100 to 0 ppm  at one minute. 

Cyclic voltammetry performed at a 50 cm2 fuel cell indicated that once the current 
plateau was reached no further performance improvement occurred. Figure 43 shows 
cyclic voltammograms recorded with a scan rate of 5 mV/s after one hour (left graph) and 
93 hours (right graph) of recovery in H2/Air configuration. Performance of the cells 
recovered to 94% and 95% of the initial performance. In both experiments, the measured 
charge representative for hydrogen oxidation implied lower recovery states.  

Two distinct peaks at 0.48 V and 0.52 V were recorded after one-hour anode 
recovery. At identical experimental conditions, peak potentials down to 0.52 V were 
observed for oxidative CO removal, performed immediately after exposure to CO in N2 
atmosphere. The second peak potential was lower than typically observed and may not be 
associated with surface CO. The size of the peaks decreased with longer recovery, i.e. 
after 93 hours of anode operation without exposure to CO. Irrespective of the recovery 
time, additional charge was recorded at potentials above 0.6 V. While the amount of that 
charge appeared to increase with the recovery time, its origin remains unknown. The 
charge substantially diminished with cycling and did not seem to significantly impact 
anode activity for hydrogen oxidation. The total CV charge of the peaks and the potential 
range that corresponds to the oxide formation was 3.3 C/cm2 and 2.1 C/cm2, after the 
anode recovery time of one hour and 93 hours, respectively. These charge values if 
caused by surface CO only would correspond to 65% and 40% CO coverage, 
respectively. 
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Figure 43: CV measurements of 50 cm2 fuel cell, after 1 and 93 hours of anode 

recovery on pure hydrogen. 

The normalized current distributions of the presented cell recovery measurements are 
shown in Figure 44. The rate of the recovery process depended on the segment location 
along the flow-field and, as expected, was faster for the inlet segments than the outlet 
segments. After 40 minutes of recovery on pure hydrogen feed at the initial stoich of 1.1, 
the current varied between 95% of its initial value for segment Seg01 and 84% for Seg10. 
Apparently, simultaneous recovery at upstream segments slowed and limited recovery of 
downstream segments. It is to expect that downstream segments show increased presence 
of unknown surface species as discussed, resulting from recovery processes upstream.  

Similar recovery pattern was recorded at initial stoich of 1.5, but in a shorter time 
period of 14 minutes. 
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Figure 44: Current response of the segmented cell to a decrease in the CO partial 

pressure from 100 to 0 ppm at initial stoichs of 1.1 and 1.5. 

The progress of the recovery process within the cell is shown in Figure 45. The 
normalized current of the individual segments at the initial stoich of 1.1 is plotted versus 
the segment number before and during recovery at selected intermediate times. After 
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five-second recovery on pure hydrogen all segments showed performance improvement. 
Linear regression fits revealed that the biggest differences in the performance of 
individual segments occurred after one-minute recovery. On average, performance 
dropped by 3% per segment on the way from the inlet to the outlet of the cell. The 
differences tended to lessen at longer recovery times, but did not disappear. After 
30 minutes, performance decreased by only 1% per segment.  
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Figure 45: Distribution of normalized segment currents before and during the 

recovery on pure hydrogen (initial stoich 1.1). 

Contrary to the CO adsorption step, cell recovery appeared independent of the 
cathode flow mode and cathode gas used (air or oxygen). Figure 46 shows the recovery 
of the CO-saturated cell in the standard co-flow air mode, counter-flow air mode, and co-
flow oxygen mode as measured and normalized for 1.1 initial stoich. The time required 
for cell recovery was identical in all three modes, with approximately 89% of the initial 
cell current recovered after 20 minutes of operation on pure hydrogen. 
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Figure 46: Cell response to a decrease in the CO partial pressure from 

100 to 0 ppm CO (intial stoich 1.1). 

Although neither the partial pressure of oxygen nor cathode flow mode affected the 
anode recovery process of the entire cell, significant differences were recorded for 
individual segments. Figure 47 shows normalized recovery currents of the inlet segment 
Seg01 on the left and the outlet segment Seg10 on the right. During the first five minutes 
of recovery, the current at Seg01 increased significantly faster than at Seg10. The highest 
and most rapid recovery occurred in counter-flow air mode. After 20 minutes recovery, 
the current of Seg01 reached 97% of its initial value. In the same time period, recovery in 
co-flow air and oxygen mode led to 93% and 90% of the initial current value, 
respectively. Seg10 recovered slower than Seg01 at all cathode operating modes. Fastest 
and with 88% most complete recovery of Seg10 was recorded in co-flow oxygen mode. 
Co-flow and counter-flow air mode followed, recovering to 79% and 70%, respectively.  

The anode recovery process is induced by the presence of pure hydrogen, and 
additionally favored by the presence of oxygen and water. Hydrogen access to surface 
CO was strongest at the anode inlet, where hydrogen partial pressure was highest. With 
the onset of recovery, increasing hydrogen utilization caused shifts in water management. 
Hydrogen partial pressure decreased along the flow-field and decelerated recovery at 
downstream segments. During counter-flow air mode higher water levels were present at 
Seg01 than at Seg10, as indicated by the current distribution at 0.6 V presented in 
Figure 39. Opposite trends occurred at co-flow air mode. Compared to co-flow air mode, 
recovery at counter-flow air mode was faster for Seg01, but slower for Seg10, indicating 
possible correlation of water level and recovery rate. Operation with oxygen equalized 
recovery of all segments. Segment recovery was slower at the cell inlet, but equally fast 
and complete at the cell outlet. The data allowed to safely conclude that a combination of 
hydrogen access to CO-covered anode catalyst sites and oxygen and water access to the 
corresponding regions of the cathode were responsible for the cell recovery rate. Trends 
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at different operating conditions equalized along the entire flow-field and resulted in 
identical recovery of the cell. 
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Figure 47: Normalized response of Seg01 (left) and Seg10 (right) to a decrease in 

CO partial pressure from 100-0 ppm CO at 1.1 initial stoich and 
various operation conditions. 

4.1.5 Model Evaluation 
The experimental data presented in previous sections of this chapter did not allow for 

definite identification of all processes occurring in the cell. In order to shed more light on 
the mechanism of CO poisoning and anode recovery, a time-dependent model for the 
segmented cell was developed by and in close collaboration with T.E. Springer from 
LANL. The model was based on previous Los Alamos models [111] and the 
experimental data acquired in the course of this work. In spite of several iterations to 
date, the model still needs further development to account for all the phenomena that take 
place in the fuel cell. However, the herein presented iteration was capable of predicting 
spatial response to CO injection into the hydrogen stream. A preliminary report 
describing the current state of the model and findings to date can be found in the 
Appendix.  

Modeling of the anode poisoning with 100 ppm CO in hydrogen delivered at the 
initial stoich of 1.1 and subsequent anode recovery on pure hydrogen at 0.6 V is shown in 
Figure 48. The current values have been normalized to the initial current density of 
0.67 A/cm2, recorded prior to CO exposure. The model prediction of the cell response to 
CO differed from the experimental data shown in Figure 36. Overall, the model predicted 
faster and more significant current drop throughout the poisoning process. As expected, 
based on the assumption of constant cathode operating conditions during the 
measurement, the model did not predict the observed increase in the current density at the 
onset of CO poisoning at the cell outlet. At the same time, the model suggested a gradual 
decrease in the current density for the downstream segments at steady-state poisoning 
conditions. This performance pattern was caused by an increase in the mole fraction of 
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CO along the flow channel due to gradual hydrogen utilization. This prediction of the 
model was, however, not observed in the experiments (compare Figure 36). 

The model agreed well with the experimental data recorded during anode recovery 
from CO exposure shown in Figure 44. Both the model and the experiment showed faster 
recovery at the inlet segments and slower recovery at the outlet segments. The predicted 
recovery time matched the experimentally measured recovery time. Contrary to the 
experiment that attested to an incomplete anode recovery, the model claimed full 
restoration of the active platinum sites over time. It allowed all segments to recover in 
40 minutes to at least 97% of their initial performance. 
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Figure 48: Modeling of the cell response to 100 ppm CO and subsequent 

recovery at 0.6 V. Current densities normalized to total cell current 
measured prior to CO exposure. 

Molar fractions of CO and CO2 in the anode feed stream under the steady-state CO 
poisoning conditions are listed in Table 7. Gas samples were collected and analyzed by 
gas chromatography (GC) at the outlets of (i) the gas tank (0.01% CO in hydrogen 
balance), (ii) the humidifier bottle (equivalent to the fuel cell inlet), and (iii) the fuel cell.  

The GC measurements revealed that the mole fraction of CO decreased upon gas 
passage through the humidifier bottle. At the same time, the molar fraction of CO2 
increased by about the same amount, indicating that some CO was converted to CO2 in 
the humidifier bottle. This was likely to involve air introduced with the water during the 
bottle refill. The theoretical gas composition at the fuel cell outlet was calculated from 
the inlet gas entering the cell and hydrogen utilization in the cell. While the predicted and 
measured gas composition data differed somewhat (Table 7), the sum of the CO and CO2 
molar fractions given in Table 7 remained constant. One possible reason for the 
discrepancy between the model and experiment was an additional conversion of CO to 
CO2 inside the fuel cell, with water and/or dissolved oxygen acting as CO oxidizer. 
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Table 7: Predicted and measured composition of the anode gas stream under 
the steady-state CO poisoning conditions. 

 Gas Tank Fuel Cell Inlet 
Outlet Prediction 
From Inlet Data 

Fuel Cell Outlet 

CO 118 ppm 106 ppm 147 ppm 120.5 ppm 

CO2 0.5 ppm 9.5 ppm 15 ppm 43 ppm 

CO + CO2 118.5 ppm 115.5 ppm 162 ppm 163.5 ppm 

 
Introduction of CO conversion to CO2 along the anode flow-field was one next step 

in the model development effort. Figure 49 shows the modeled current response 
considering a constant amount (equivalent to 2·10-5 A/cm2) of CO converting to CO2 in 
the anode feed stream. The effect of exposure to 100 ppm CO is shown in the left graph. 
The implementation of chemical conversion of CO into the model rendered the predicted 
cell response, including the poisoning times, closer to that obtained in the experiment. 
Also, the improved model predicted a nearly uniform distribution of current densities for 
individual segments, which was in agreement with the experimental data presented in 
Figure 36.  

The altered model was also used to predict the segment current distribution in 
response to the removal of CO from the anode feed stream (Figure 49 right graph). It 
generated almost identical recovery plots for all segments of the cell, a result that was not 
confirmed by the performed experiments (Figure 44). This prediction incorrectly 
considered CO conversion to CO2 in the cell without any CO present in the anode feed 
stream and thus demonstrated the model’s sensitivity to input conditions. 
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Figure 49: Predicted cell response to 100 ppm CO and subsequent recovery at 

0.6 V using modified model (see text for details). Current densities 
normalized to total cell current measured prior to CO exposure. 
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4.2 Performance Distribution of DMFC 

The design of practical DMFC systems involves a trade off between higher power 
density (low individual cell voltage, high power density) and higher efficiency systems 
(high individual cell voltage, low power density). Higher power density systems require 
fewer cells or less active surface area and therefore are smaller, lighter and cheaper on a 
capital basis. However, these gains come at the price of reduced efficiency requiring 
more fuel for equal power production resulting in higher fuel costs and either larger fuel 
reservoirs or shorter operation times. The operating potential of a DMFC will be 
specified by its application. For the data reported here, the focus lies on two operating 
potentials: 0.4 and 0.6 V. The latter represents a region where the DMFC is kinetically 
limited, the first represents a high power density region. Both operating potentials have 
relevance to operating conditions in practical systems. 

4.2.1 Polarization Measurements 
The left side of Figure 50 shows polarization curves of the individually operated 

G-IV DMFC segments in hydrogen mode. Between measurements segments were 
operated 10 minutes at 0.7 V for equilibration. The performances deviated from segment 
to segment, but no regular pattern with downstream position or platinum loading could be 
identified, despite careful examination of current density data in the region of higher 
current densities at 0.6 V. Mass transport limitations in the segmented cell were high, 
even for hydrogen operation. The segment polarization curves already showed significant 
influence of concentration polarization at current densities between 700 – 800 mA/cm2. 
The high compression of the fuel cell hardware that was needed for sealing impacted the 
backing porosity and obstructed mass transport of the gas diffusion layers of anode and 
cathode. This affected in particular the cathode performance of the cell negatively.  

The HFR values of the individual measurements are presented on the right side of 
Figure 50. At current densities smaller than 400 mA/cm2 resistance values were 
determined between 0.125 - 0.135 Ωcm2. These were very low resistance values 
considering the thickness of the N117 membrane (178 µm). The high compression 
applied to the hardware probably created very good interfacial contacts between flow-
fields, backings and electrodes. At current densities higher than 400 mA/cm2, the HFR 
increased as a function of current density. This trend is stronger the closer the segment 
was located near the gas inlet. The increase of the HFR of the Pt-black catalyst is much 
stronger than the increase of the HFR observed with Carbon supported catalyst 
(Figure 13). The wetting properties of carbon may have contributed to keep the catalyst 
layers at the anode humidified and the cell resistance low.  
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Figure 50: Polarization curves and HFRs of segmented DMFC operated 

individually at identical operation conditions with hydrogen. While 
one segment is operating, the other segments are disconnected. 

The individually measured performance characteristics and HFRs of the 10 segments 
during operation with methanol are shown in Figure 51. Anode operating conditions and 
cell temperature were set to standard values. The cathode operated at the same air flow 
rate used for hydrogen operation, but at ambient pressure and without humidification.  

Operating the cell with methanol instead of hydrogen clearly generates lower power 
due to increased overpotentials and methanol crossover. Currents started flowing at cell 
voltages of around 0.7 V and lower. The kinetic region of the segments, i.e. the region 
dominated by activation polarization, ended at about 0.6 V, the ohmic region spanned 
over cell voltages between 0.6 V - 0.5 V. At even lower potentials the cell began to be 
strongly limited by concentration polarization. Mass transport limitation of the segments 
was unusually high. Operation of DMFC cells at similar conditions, or even at humidified 
conditions, do not typically show mass transport limitations; as comparison with arbitrary 
DMFC data from the literature showed [119].  

Performance also showed great variation of individual segment performance during 
methanol operation. One obvious reason for strong variation of the cathode performance 
was operation without cathode humidification. The HFRs are shown on the right side of 
Figure 51. They vary between 0.30 Ωcm2 measured at segment Seg02 and 0.14 Ωcm2 
measured at segment Seg10, indicating decreasing HFRs with increasing presence of 
water from cell inlet to cell outlet. The water at the non-humidified cathode originated 
from (i) water crossing over from the anode due to water drag and diffusion, and (ii) 
internal hydration due to production of reaction water. The latter was rather small at the 
observed current densities. Methanol solution was fed into the anode. Hence liquid water 
was present at all anode segments and the amount of crossing water per membrane was 
constant at open circuit conditions. The presence of water consequently increased from 
cathode inlet to cathode outlet. The first segment could only profit from water crossover 
through its own area. All the other segments benefited from water crossing through 
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upstream segments also, diminishing the cell resistance as presented in Figure 51. Please 
note that segment Seg01 showed lower HFR than Seg02, inverting the trend of increasing 
HFR from outlet to inlet. This may have been caused by flow effects at the flow-field 
inlet of the cathode. This trend was not observed at lower cathode flow rates. 
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Figure 51: Polarization curves and HFRs of DMFC segments operated 

individually at identical operation conditions with 0.48 M methanol. 
While one segment is operating, the other segments are disconnected.  

The changing local operating conditions along the flow-field resulted in varying 
segment performances. The left side of Figure 52 shows segment current densities as a 
function of segment position plotted for different cell voltages. Fitting data for each cell 
voltage revealed that at cell voltages of 0.6 V and higher no trends of current density as a 
function of segment position existed. Instead the current density showed qualitative 
agreement with anode loading as illustrated in the right part of Figure 52. This suggested 
that at low current densities the individual segment performance was dominated by 
activation polarization. At a lower cell voltage of 0.5 V, the segment performance 
increased along the flow-field (Figure 52, left). The segment performances, now 
dominated by ohmic polarization were strongly dependent on the ionic conductivity of 
membrane and cathode catalyst layer. Stronger humidified segments at the cell outlet 
(Figure 51, right) consequently performed better. This trend was slowly reversed at a cell 
voltage of 0.4 V and lower. At these cell voltages the segments loss mechanism was 
dominated by concentration polarization due to the increased production of reaction 
water which, together with the water crossover, caused flooding of the cathode catalyst 
layer. As a result, at a cell voltage of 0.2 V, segment performance decreased strongly 
along the flow-field. 
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Figure 52: Performance of individually operated DMFC segments with respect to 

flow-field position. 

4.2.2 Segmented DMFC Operation 
Additional water production was expected with simultaneous operation of all 

10 segments. Figure 53 shows the performance characteristics for this case. The left part 
of Figure 53 shows the current distribution of the cell. Seg01 is plotted at the rear, the 
subsequent segments in sequential order moving forward to Seg10. The polarization 
curves were very similar to the individually measured data set. The kinetic performance 
during regular operation increased with segment location along the flow-field. Water at 
the cathode was now additionally originating from reaction water produced at all 
upstream segments. Although current densities were rather small, concentration 
polarization seemed slightly elevated and kinetic performance increased along the flow-
field. The HFRs of the same measurement are plotted in the right part of Figure 53. They 
showed very similar behavior to the individually measured HFR. This indicated, that 
segment hydration along the flow-field was dominated by water diffusing from anode to 
cathode and not by internal hydration of preceding segments.  
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Figure 53: Left: Waterfall graph of the segmented DMFC showing the current 

distribution along the flow-field. Right: HFRs of the segmented cell 
recorded during measurement of the polarization curves. 

Figure 54 shows polarization curves of the individually and joint operated segments 
Seg01, Seg04, Seg07, and Seg10. The current density in the kinetic region increased 
along the flow-field, which may have resulted from upstream water production. Small 
amounts of water could already be beneficial for a cathode that is operated without 
humidification. However, the strong variations in the region dominated by mass transport 
gave cause for concern. Higher limitations for the individually operated Seg01 and Seg04 
were not expected.  

While performing the reference measurements, segments upstream the measured 
segment were disconnected. During hydrogen operation, this led to minimum fuel 
utilization upstream and created constant operating conditions for the individually 
measured segments. But during methanol operation, the operating conditions for each 
individually measured segment changed. Water crossover and maximum methanol 
crossover occurred upstream the measured segment, changing its operating conditions as 
a function of its position along the flow-field. Constant operating conditions could not be 
achieved for each individual segment. Contrary to hydrogen operation, when switching to 
joint operation during methanol operation not only gas utilization and water distribution 
changed along the flow-field, but also methanol crossover rates due to fuel utilization. 
Employing the individually measured segment performances as references was not 
possible, since spatial processes like methanol and water crossover could not be isolated 
for the reference measurement. Instead, standard polarization, methanol crossover and 
anode polarization measurements were employed to analyze impact of DMFC operating 
conditions on spatial performance. 
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Figure 54: Comparison of reference measurements (only one segment operating) 

with standard operation measurements (all segments operating) for 
DMFC Seg01, Seg04, Seg07, and Seg10. 

4.2.3 Effect of Methanol concentration 
MeOH concentration is one of the most easily varied operating parameters and can 

have a significant impact on cell performance. Figure 55 shows polarization and HFR 
measurements of the total cell operated with 0.29, 0.48, and 1.0 M methanol solutions. In 
the kinetic region, e.g. 0.6 V, performance decreased with increasing concentration of 
methanol, whereas in the region dominated by concentration polarization, e.g. 0.4 V, 
performance increased with concentration. This trend was expected and can be explained 
by two processes: (i) methanol crossover and (ii) concentration polarization. The amount 
of crossover methanol at the cathode increases with methanol concentration fed to the 
anode according to Fick’s first law of diffusion (8). This lowered cathode potential and 
reduced cell performance. This effect is diminished with increasing current density since 
fuel utilization reduces the starting concentration for methanol crossover. At high current 
densities, concentration polarization dominates performance. The amount of methanol 
available at the anode is a function of methanol concentration. Lower concentrations are 
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limited to lower current densities due to fuel utilization. The data in Figure 55 show very 
high mass transport limitations at low methanol concentration resulting in a limiting cell 
current density of only 100 mA/cm2. At 1 M methanol however, mass transport 
limitations are not dominant even at 400 mA/cm2. 

The HFR values of the cell range from 160 -170 mΩcm2. The highest resistance 
value is observed for the 1 M methanol solution, suggesting a small change in conduction 
properties of the solid electrolyte due to methanol concentration.  
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Figure 55: Total cell performance and HFR at various methanol concentrations. 

The current density and HFR distribution of the cell was recorded at three methanol 
concentrations as shown in Figure 56. The data was presented at 0.6 V and 0.4 V, two 
operating points of potential importance for DMFCs as discussed previously. One of the 
most striking features of Figure 56 was the dependence of the HFR on segment number. 
Resistance values decreased similarly along the flow-field at all recorded MeOH 
concentrations and cell voltages. The HFR at the inlet segment Seg01 was about 45% 
larger than that of the outlet segment Seg10. While a small change of resistance due to 
methanol concentration was observed, this was minor compared to the spatial dependence 
of the resistance. In the kinetic region (0.6 V), cell performance was lower at high 
methanol concentration. Performance was constant along the flow-field, indicating no 
significant contribution of concentration polarization and confirming the conclusions 
drawn previously. At lower cell voltage (0.4 V) and higher current density, performance 
dropped linearly from cell inlet to cell outlet for 0.29 M and 0.48 M methanol solutions. 
This suggested concentration polarization was more important than trends associated with 
downstream decrease of HFR, shown on the right side of Figure 56. The fuel was utilized 
along the flow-field, which increased concentration polarization and thus affected 
segment performance throughout the cell. This situation changed at 1.0 M methanol 
concentration, where performance first increased up to segment Seg05, before it dropped 
along the flow-field. In this case, the trade off between activation polarization losses due 
to dry cathode operation and concentration polarization had been shifted due to the 
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increased amount of MeOH available for reaction. Obviously, cell resistance, as shown 
on the right of Figure 56, was slightly increased for 1.0 M methanol solution at 0.4 V, 
while it contributed disproportionately stronger to the overall loss at the cell inlet. As 
segments hydrated along the flow-field, concentration polarization regained its 
dominance and performance started dropping from Seg05 – Seg10.  
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Figure 56: Current and HFR distribution at 0.6 and 0.4 V for various methanol 

concentrations.  

To isolate and identify the contribution of the anode to performance differences at 
various methanol concentrations (0.29, 0.48, and 1.0 M), anode polarization 
measurements were performed. Figure 57 shows the results of this experiment, which is 
performed in driven mode, for the entire cell on the left, and the corresponding 
distribution of the computed limiting currents on the right. Limiting currents at 0.48 M 
MeOH are shown for individual (white) and joint (black) operation. 
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Figure 57: Total cell anode polarization measurements and spatial anode 

polarization limiting currents of various methanol concentrations.  

As expected, the limiting currents of the cell increased with increasing methanol 
concentration. Up to a potential of 0.3 V, the anode performance was identical at all 
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concentrations, but it deviated at higher potentials, due to different onset of concentration 
polarization of the three methanol solutions. Limiting currents amount to about 
0.45 A/cm2 at 1.0 M methanol solution, 0.18 A/cm2 at 0.48 M, and 0.1 A/cm2 at 0.29 M, 
respectively, indicating a nonlinear response. The results corresponded well with the 
maximum currents of the polarization curves presented previously in Figure 55.  

The limiting current densities of the total cell as shown in the left part of Figure 57 
corresponded to the average limiting currents of the distribution shown in the right part of 
the graph. Anode performance decreased for all concentrations from inlet to outlet, an 
effect caused by methanol utilization, methanol crossover and/or CO2 blinding adding up 
along the flow-field. Table 8 lists the average decrease per segment of the anode 
polarization limiting currents expressed as both, an absolute value and a percent change 
(with respect to the performance measured at the inlet segment Seg01). Anode limiting 
currents at joint operation dropped between 31 – 37% from inlet to outlet, for all the 
concentrations tested here. 

Table 8: Gradients of limiting currents determined during anode polarization 
and methanol crossover experiments for various methanol 
concentrations. 

Gradients of Anode Polarization 
Limiting Currents along Flow-

Field 
i / Seg 

Gradients of MeOH Crossover 
Limiting Currents along Flow-

Field 
i / Seg 

Methanol 
Concentration  

[M] 

[(A/cm2)/Seg] [%Seg01] [(A/cm2)/Seg] [%Seg01] 

5.0 - - -0.003 -0.9 

2.0 - - -0.00186 -1.0 

1.0 -0.01561 -3.1 -0.00113 -1.2 

0.48 -0.00794 -3.7 -0.00096 -2.1 

0.48 
(ind. Seg 

measurements) 
-0.00463 -2.1 - - 

0.29 -0.00438 -3.6 -0.00058 -2.1 

 
The limiting currents of the individually performed anode polarization measurements 

dropped 21% from inlet to outlet. During these experiments, disconnected segments 
switched from maximum fuel utilization at joint operation to no fuel utilization, and from 
the minimum possible MeOH crossover to the maximum. Clearly, the increase in anode 
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performance during individual operation indicated that the loss of MeOH due to fuel 
utilization and minimum crossover exceeded the loss of MeOH due to maximum 
crossover. The results demonstrated the importance of methanol crossover as a power 
loss mechanism, especially at low currents.  

The left side of Figure 58 shows methanol crossover measurements of the total cell 
performed with 0.29 - 5.0 M methanol solutions. The recorded limiting crossover 
currents range from 25 - 335 mA/cm2, their value increasing roughly proportional to 
methanol concentration. At high concentrations, the largest deviations from linearity were 
found, as would be expected due to the effects of electro-osmosis opposing methanol 
flux. These results could be rationalized using a model that accounted for the flux of 
water against MeOH diffusion like that proposed by Ren et. al. [109].  
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Figure 58: Total cell and spatial methanol crossover measurements performed at 

various methanol concentrations.  

The distribution of the limiting current densities (at 0.8 V) at the five investigated 
concentrations is shown on the right side of Figure 58. Limiting currents decreased along 
the flow-field, as methanol was depleted by methanol crossover and/or gas blinding 
occurred from proton recombination to hydrogen. The results of methanol crossover 
experiments were quantified and compared to similar results for anode polarization in 
Table 8. While the absolute loss of MeOH increased with concentration, the relative 
change along the flow-field decreased. The determined relative change along the flow-
field associated with MeOH crossover was higher for anode polarization experiments 
than for MeOH crossover experiments. This might have been attributed to different 
MeOH consumption or gas evolution rates during the experiments.  

Figure 59 shows methanol crossover data of the entire cell at 0.8 V as measured 
(black) and after correcting for the effect of electro-osmosis (white). The correction was 
performed using the standard method at LANL as introduced by X. Ren et.al. [109]. The 
proton current opposing the methanol flux acts as a self-limiting effect on the recorded 
methanol crossover current. This effect becomes stronger with increasing methanol 
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concentration, since the proton current opposing methanol transport increases. The 
relative trend along the flow-field for each methanol concentration does not change. The 
corrected methanol crossover gradients along the flow-field were found to be identical to 
the data presented in Table 8. No additional information was gained by correcting the 
response of all segments for all methanol concentrations, but as the data in Figure 59 
shows, substantial deviations result at high methanol concentrations between corrected 
and uncorrected values. If accurate methanol crossover values are sought for research 
purpose, correction is necessary. Otherwise, as in this work, general trends can be 
expressed by the recorded values. 
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Figure 59: Total cell methanol crossover measurements at 0.8 V as measured and 

corrected for electro-osmotic drag. 

It is important to recall that anode polarization and methanol crossover 
measurements are diagnostic techniques that isolate factors that directly contribute to cell 
performance. Care must be taken when trying to relate these results to DMFC 
performance. The one clear effect that could be seen from the data reported here was that 
downstream MeOH depletion occurred in the cell and that it decreased local performance 
from anode inlet to anode outlet. 

4.2.4 Effect of cathode humidification 
Cathode humidification is another operating condition that affects system 

performance. Incomplete humidification can lead to ohmic and kinetic losses at the 
cathode. Adding humidification to a DMFC system increases system complexity, 
volume, weight, cost, and energy losses due to power consumed by the humidification 
system. Thus it is vital to understand the trade offs between performance gains and losses 
associated with humidification.  
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Figure 60 shows total cell polarization curves and HFR measurements, dry and 
humidified, at standard DMFC operating conditions. Omitting humidification of the 
cathode feed increased the HFR by about 25 mΩcm2 throughout the current range. 
Consequently cell performance decreased during dry operation. At a current density of 
100 mA/cm2 for example, cell voltage dropped 30 mV. Since the measurements were 
performed in controlled voltage mode, comparison of individual data is more convenient 
at constant voltages. At a constant potential of 0.5 V however the current density changes 
are 28.5 mA/cm2 and appear rather large. It has to be kept in mind during the discussion 
of the following data sets, that a relatively large loss of current may correspond to only a 
small change in voltage. Performance in current controlled operating mode would have 
been useful for data interpretation and is strongly recommended for future investigations.  
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Figure 60: Total cell performance and HFR at humidified and dry cathode 

operation. 

The effect of dry versus humidified operation on performance and HFR distribution 
is shown in Figure 61. While performance as a function of spatial dependence showed 
good qualitative agreement between dry and humidified operation, dry operation was 
detrimental for cell performance at all cell voltages. The performance of the fourth 
segment switching from humidified to unhumidified conditions was fairly representative 
of the observed trends. It exhibited 54% less current at 0.6 V, 32% at 0.5 V, and 6% at 
0.4 V respectively.  

The performance results complied with the performed HFR measurements. During 
dry operation HFR values decreased significantly from Seg01 – Seg10 (50 mΩcm2), and 
only slightly (10 mΩcm2) when humidified. The latter was most probably due to slightly 
incomplete external gas humidification. HFR was independent of current density during 
dry and humidified operation, as might be expected for constant stoich operation. The 
strong decrease in HFR along the flow-field during dry operation suggested that 
hydration increased along the flow-field due to water diffusing across the membrane and 
internal hydration. Measurements at decreased cathode stoich, such as presented in the 
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next section, did not show a further decrease in HFR at the cell outlet. This indicated that 
maximum hydration was reached at the outlet segments for dry operation. When 
humidifying the cathode, increased presence of liquid water at the cathode might have 
further facilitated cell hydration.  
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Figure 61: Current and HFR distribution at humidified and dry cathode 

conditions for various operating points. 

4.2.5 Effect of anode and cathode flow rates 

Anode flow 
Reactant flow rates also impact cell performance. To investigate the influence of 

anode flow rate on performance, measurements were performed with anode flows 
ranging from 2 – 20 mL/min. The cathode air flow was humidified at standard 
temperature. Cathode stoich was the standard stoich of 2.5, so that cathode mass transfer 
effects were avoided. Resulting DMFC performance and HFRs of the total cell are shown 
in Figure 62. For the anode flow rates investigated, performance was identical for cell 
operation below current densities of 75 mA/cm2. At higher current densities 
concentration polarization started to limit cell performance as a function of anode flow 
rate. For example, at a methanol flow rate of 2 mL/min cell current density was limited to 
100 mA/cm2. The maximum achievable limiting current density increased with 
increasing flow. Table 9 lists theoretical and experimental limiting currents for the four 
applied flow rates, and the estimated methanol stoichiometry at the limiting current 
density, respectively. The theoretical maximum current density was calculated assuming 
that all methanol supplied to the cell could be converted to current. The methanol 
stoichiometric ratio at the limiting current is the ratio of the theoretical maximum current 
density to the experimental limiting current density. Discrepancies between maximum 
theoretical and experimental current densities were due to limitations in methanol access 
to the catalyst layer or incomplete oxidation within the catalyst layer. Since methanol 
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crossover is minimal at maximum fuel utilization rates, it is unlikely that it contributed 
significantly to the observed dicrepancies. 

The most noticeable trend in Table 9 was the increasing methanol stoich (at the 
limiting current density) as a function of flow rate. At 2 mL/min 80% of the input 
methanol was converted into current, but this amount decreased significantly with anode 
flow rate. At 20 mL/min only a small fraction (20%) of the input methanol was available 
for reacting and thus generating the limiting current. This trend may be primarily 
attributed to carbon dioxide produced due to methanol oxidation. Carbon dioxide 
production can inhibit methanol access to the catalyst in two ways: (i) CO2 produced at 
the electrode physically prevents methanol in the flow channel from reaching the 
electrode surface. (ii) The gas produced takes up volume within the cell and effectively 
increases the velocity of the methanol solution in the anode flow channel, thereby 
decreasing residence time of the methanol in the anode. Depletion of methanol by 
crossover due to incomplete oxidation is another possibility, but is unlikely significant 
under limiting current conditions. 

The HFR values as a function of flow rate were essentially identical. 

Table 9: Theoretical and experimentally determined limiting current densities 
at various flow rates. 

Anode Flow Rate 
[mL/min] 

Theoretical 
Maximum Current 

Density 
[A/cm2] 

Experimental Current 
Density 
[A/cm2] 

Methanol 
Stoichiometric Ratio 
at Limiting Current 

2 0.12 0.10 1.2 

5 0.30 0.17 1.8 

10 0.60 0.21 2.9 

20 1.20 0.24 5.0 
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Figure 62: Total cell performance and high frequency resistance at various 

anode flow rates.  

Spatial measurements showing performance distribution as a function of anode flow 
rate reproduced the results presented for the total cell. The performance and HFR 
distributions at the four anode flow rates investigated are plotted in Figure 63 for cell 
voltages of 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6 V. At 0.6V (low current density, blue), performance was 
independent of flow rate and showed a slight decrease along the flow-field. At higher 
current densities significant trends developed as a function of flow rate. At 0.5 V 
(medium current density, red), 2 mL/min was insufficient to maintain the performance of 
higher flow rates. The difference in performance was small in upstream segments, but 
became more pronounced downstream. Methanol availability decreased at an even lower 
cell voltage of 0.4 V (highest current densities, black). At this operating point, segment 
performance of the inlet segment Seg01 was dependent on flow rate, indicating 
concentration polarization impacted performance of the first segment itself. Again the 
trends were consistent and as expected, increasing in magnitude downstream and with 
decreasing flow rate.  
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Figure 63: Performance and HFR distribution at different anode flow rates for 

various operating points.  

The data of Figure 63 showed an interesting phenomenon when comparing the 
results for 2 mL/min at 0.4 and 0.5 V. The performance decay of the at 0.4 V initially 
better performing inlet segment Seg01, dropped along the flow-field so strongly that the 
outlet segment Seg10 performed worse than at a cell voltage of 0.5 V. Although 
performance at the cell inlet increased with decreasing cell voltage, a higher penalty was 
paid downstream due to fuel utilization. In average however, as comparison to Figure 62 
showed, the overall performance was limited by the flow rate and remained constant.  

The HFR distribution of the cell showed no changes with anode flow rate. The data 
showed two general trends: (i) The HFR decreased along the flow channel due to slightly 
insufficient cathode humidification at 75°C. (ii) HFR values increased slightly with 
increasing cell voltage. The latter trend might be explained by higher methanol utilization 
in the anode and therefore a slight decrease in methanol concentration leading to slightly 
better conductivity. Both trends were not related to anode flow rate, which was not 
surprising, since the amount of water present at both anode and cathode remained 
unchanged. 

Cathode Flow 
While balance of plant losses associated with methanol flow tend to be minor, 

cathode flow represents the largest parasitic power loss in practical DMFC systems. 
Therefore, understanding trade offs between performance and efficiency as a function of 
cathode flow rate is crucial in optimizing DMFC systems. Variation of cell performance 
and HFR with respect to cathode stoichiometric flow rates is shown in Figure 64 for dry 
standard operating conditions. The cell showed very minor performance losses for 
decreasing air flows ranging from 4.0 to 1.5 stoich. A larger performance drop occurred 
at a stoich of 1.2. At a current density of 150 mA/cm2 for example, the cell voltage 
dropped about 30 mV. HFR values increased with increasing cathode flow, opposing the 
trend observed for cell performance. The total cell showed minor increases in HFR with 
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increasing stoich from 1.2 to 3.0 stoich. A larger step of 17 mΩcm2 occurred between 
3.0 and 4.0 stoich. Even though HFR increased with stoich, performance still improved. 
This was most probably caused by a trade-off between membrane dehydration and 
oxygen availability at the cathode.  
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Figure 64: Total cell performance and high frequency resistance at non-

humidified cathode and various air stoich. 

Performance and HFR distributions of the same measurements are shown in 
Figure 65. All HFR values decreased along the flow-field due to water diffusing to and 
water production at the cathode. The HFR values of all segments increased with 
increasing current density or decreasing cell voltage. The results might be explained by 
the increased relative amount of diffusion compared to electro-osmosis in providing the 
total water flux through the membrane. At low current densities the amount of water 
transported through the membrane by diffusion was large, causing the amount of water 
per air to increase, and leading to improved hydration and decreased HFR.  

Segment performance showed strong downstream effects, especially at high current 
density and low air flow. At 0.4 V, performance of segments downstream segment Seg05 
clearly decreased with decreasing stoich and increasing segment number. For segments 
located closer to the inlet, trends in performance were not as pronounced. At 0.4 V and 
4.0 stoich, performance was relatively constant due to trade offs between dehydration and 
oxygen availability. At the cell inlet (low segment number) lower stoich was 
advantageous upstream, although performance of the entire cell was still lower. These 
phenomena have important consequences in determining cell flow rates and flow-field 
designs.  

Trends became more regular at high and medium cell voltages. Performance at 0.5 V 
was identical at the inlet segment for all stoichiometric flow rates. Progressing 
downstream, performance dropped with segment number, the lower the stoichiometric air 
flow, the stronger the performance decay. At 0.6 V, no clear trends were detected along 
the flow-field. Performance improved with higher stoich.  
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Figure 65: Performance and high frequency resistance distribution at non-

humidified cathode and various air stoich. 

Figure 66 shows the comparison of the performance distribution of a cathode stoich 
of 4.0, with a fixed cathode flow rate of 1000 sccm, i.e. very high stoichiometric ratios at 
low currents. This comparison was emphasized because many researchers report of 
results measured at fixed flows. It is important to understand how this relates to the more 
realistic fixed or controlled stoich operation. At the operating conditions presented here 
cell performance at 1000 sccm fixed flow showed very similar behavior to a 
stoichiometric flow rate of 4.0. While a stoich of 4.0 was high for a DMFC system, it is 
still below 1000 sccm for every data point presented here. Typically measurements that 
employ fixed flow rates operate at the highest expected flow rate, or slightly above. 

The high fixed air flow created an unexpected effect at the gas inlet. The HFR of the 
first three segments seemed largely increased due to a flow effect at the inlet. Clearly, 
cell performance was still enhanced from Seg03 on downstream, but the strong increase 
of the HFR for segments Seg01 - Seg03 was detrimental for segment performance at the 
inlet and may additionally cause endurance limitations.  
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Figure 66: Current and HFR distribution of non-humidified cathode at air stoich 

of 4.0 compared to 1000 sccm. 
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5 Summary and Conclusions 

This thesis was performed to study spatial effects in hydrogen and methanol powered 
fuel cells that employ solid polymer electrolyte membranes. Diagnostic tools were a 
generation three (G-III) and a redesigned and continuously refined generation four 
(G-IV) segmented cell system. The latter offered significant improvements over previous 
versions. The segmented cell system allowed spatial resolution of standard fuel cell 
measurements, such as polarization curves, high frequency resistance, cyclic 
voltammetry, transients, life tests, AC spectroscopy, crossover measurements, and anode 
polarization. Segmented membrane electrode assemblies of high homogeneity, high 
reproducibility, and high endurance were developed simultaneously to the G-IV 
segmented cell. Together, they formed an effective investigative tool for spatial and 
temporal PEFC and DMFC research. The system gave exceptional insight into fuel cell 
processes and allowed evaluation and iteration of fuel cell modeling.  

 
The first part of this thesis focused on the time and space distribution of surface CO 

and its impact on PEFC performance, measured in situ in a fuel cell system. This section 
of the thesis primarily dealt with non-steady-state states of the fuel cell and time-
dependent distribution of the CO in the segmented anode. The study’s goal was to 
provide direct insight into the CO poisoning processes in a real fuel cell system. These 
findings were expected to improve understanding of the mechanism of CO poisoning 
and, consequently, to support the development of more CO tolerant fuel cell systems. 

The second part of this work focused on segmented cell studies to investigate a 
number of operating conditions important for DMFCs: (i) methanol concentration, 
(ii) methanol flow rate, (iii) cathode humidification, and (iv) cathode flow rate. The 
objective was to qualitatively and quantitatively determine effects along the flow-field as 
a function of the listed operating conditions and evaluate their importance with respect to 
DMFC performance. Understanding these effects was expected to help develop strategies 
and alternative cell designs beneficial for DMFC performance. 

 
Prior to pursuing the research objectives for PEFCs, reference measurements were 

performed to assure homogeneous performance of all catalyst segments during hydrogen 
operation. Furthermore, a variety of operating conditions were examined for better 
analysis of (i) anode and cathode processes, and (ii) cause and effect of processes. 
Reversing flow direction at one electrode was found to be a very valuable method to 
separate and identify anode and cathode effects with the segmented cell system. The 
preparatory studies revealed, for example, that the magnitude of catalyst ripening in a 
fuel cell is a spatial process that is heavily dependent on the local presence of water. The 
experience gained during these experiments created the knowledge foundation necessary 
for investigating time- and space-resolved processes in a PEFC.  
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Cyclic voltammetry was performed with the G-III segmented cell setup, to study CO 

adsorption at nanoparticles of carbon-supported Pt catalyst. The measurements focused 
on non-steady-state states of the anode segment catalyst layers, using an experimental 
approach to obtain data independent of hydrogen crossover. The charge values of these 
CO stripping experiments were set in relation to low temperature experiments of the 
same kind that determined the total number of accessible surface Pt sites. The comparison 
delivered accurate CO coverage values for each non-steady state experiment. The results 
of the CV measurements were confirmed by results achieved with CO transient 
experiments. These experiments were performed with the G-IV segmented cell system. 
The transient experiments extended the focus of investigating the CO adsorption 
processes at the anode to studying the steady-state poisoning state of the cell and the 
recovery processes after saturation of the catalyst layer with CO. Parallel to these 
experiments, a dynamic and spatial model describing CO adsorption and desorption 
processes on the Pt catalyst surface was developed by and in close collaboration with 
T.E. Springer at Los Alamos National Laboratory. The model was experimentally 
verified and subject to several iterations for best fitting the experimental results.  

 
The results obtained by CO transient and CV stripping experiments indicated that 

initial catalyst poisoning and saturation of the catalyst layer with CO occurs first at 
catalyst areas closest to the anode inlet. CO poisoning then continuously progresses along 
the flow-field from anode inlet to anode outlet as a function of poisoning time and 
operating conditions. With the onset of CO exposure, the CO molecules do not advance 
far down the flow-field before they are adsorbed on an available Pt reaction site. The 
experiments revealed that prior to saturation of the entire cell, the CO coverage gradually 
decreases from the last saturated segment in downstream flow-direction to the segment 
closest to the outlet. During fuel cell operation, this causes temporary inhomogeneous 
performance distribution in the fuel cell. The fuel cell current distribution during such a 
non-steady state poisoning state was found to be highly dependent on the anode flow rate 
and the CO exposure time. Currents diminish last in catalyst areas located close to the 
cell outlet. The observed time period required for saturation of the entire anode with 
surface CO agreed with the time period needed to reach steady-state poisoning state in a 
transient experiment of identical operating conditions. Consequently, at steady-state 
poisoning conditions, the anode surface is saturated with CO with respect to the given 
operating conditions. In this case fuel cell performance depends entirely on the 
competition between H2 oxidation and CO adsorption. At operating temperatures of 
80°C, 80-85% of an entire monolayer of CO was completed on the accessible platinum 
surface. This coverage maintained about 11% of the initial performance, confirming 
correlation of accessible platinum reaction sites with hydrogen oxidation current density. 
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The CV experiments further led to the conclusion that low- and high-coverage 
binding of CO on a carbon supported Pt fuel cell catalyst of nanoparticle size reverses the 
trend typically observed on low-index planes of Pt, i.e. (111), (110), and (100). High CO 
coverage limits the mobility of CO on a nanocrystalline Pt catalyst surface and limits the 
access of water required for the CO oxidation reaction to take place. The surface bond 
energy of CO adsorbed on the fuel cell catalyst consequently increases with increasing 
CO coverage. During the non-steady state poisoning state, regular decrease of surface 
bond energy along the flow field due to decreasing coverage of CO downstream was 
observed. Entire saturation of the anode however, led to identical and increased bonding 
strength independent from segment position.  

 
CO adsorption at the anode catalyst surface was found to be influenced by cathode 

operating conditions. This influence was not associated with oxygen crossover 
participating in a reaction equivalent to an air bleeding effect at the anode, as stated in the 
literature, but attested to a substantial role of water in limiting the access of oxygen to the 
active cathode reaction sites. Adsorption rates accelerated significantly for downstream 
segments during oxygen co-flow and air counter-flow configuration. At the given 
operating conditions oxygen crossover was found negligible. 

Additional experiments were performed to study the ability of the catalyst to recover 
from the exposure to CO. During recovery using pure hydrogen, the performance of all 
ten segments was rapid in the early phase of the process. Later on, the rate and degree of 
the recovery process depended on the segment location. At the experimental conditions 
used in this work, CO-poisoned anode catalyst is capable of recovering up to 95% of the 
initial current once the flow of pure hydrogen is regained. Full recovery was not possible 
over 93 hours without removal of accumulated surface species by CV. Identification of 
the surface species remained out of the scope of this work, but may be key to creating an 
electrode structure capable of fully recovering from CO exposure. 

 
Comparison of the experimental data to a developed model gave rise to refinement of 

the model and helped to gain additional insight into processes occurring during cell 
exposure to CO. This comparison triggered the discovery of in-cell conversion of CO to 
CO2. This chemical conversion significantly impacted the CO adsorption rate and kept 
the current distribution during steady state poisoning conditions homogeneous. If this 
effect can be artificially supported, CO poisoning rates would be effectively decelerated 
and higher steady-state poisoning currents could be achieved. This would increase the 
systems tolerance with respect to CO.  

The latest iteration of the model is capable of predicting the dynamic and spatial fuel 
cell response to CO exposure and its subsequent recovery on pure hydrogen feed. The 
model assumes unchanging local operating conditions at the cathode, while it predicts 
changes at the anode electrode. An extension of the model to describe dynamic cathode 
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processes as well, could be very beneficial to more comprehensively describe the 
observed processes and help identify strategies to increase the system tolerance to CO.  

 
 
The second part of the presented work effectively demonstrated the ability of the 

segmented cell approach to investigate performance critical DMFC parameters. Data was 
presented on the effects of methanol concentration, cathode humidification, and anode 
and cathode flow rates on DMFC performance. In addition to spatial standard fuel cell 
measurements, methanol crossover and anode polarization experiments were performed 
to accomplish the task. The results obtained helped to define viable operating conditions 
for the given system and showed that the developed G-IV segmented cell system can be 
used as a valuable design tool. The particular flow-field design of this work was a 
standard hydrogen flow-field employed for DMFC operation to benefit from the 
segmented nature of the cell.  

The results of the experiments were found valuable for increasing the understanding 
of a DMFC fuel cell system. Before they can be applied into DMFC development issues, 
they need to be carefully interpreted, since the trends are true only for the exact hardware 
and operating conditions reported. They may significantly change by using other flow-
field designs, since there is a strong interplay of local operating conditions, hardware and 
cell performance. Nevertheless, the measurements here can be very useful to, for 
example, determine a minimum flow rate for DMFC applications with similar flow-
fields. 

 
Prior to operating the cell at regular methanol operating conditions, measurements of 

individually operated segments confirmed particular differences between hydrogen and 
methanol operated fuel cells. These measurements were intended to be employed as 
performance references for subsequent experiments. However, the nature of the fuel, i.e. 
its similarity to water, did not allow for adjustment of identical operating conditions 
during individually performed segment reference measurements. At any given moment, 
water and methanol crossing from anode to cathode influences and changes local 
conditions along the flow-field. The analysis of spatial DMFC processes had to rely on 
interpretation of results obtained by spatially resolved standard DMFC experiments. 

 
Methanol concentration was found to strongly affect the overall cell performance and 

its distribution. With respect to methanol concentration, a transition between methanol 
crossover and concentration polarization as the dominant power loss mechanism in the 
DMFC was observed with increasing current density. The downstream depletion by 
methanol crossover and/or methanol utilization has an important influence on the local 
performance of a DMFC. 
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Significant attention was given to the methanol flow rate and it was shown that going 
below certain flow levels at specific operating conditions can significantly impact cell 
performance. The maximum achievable limiting current density increased non-linearly 
with increasing anode flow rate. This increase implied that methanol utilization decreased 
significantly at limiting currents, most likely due to the effects of carbon dioxide 
production. In general, methanol flow rate is not a critical factor in DMFC design, 
because the pumps necessary to reach even high flow rates are not large compared to the 
system. Energy losses associated with pumping a liquid solution are small, especially 
compared to air pumps. Therefore, DMFC systems should be designed to operate at 
sufficient methanol flow to achieve the highest performance. 

Cathode humidification was found to be beneficial for cell performance. The 
performance penalty paid due to lack of cathode humidification originated from 
membrane dehydration, which was detected by increased HFR values. Operating with dry 
air at the cathode improved internal hydration along the flow-field due to water generated 
at the cathode or transported through the membrane from the anode. For system design, 
the costs associated with humidification have to be weighed against potential 
performance improvements.  

Performance losses were observed for decreasing stoichiometric air flow between 4.0 
and 1.2 stoich. HFR increased with increasing stoich even though performance increased 
also. This trend was attributed to oxygen availability being more important at the given 
test conditions, than membrane dehydration. The current distribution of the cell showed 
clear downstream performance decay increasing in magnitude with decreasing stoich. 
The corresponding HFRs decreased along the flow-field due to water produced or 
transported through the membrane. To optimize cathode flow and reduce the related costs 
and parasitic losses, the typical operation point of the system is a key parameter.  

 
The interplay of all operating conditions to DMFC performance, no matter if varied 

during this work or kept constant, does not allow for general statements to be drawn from 
the specific hardware and operating conditions used here. However, it can be concluded 
that a trade-off between flooding and drying processes exists in DMFCs that requires a 
carefully balanced water management to achieve maximum performance. This 
performance then has to be weighed against other system factors such as parasitic energy 
losses in determining the optimum operating conditions for a DMFC system. 

 
 
The experiments and data from the segmented cell operating on direct methanol 

suggest several valuable research topics as possible targets for future DMFC efforts. The 
data presented here or other data from the segmented cell would be very useful for model 
validation as done for CO poisoning processes in the hydrogen fuel cell. The segmented 
cell would also be useful in flow-field design investigations specific for DMFC and/or 
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PEFC applications. The employment of a standard hydrogen flow-field, as done in this 
work, demonstrated the ability to discern general DMFC trends, but could also be used in 
the optimization and validation of DMFC and/or PEFC flow-field design. Additionally, 
current controlled measurements are expected to reveal supplementary information about 
performance distribution and should be considered as an addition to the presented set of 
measurement techniques. 

The segmented cell system as used in this work gives exceptional insight into fuel 
cell processes and allows evaluation of fuel cell modeling and hardware development. 
Nevertheless, the research presented in this work simplified the real life operating 
conditions of a PEFC operating on a reformed hydrocarbon fuel. Future work needs to 
adjust standard operation to an exposure of about 10 ppm CO, while operating with a 
standard anode catalyst, such as carbon supported Pt-Ru. Operating at constant cell 
currents and real anode stoich during the entire measurements would give better insight 
into practical PEFC processes. The poisoning process would slow down severely and 
could open the door for discovery of yet unknown processes.  

The segmented cell could further be used to focus on fuel cell aging, a process most 
likely dependent on the water contents in catalyst and gas diffusion layers. It is likely that 
the hydrophobicity of the gas diffusion layer changes due to long term exposure to water. 
Since the water distribution gradually changes along the flow-field of the presented 
segmented cell, aging of individual segments should differ accordingly. Hydrophobicity 
changes in the gas diffusion layer may be monitored in situ by AC impedance 
spectroscopy, due to changing obstruction of oxygen access to active catalyst sites of the 
cathode over time. Simultaneously, CV measurements could monitor for catalyst ripening 
and change of double layer capacity, which should accompany filling of the pores of the 
gas diffusion layer with water. Such a topic would require standard fuel cell testing, 
cyclic voltammetry, endurance testing and AC impedance spectroscopy, all methods 
tested and available with the developed segmented system. 

In summary, the segmented cell system can greatly contribute to the scientific 
community in their endeavors for improving fuel cell understanding and applications, 
both through work presented here and through future research efforts. 
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APPENDIX A 

A. PEFC Spraying 

The application of the motor driven doctor blade spreader showed promising results 
for fabrication of segmented MEAs. In a parallel effort, spray coating of catalyst inks was 
also examined as a possible alternative to hand painting. To achieve highly reproducible 
catalyst layer with a spray coating system, automation is preferable to manual application 
with a spray gun.  

The spray application method first gained interest at LANL for fabrication of DMFC 
membrane electrode assemblies for stack applications. A high throughput of MEAs was 
necessary for ongoing stack research and development projects, demanding labor intense 
fabrication of DMFC electrodes by means of hand painting directly onto the membranes. 
But the efforts to create DMFC electrodes with the in-house developed spray system 
failed due to physical and chemical properties of the highly catalytic Pt black catalyst. 
Use of alcohol based solvents, e.g. glycerol and isopropanol, as composites of the spray 
ink resulted in ignition and combustion of the catalyst layer immediately after spraying. 
Even if combustion could be avoided during spraying for individual ink compositions, 
oven drying of the decals at 140°C for removal of the solvents without destruction of the 
catalyst layer remained an unsolved challenge. Dilution of the inks with inert liquids, e.g. 
water, led to decreased viscosity of the ink and to catalyst falling out of suspension due to 
the high density of platinum (21.45 g/cm3). Agglomerates in the catalyst ink solution 
clogged up filters, needle valves, and the spray nozzle. Initial good results motivated the 
efforts to develop the spray system. They were achieved with a semi-manual spray setup 
and showed identical performance to hand painted DMFC electrodes. These results could 
not consistently be reproduced with a more complex automated setup.  

However, during the search for alternatives to substitute for the hand painting 
process in the segmented cell project, the existing spray setup at LANL was successfully 
modified for use with carbon supported platinum catalysts. The setup is shown in the two 
pictures of Figure A1. The left picture shows the complete system including all the 
peripherals, controls and the N2 gas tank. The right picture shows a close-up of the 
spraying apparatus.  
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Figure A1: Spray setup for carbon supported platinum catalyst at LANL. 

The spray ink injection system is located on top of the apparatus. It consists of a 
syringe infusion pump (Model 100, KDScientific Inc.) and a sonicator (Model CPX, 
Cole-Parmer Instruments). The syringe infusion pump is excellent for precise, continuous 
dispersion of small volumes. It is mounted vertically to immerse the 10 ml syringe in a 
beaker of water together with the micro sonicator head. Operation of the sonicator keeps 
the catalyst ink inside the syringe in motion and the catalyst particles dispensed. The 
catalyst ink is pumped to the ultrasonic spray nozzle (Sono Tek Corporation) that 
atomizes the ink mixture by employing a 60 kHz frequency of adjustable power onto its 
front horn. A crosscut of the physical embodiment of the ultrasonic spray nozzle is shown 
in Figure A2. The front horn vibration breaks up agglomerated catalyst particles and 
creates very small drop sizes with a median range of 18 – 68 µm [A1]. Unlike typical 
spray techniques, the ultrasonic nozzle operates pressureless, i.e. it does not propel the 
ink towards its target. This creates little tendency for the sprayed material to bounce off 
the surface into the environment as wasted overspray. As shown in Figure A2, N2 gas 
flows through a vortexing gas shroud (Sono Tek Corporation) which embraces the 
stationary ultrasonic nozzle. The gas carries the mist of the catalyst ink towards the spray 
target. The target or sample is positioned on a temperature controlled vacuum hotplate 
(built in-house), which is mounted on an X-Y belt driven positioning table (Model 
XY-18, Arrick Robotics). The vacuum secures the location of one or more samples on the 
hotplate and preheats them for accelerated drying of the spray. A mounted ordinary laser 
pointer in co-operation with a LabView program enables careful calibration of sample 
position(s) and sample size(s) on the hotplate. During spraying, the program continuously 
moves the X-Y table including hot plate and samples underneath the spray nozzle in a 
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selectable rate and spray pattern, e.g. serpentine pattern, in the following referred to as a 
spray pass. Between passes, the spray pattern is offset by half the spray width to increase 
the homogeneity of the sprayed catalyst layer. 

Nitrogen
Spray ink

Spray Nozzle
Front Horn

Decal

Gas Shroud

 
Figure A2: Crosscut through ultrasonic spray nozzle and gas shroud. 

Standard spray ink composition contains 20% platinum on carbon (Vulcan XC-72, 
E-Tek) and 5% Nafion solution (1100 equivalent wt.) in the commonly used catalyst to 
Nafion mass ratio of 5:2. The ink can either be kept in proton form or be transferred to 
tetrabutylammonium hydroxide form as is done for the standard hand painting inks. In 
the latter case, a proton exchange step is needed even if the catalyst layer is sprayed 
directly onto the membrane. However, the standard catalyst/ionomer mix is diluted by 
weight ratio of 1:2 with an isopropanol/water mixture of 1:1 by weight. Due to the low 
density of carbon (2.26 g/cm3), the overall density of the supported standard catalyst 
results in 6.10 g/cm3. This rather low density allows the catalyst to stay homogeneously 
suspended in the solution. During spray application of the ink, neither settling of catalyst 
particles nor clogging is observed. Filter devices are not necessary.  

The catalyst inks of all presented sprayed MEAs in this work were fed to the spray 
nozzle with a rate of 18 ml/h. Spray nozzle power was controlled to 3.5 W, and the 
pressure drop at the gas shroud was typically adjusted to 3 psi. The standard spray pattern 
was a serpentine pattern with a spray width, i. e. distance between spray rows, of 
100 steps of the step motor, which relates to a length of about 5 mm. Offset width 
between spray passes was half this spray width. The 20 kHz sonicator was pulsed with 
240 W pulses at an on:off ratio of 0.2 s:1.0 s. During the spray process the vacuum hot 
plate was held at a temperature of 50°C; after spraying this temperature was increased for 
2 h to 80°C to reassure evaporation of all solvents of the catalyst layer.  

Figure A3 shows the surface profile of a sprayed catalyst layer on a polycarbonate 
substrate. The sample was coated by 6 spray passes and subsequently dried as described 
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previously. The uniformity of the catalyst layer ranges between that of a hand painted 
sample and that of a doctor bladed sample. The sample has a continuous base of catalyst 
layer of 100000 Å at a loading of 0.17 g Pt/cm2. Measurements of other samples showed 
that the base thickness of the catalyst material increases with catalyst loading by constant 
catalyst layer roughness. This prevents inhomogeneous drying of the catalyst layer as 
observed on hand painted samples. Consequently, no cracking or flaking off of catalyst 
material occurred over a range of Pt loadings up to 0.6 mg Pt/cm2.  
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Figure A3: Profilometry of sprayed catalyst layer. 

Spraying is by far the fastest application method for PEFC at LANL. Coating and 
drying of all 10 test samples onto Kapton decals needed about 2.3 hours. Due to the good 
transfer properties of the Kapton, high reproducibility of the sprayed coat could be 
adopted from the doctor blade application method and maintained throughout the hot 
pressing procedure. Excellent reproducibility is obtained if the ink is sprayed onto the 
membrane material directly. This additionally decreases the interface resistance between 
membrane and electrode and improves cell performance [A2]. 

Figure A4 shows a two-dimensional elemental map of platinum of such a sprayed 
electrode, taken with X-ray microfluorescence spectroscopy (XRMF). The sample, an 
unused segmented fuel cell anode, was sprayed in proton form (H+-form) directly onto 
the membrane. The color distribution of the image reveals highly homogeneous platinum 
coverage on the individual segments.  
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Figure A4: M-line XRF image of Pt in segmented PEFC anode produced by spray 

coating. 

Similar to the Pt loading determination of the doctor bladed catalyst layers, a set of 
measurements was performed to obtain the correlation between the number of spray 
passes and the applied Pt loading for the chosen ink composition. The data taken at 5, 7, 
and 16 spray passes was averaged over 2 measurements each. The results, shown in 
Figure A5, demonstrate linear dependence of Pt catalyst loading with the number of 
applied spray passes. A fit of the data determines that each spray pass applies 
0.036 mg Pt/cm2. Hence, the spray application method is swiftly adjustable to any desired 
platinum loading for the found ink composition, but as the experience with DMFC 
catalysts showed, the adjustment on catalyst material other than carbon supported Pt 
catalyst of small weight ratios can be a painstaking if not impossible procedure.  
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Figure A5: Spray loading as a function of spray passes. 
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APPENDIX B 

B. PEFC Operation at Various Conditions 

As demonstrated in the previous chapter, the understanding of fuel cell components 
is essential for engineering fuel cell hardware. Additionally it is necessary to further 
increase insight in the processes that occur in the catalyst layer, at the catalyst surface and 
in the gas diffusion layer, to develop strategies to continue lowering catalyst load, and/or 
increase performance. The following chapter will present investigation of standard PEFC 
measurements performed spatially by employment of the segmented cell system. Break-
in, humidification, anode stoichiometric rates, cathode flow, cathode co- and counter-
flow are discussed. 

All the measurements presented were performed with a six-channel serpentine flow-
field of segmented cell generation 4, as presented earlier. Comparison to a single channel 
serpentine flow-field was abolished due to the impractical high pressure drop of the 
segmented single channel flow-field. Measurements of this kind would not have had any 
practical benefit for fuel cell research and development. 

B.1. Break-In 

Before a PEFC can be operated at full performance, it needs a time period for start-
up, i.e. a time period needed to reach its performance limits. This ‘break-in’ period is 
dependent on operating conditions and can last up to 12 hours or longer. During the 
historical laboratory break-in at Los Alamos National Laboratories (LANL), cells are 
typically set to a constant voltage of 0.5 V or 0.6 V and the cell is allowed to develop full 
current capacity overnight. Although the motivation of fuel cell industry should be high 
to shorten time and cost intensive break-in procedures, this important matter is utterly 
non-existent in the literature. Solely Saab et. al. [B1] reports of changing ionic and 
electronic resistance in the catalyst layer during exposure to water vapor. The parallel 
resistive paths change resistivity in opposing manner. Saab assigned the decreasing 
resistance to the ionic path, and the increasing resistance to the electronic path.  

The left side of Figure B1 shows the break-in curve of a total cell of MEA type II. 
Anode and cathode platinum loadings were 0.2 mg Pt/cm2, catalyst was standard 
20% Pt/C from ETEK. The graph contains voltage, current, and HFR of the total cell 
during the first 20 hours of operation. During this period, cell voltage was kept constant 
at 0.5 V. The cell needed about 6 - 10 hours to achieve its maximum functionality. This 
time frame is reproducible at similar operating conditions, but dependent on the chosen 
cell voltage during the break-in. The starting current of the dry MEA was about 57% of 
the final current. This is a high initial current value. Starting currents can improve during 
the break-in period from less than 30% of the final current to full current potential. 
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Figure B1: Break-in measurement of segmented cell. Left: Total cell data. 

Right: Segment data.  

Based on the course of the current measurement and start-up of the MEA in 
dehydrated state, one might conclude that slow hydration of the membrane is causing the 
break-in period. This premature assumption is rejected by observation of the HFR of the 
cell. The cell resistance of the total cell changed during the initial half hour of operation 
only. Henceforth it remained constant and consequently had no influence on the current 
increase of the cell any more.  

The resistance of a material is given by its resistivity ρ and its geometry, i.e. 
thickness d and cross sectional area A, according to equation (23). Using resistivity 
values determined for fully hydrated Nafion [B2]-[B3], and catalyst layer geometries 
treated with a proton exchange and hotpressing production step [B4], the resistances of 
the employed Nafion N1135 and the recast catalyst layer were calculated for a cross 
section of 1 cm2 each.  
 

(23) 
A
ρdR =  (23) 

Table B1 lists the variables and results of this calculation. The equivalent circuit for 
the catalyst layer at high frequencies consists of parallel connected ionic and electronic 
resistance. The electronic resistance is three magnitudes smaller than the ionic resistance 
and essentially shortens the ionic pathway during the HFR measurement. Consequently, 
total resistance of the catalyst layer is about three magnitudes smaller than the membrane 
resistance, which is connected in series, and thus dominates the measured HFR value. 
Even significant resistance changes of ionic resistivity within the catalyst layer cannot be 
observed with standard HFR measurement. Cell reaction could still be favored by 
improvement of local ionic resistivity in the catalyst layer and hence be responsible for 
the break-in process, but this could not be observed employing the fuel cell setup. 
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Table B1: Resistances of membrane and catalyst layer of 1 cm2 area. 

 
Resistance 

Type 
ρ 

[Ωcm] 
d 

[µm] 
R 

[mΩ] 

N1135 H+ 10 88.9 88.9 

e- >1 >10 >0.1 Catalyst 
Layer H+ 123 >10 >12.3 

 

The right side of Figure B1 shows the break-in current distribution of the cell. All 
individual segments showed the same tendencies as the total cell. During the 10 h break-
in period segment currents increased from I = 3 - 4 A to final currents of I = 6 -7.5 A. To 
find a measure for the break-in progress of the individual segment, the ‘mid-current’ 
between initial current value and final current value was determined for each segment, 
including its associated time value, which in the following will be referred to as 
‘halftime’.  

The left part of Figure B2 shows the segment halftimes of two MEAs during break-
in. Both fabrication methods of the segmented MEAs included a hotpressing and proton 
exchange step for the cathode, and resulted in small deviation of the catalyst loading as 
reported previously. MEA 1 was of type II, and MEA 2 of type IV. The right part of 
Figure B2 shows the mid-currents during break-in of the MEAs. The break-in speed 
gradually increased with respect to segment position along the flow-field. Seg10 of both 
MEAs reached the mid-current about 30 min earlier than its respective Seg01. Mid-
currents of the segments decreased along the flow-field, seemingly with decreasing 
break-in time. The cells were operated at a constant voltage of 0.5 V, an operating point 
within or close to the region dominated by concentration polarization. As discussed 
earlier, mass transport limitation increased along the flow-field due to reaction water 
production and current densities decrease towards the outlet. The increased presence of 
water in the catalyst layers may be the cause for increased speed of segment break-in 
along the flow-field. 
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Figure B2: Break in halftimes and mid-currents of segmented MEAs. 

The break-in process seems, possibly among other things, to be related to the 
presence of water within the catalyst layers. Obviously one factor that may slow down 
cell break-in is drying the MEAs for storage purposes prior to assembling them in the 
fuel cell hardware. By far the most effective way to quickly and completely humidify 
recast polymer electrolytes is by immersion in water. Apparently, assembling of saturated 
MEAs could be beneficial. This is mechanically difficult, since the saturated material 
dries quickly in air, evoking distortion of the membrane. Wrinkles and folds can develop 
while assembling the cell and may result in leaks. However, if carefully performed, 
assembling of a fully water saturated MEA is possible and has been done by 
T.Q. Rockward at LANL as part of yet unpublished break-in research [B5]. Figure B3 
shows the break-in of an MEA assembled when fully hydrated compared to a standard 
MEA. Break-in at 0.5 V was accelerated to 5 hours for both MEAs which seemed more 
related to the employed catalyst (Anode: Pt/C, Cathode PtCr3/C) than to initial membrane 
hydration.  
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Figure B3: Break-in measurement of MEA assembled in water saturated state. 
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B.2. Humidification Matrix 

Water is also key to maintain high PEFC performance and create good separation 
properties of the membrane. To establish high protonic conductivity and, consequently, 
an optimum performance of the cell, a suitable water balance must be maintained in the 
membrane. This is generally provided through the pre-humidification of the reactant 
gases and by the water generated during cell reaction. However, changing cell 
temperature, humidification of the gases, and/or power demands may create unfavorable 
conditions that could limit the fuel cell system efficiency, e.g. dynamic operational 
conditions of transportation applications. Thus, it is important to consider the behavior of 
the cell under non-ideal conditions, i.e. temperatures away from the optimal, current 
densities that are either very low or very high, etc..  

Many recent publications addressed humidification of PEFCs. Some of this work 
focused on parametric studies and their influence on fuel cell performance [B6]-[B8]. 
Others investigated the ac-impedance response as a function of operating parameters 
[B9]-[B10]. A few recognized the dependence of humidification on the employed 
humidification system. They investigated so called internal membrane-based 
humidification systems [B11], or the common humidifier bottle that humidifies the gases 
by means of bubbling it through a heated water reservoir [B12]. Novel strategies to 
simplify and minimize membrane humidification were also presented. They suggested 
use of self-humidifying membranes which enclose catalyst material [B13]-[B14], or 
direct liquid hydration of the anode as the only source of humidification by wicking of 
the gas diffusion layer and liquid water feed channels in the flow-field [B15]. Most of the 
published work presented no means to measure cell resistance in situ to use it as an 
indicator for cell hydration. Performance data was typically interpreted to conclude 
indirectly on the state of hydration in the cell and to some extent an uncertainty remained 
with the drawn conclusions. 

However the hydration of the membrane was created and maintained in the various 
projects, the references suggested that humidification and its influence on cell 
performance was strongly dependent on the individual fuel cell system and MEA. None 
of the articles discussed that membrane hydration was also a local parameter in the fuel 
cell. This chapter concentrates on the influence of gas humidification on spatial 
performance and HFR. The segmented cell response to a humidification matrix of 
cathode and anode humidifier temperatures around the standard humidification settings 
for 100 cm2 cells was determined. Humidifier temperatures were varied in steps of 5°C, 
from 80 - 105°C at the anode, and 70 - 90°C at the cathode. The cell temperature was 
80°C for all measurements and the back pressure was 2 bar for both the anode and 
cathode. The hydrogen gas flow was set at 1570 sscm equivalent to a stoichiometric flow 
of 1.1 if the cell was operated with a reformate gas containing 40% hydrogen and a cell 
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current of 85 A. The cathode operated on air with a fixed flow rate of 3570 sccm air, 
equivalent to a stoichiometry of 2.5 at 85 A. 

The humidifier unit, shown in detail as part of Figure 17, was a hybrid system of 
membrane humidification and gas bubbler. It hydrated the gas stream (green arrows) by 
diffusing water through a thin immersed Nafion tube (orange) and bubbling the gas 
stream through water subsequently. The gas then traveled through a stainless steel pipe 
heated by the temperature controlled water to prevent condensation. The humidified gas 
stream after leaving the humidifier traveled a distance of 10 – 15 cm through insulated 
Teflon tubing before entering the fuel cell hardware. The gas humidification levels of this 
system, for gas reactant flows that accommodate a cell of 100 cm2 active area, were 
determined to be 70% (± 5%) of the saturated water vapor pressure corresponding to each 
nominal temperature reported [B16]. Consequently, humidifier temperatures might 
appear rather high, but were necessary at the applied flow rates for sufficient fuel cell 
hydration. 

Figure B4 shows polarization curves (left) and in situ HFR measurements (right) of 
the total cell operated at two different anode humidifier temperatures (top: 105°C, 
bottom: 80°C) and various cathode humidifier temperatures. At 105°C anode humidifier 
temperature, increasing the cathode humidification improved cell performance. Operating 
the cell at a cathode humidifier temperature equal to cell temperature resulted in lower 
kinetic performance and slightly less concentration polarization than operating at 
humidifier temperatures above cell temperature. The HFR measurements along with their 
better performing polarization curves showed R  = 0.105 Ωcm2, very low values with 
respect to membrane thickness (Nafion N1135, 88.9 µm), indicating the MEA was well-
humidified. At cathode humidifier temperatures lower than cell temperature, the HFR 
increased. Sufficient humidification was now dependent on internal hydration of the 
membrane by production of reaction water and its diffusion back into the polymer. At a 
kinetic current density of 100 mA/cm2 the HFR reached R  = 0.139 Ωcm2. This increased 
resistance caused the cell voltage to drop 30 mV. The HFR decreased at higher current 
densities to R  = 0.115 Ωcm2, but the cell never regained full performance under these 
humidification conditions.  
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Figure B4: Polarization curves and HFRs of the total cell for constant anode 

humidifier temperature and varying cathode humidifier temperature. 

Operation at increasingly lower anode humidification gradually pronounced the 
described trends. The bottom graphs of Figure B4 show the recorded data of the lowest 
anode humidification at varying cathode humidification. Cathode humidifier temperature 
showed larger effects on cell performance at low anode humidifier temperatures. 
Although the voltage loss was still identical in the kinetic region, i.e. 30 mV at a current 
density of 100 mA/cm2, it doubled in the region dominated by ohmic polarization. At 
current densities of 500 mA/cm2 the voltage loss between highest and lowest performing 
cell was 60 mV. The results were reflected in the HFR measurements. At 100 mA/cm2 
the difference of the HFR value between the best and worst performing humidification 
conditions was 0.065 Ωcm2. This difference dropped with increasing current density to 
0.034 Ωcm2 at 500 mA/cm2 and even further to 0.025 Ωcm2 at 800 mA/cm2 due to 
internal hydration. 

The lowest anode and cathode humidification temperatures (80°C, 70°C) resulted 
again in the highest observed HFR value, i.e. R  = 0.200 Ωcm2. This resistance improved 
with increasing current densities to R  = 0.137 Ωcm2. In general, the total cell data 
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indicated that both, anode and cathode humidification have a strong impact on cell 
performance based on the given system and operating conditions.  

Figure B5 shows similar polarization curves (left) and HFRs (right) at two constant 
cathode humidifications and various anode humidifications. At cathode humidifier 
temperatures of 90°C (top) very slight impact on cell performance and HFR values 
occurred. The polarization curves were very reproducible during variation of anode 
humidification. The HFR of the lowest anode humidification was slightly increased, 
without showing a noticeable impact on cell performance. Cathode humidifier 
temperatures of 90°C seemed to stabilize cell performance. This changed when the 
cathode humidifier temperature was lowered. The bottom of Figure B5 shows 
performance and HFR for the lowest constant cathode humidification of 70°C at various 
anode humidifications. Changing the anode humidifier temperature now impacted cell 
performance. Kinetic performance was fairly homogeneous. At a current density of 
100 mA/cm2, the cell voltage dropped 11 mV between the highest and lowest anode 
humidification. At higher current densities this effect increased. At 500 mA/cm2 for 
example, the difference in cell voltage amounted to 48 mV, a quite significantly value. 
Even high anode humidifier temperatures of 105°C could not fully compensate for the 
lack of hydration in the oxidant feed stream. The according HFR values revealed that the 
membrane was never sufficiently humidified. Clearly, the cell was paying a penalty in 
performance due to insufficient cathode humidification. For current densities 
≤ 700 mA/cm2 previously observed HFR values could not be obtained. The lowest HFR 
value measured R  = 0.115 Ωcm2 in the region of high current densities for 105°C anode 
humidifier temperature. This value dropped from the original R  = 0.139 Ωcm2 at low 
current densities due to internal hydration. The highest HFR occurred for anode 
humidifier temperatures of 80°C and cathode humidifier temperatures of 70°C, see 
Figure B4.  

Evidently operation at humidifier temperatures below cell temperature is detrimental. 
To achieve and maintain stable operation, humidifier temperatures should be set higher 
than cell temperature at the given gas flows. Results indicate the most stable performance 
was achieved at cathode humidifier temperatures of 90°C. Analogue behavior was 
observed with changing anode humidifier temperature. Anode humidifiers were typically 
set to 105°C. 
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Figure B5: Polarization curves and HFRs of total cell. Cathode humidifier 

temperature are constant, Anode humidifier temperature are varied. 

Figure B4 and Figure B5 presented total cell measurements. Simultaneously, current 
and HFR distribution in the cell was recorded to investigate the effects of external gas 
humidification on spatial operating conditions. Figure B6 shows the kinetic segment 
current density (left) and HFR (right) data extracted at 0.8 V of the four most extreme 
humidification conditions and one medium humidification, plotted over the segment 
number.  
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Figure B6: Current density and HFR distribution in the segmented cell at a cell 

voltage of 0.8 V and various humidification conditions. 

At lowest humidification, i.e. humidifier temperatures of 80°C at the anode and 70°C 
at the cathode, segment performance was constrained to about 75 mA/cm2 throughout the 
flow-field. Compensation for the lack of cathode humidification by increase of anode 
humidifier temperature to 105°C was moderate. The performance could be partly 
recovered to about 110 mA/cm2. In both cases, a slight performance increase along the 
flow channel was observed, probably due to onset of internal hydration. All 
measurements showed a deviating performance for the last segment Seg10. This may be 
related to a minor misalignment of this particular segment and was neglected during the 
discussion of the results. 

The cathode humidifier temperatures were increased further to values ≥ 80°C which 
increased cell performance to about 150 mA/cm2. The highest performance was recorded 
at temperatures of 80°C at the anode, and 90°C at the cathode. Again a slight increase 
was detected along the flow-field during all humidifications. The applied fixed gas flow 
rates computed into very high stoichiometric flow rates, especially at the low current 
densities in the kinetic region. Assuming small production of reaction water and 
negligible gas utilization, cell performance was expected to be constant along the flow-
field. The onset of internal hydration may be possible at the given operating condition, 
but it was surprising that it was distinct enough to be detected. 

The segment HFRs increased with decreasing cathode humidifier temperature. As 
previously discussed, more sufficient humidification should result in HFRs values around 
R  = 0.120 Ωcm2. Cathode humidification at 70°C increased the high frequency 
resistance to R  = 0.135 Ωcm2 and R  = 0.175 Ωcm2 at anode humidifier temperature of 
105°C and 80°C, respectively. The measured HFR values were fairly constant along the 
flow-field for most operating conditions. At the driest conditions however, an increase of 
segment HFR was observed along the flow channel. Values increased up to 
R  = 0.225 Ωcm2.  
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Generally, an increase in HFR values was typically due to insufficient cathode 
humidification, with minimal influence from the anode humidification. But the observed 
increase of HFR values along the flow-field was not caused by a cathode process. The air 
flow was not fully saturated, and cathode humidifier temperatures were lower than cell 
temperature. The air stream should consequently be capable to absorb water from the fuel 
cell, which is a process membrane humidification systems take advantage of, and not 
humidify it. Considering the fairly homogeneous current distribution measured at 0.8 V, 
reasonably identical amounts of water were produced at the cathode interfaces of the 
10 segments. If water was absorbed by passing gas, the saturation level of the gas stream 
would increase downstream. Hence, the potential to further absorb water would decrease 
along the flow-channel. More water would have remained at the downstream interfaces 
of the cathode and HFR values should have dropped. This line of thought conflicts with 
the actual measurements, i.e. increasing segment HFR values at the lowest 
humidification, and therefore forces the conclusion that the trend may have been caused 
at the anode.  

An anode humidifier temperature of 80°C in combination with a cathode humidifier 
temperature of 70°C was insufficient to hydrate the fuel cell. Water was permanently 
absorbed from the fuel stream, humidifying the membrane and balancing water drag as 
far as possible. This created decreasing water partial pressure along the anode flow-field 
and consequently an increasingly dry environment at the anode catalyst layers 
downstream. Since the anode reaction is fast and quite independent on the presence of 
water, anode performance was not yet spatially influenced at the given conditions. But 
clearly HFR values increased due to the dry anode catalyst layer and would eventually 
have caused further penalties for fuel cell performance if the cell hydration was further 
diminished.  

Current density and HFR data were also extracted for lower cell voltages. The 
discussed trends incrementally changed with decreasing cell voltage resulting in the 
strongest deviations at low cell voltages. Figure B7 shows the representative segment 
current density (left) and HFR (right) data extracted at 0.5 V plotted versus the segment 
number. Shifting the cell voltage towards the lower value increased the current density of 
the 10 segments by an order of magnitude. Segment performance first increased along the 
flow-field to a maximum value. This value was typically maintained through segments 
Seg03 - Seg05. It then decreased monotonically toward outlet segment Seg10, dropping 
in average 50 mA/cm2 per segment from maximum current densities of 1.05 A/cm2 to 
minimum values of 0.8 A/cm2.  
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Figure B7: Current density and HFR distribution in the segmented cell at a cell 

voltage of 0.5 V and various humidification conditions. 

Performance of the inlet segment Seg01 was dependent on the water saturation of the 
gas streams. Poor cathode humidification resulted again in the smallest current densities. 
Performance of Seg01 increased with improved humidification. The best results were 
achieved for 90°C anode and 80°C cathode humidifier temperatures. Downstream of 
Seg01 internal hydration first improved segment performances down to Seg06, and then 
worsened it down to the outlet during all humidification conditions. Segments 
Seg02-Seg05 benefited from the number of preceding segments. Their performance 
increased over the course of several segments depending on the strength of 
humidification. From about Seg06 on, performance decayed downstream. Inherently, too 
much reaction water began flooding the gas diffusion layers downstream and reduced 
access of oxidant to the reaction area. 

The related HFR values indicated that the MEA was well hydrated in all but the 
driest humidification condition. The first four segments showed a decrease of HFR value 
downstream, due to internal hydration and reaction water produced. The resistance values 
for these segments dropped from about R  = 0.125 Ωcm2 to about R  = 0.105 Ωcm2. This 
drop was less pronounced at more favorable humidification. Downstream of segment 
Seg04, HFR values stayed fairly constant until Seg07. Then they slightly increased again, 
probably caused by drying anode catalyst layers. Dry humidification conditions elevated 
the segment HFR throughout the cell by 0.025 - 0.030 Ωcm2. HFR dropped considerably 
along Seg01 – Seg04, but internal hydration could not completely compensate the lack of 
humidification and thus performance did not recover.  

The observed trends did not correspond with the baseline measurements previously 
presented in Figure 16. Both experiments employed strongly different anodic gas flows, 
which resulted in different supplied water amounts per time sequence. Consequently, the 
water saturation level of the hydrogen was smaller during the recording of the 
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temperature matrix, revealing anode humidification processes that occur at drier 
operating conditions.  

The observed trends at current densities of about 1 A/cm2 were identical to measured 
data presented by Berg et. al. which addressed modeling of water management issues for 
different flow configurations and humidifications [B17]. The authors ascribed the 
performance distribution during co-flow configuration to significant water transfer from 
cathode to anode at the first 8 cm of flow channel. Dry anode hydration at the cell inlet 
may be responsible for the measured data trends, but theoretical and experimental data 
deviated significantly. Berg et. al. predicted a strong increase of the performance in the 
first 5 cm of the flow channel, followed by a continuous performance decrease. The 
performance and HFR values of our measurements showed slower humidification along 
the flow channel. The cell reached its minimum resistance over the course of four 
segments, i.e. 21.8 cm flow channel, from segment Seg01 – Seg04. The model predicted 
that HFR values were increased at the cell inlet, confirming that an anode process may be 
responsible for increased HFR values at the cell inlet.  

Repetition of the temperature matrix showed an interesting and unexpected artifact 
caused by elongated operation. Prior to the experiment, this cell operated at a constant 
voltage of 0.6 V for 263 hours. Figure B8 shows segment current densities and HFR 
values plotted versus segment number at 0.8 V and medium to dry humidification. 
Kinetic performance of this cell dropped continuously from inlet to outlet, a previously 
non-existant phenomena, which could not be attributed to utilization of the gases, since 
very high stoichiometric flow rates were applied. Contrary to the current densities, the 
HFR distribution along the flow-field reproduced the previous results. Hence, a change in 
humidification had to be excluded as a possible explanation.  

During the lifetest all ten segments performed at similar high currents around 
6.5 - 7 A. Depending on their location along the flow channel, the segments were subject 
to gradually increasing exposure of reaction water, as discussed previously. It is known 
that supported platinum catalysts of PEFCs suffer from surface area loss during 
prolonged operation. The particle growth of platinum dispersed on Carbon is significantly 
accelerated in the presence of a liquid environment [B18]. This mechanism was held 
responsible for loss of surface area during endurance tests on PEFCs, but the loss of 
active catalyst area was considered negligible in the kinetic region [B19]. The 
combination of long term operation and an increasing presence of water along the flow-
field suggested that the observed impact on cell performance at 0.8 V may be caused by 
catalyst ripening and that indeed the local kinetic performance is affected by catalyst 
surface area loss.  

This effect would be very difficult to observe with single cell technology. The 
segmented fuel cell system offers exactly identical operating conditions with an 
implemented integral increase of water along the flow-field at higher current densities. It 
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is the optimal system for this kind of investigation provided the measurement system 
offers sufficient accuracy.  
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Figure B8: Current density and HFR distribution in the segmented cell at cell 

voltage of 0.8 V and dry cathode humidification conditions after 
263 hours of operation. 

The variation of the humidifier temperatures for anode and cathode resulted in a 
humidification matrix that could clearly emphasize the importance to optimize 
humidification at both electrode sides for the given system. Membrane hydration was the 
main cause for performance deviation, and was proven to be directly related to the 
humidification of the gas streams. HFRs measurements presented evidence that 
performance was also strongly influenced by internal hydration. The measurements 
showed that local performance is a function of humidification and consequently the 
presence of both produced and introduced water along the flow field. Performance 
gradients were not constant along the flow-field. At sufficient current densities, lack of 
water could quickly switch to excess of water, completely changing the dominating loss 
mechanism of the cell. Also, the very high flows and the relatively poor saturation of the 
gases of our system may have been contributing to stronger inlet effects than usual, i.e. 
operating at stoichiometric flows at anode and cathode sides.  

Emphasizing the importance of humidification for one electrode or the other as done 
in the literature did not appear sensible. The influence of the humidifier conditions is far 
too dependent on the system and system parameter to conclude in general statements. 
Fuel and oxidant humidifications were generally found essential to optimize performance 
of the presented segmented system. Favorable humidification conditions consequently 
need to be determined for each system individually, considering the operation point or the 
range of operation points and their respective system efficiencies.  
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B.3. Anode & Cathode Flow Conditions 

Fuel cell system efficiencies are also dependent on system pressure, gas utilization 
and gas flow rates. Utilization of hydrogen directly impacts system efficiency and 
becomes a challenge when the hydrogen source is a reformate gas mixture produced from 
reformed hydrocarbon fuel. The hydrogen then has to diffuse through nitrogen and 
carbon dioxide to reach the reaction area and fuel utilization of 90% or more becomes 
difficult [B20]. In this work undiluted hydrogen fuel was supplied to the fuel cell only. 
Hence, hydrogen utilization was not expected to be problematic for the presented 
research projects.  

Cathode flow rates impact the system performance and efficiency also. High flow 
rates can, for example, prevent flooding of gas diffusion layers but also require energy to 
operate blower and/or compressors. In the following chapters experiments are presented 
and discussed that focused on the influence of (i) stoichiometric hydrogen flow rates, (ii) 
the flow configuration of the cell, and (iii) the cathode flow rate.  

B.3.1. Anode Stoich 
Figure B9 shows representative polarization curves and HFR measurements of the 

segmented cell at stoichiometric anode flows of λ = 1.1, 1.5 and 2.0. Airflows were set to 
4000 sccm, humidifier temperatures were 105°C at the anode and 80°C at the cathode, 
respectively, cell temperature was 80°C, and cell pressure was 2 bar at both electrodes. 
To ensure constant anode operating pressures throughout the measurements, 
stoichiometric tracking started at a minimum flow of 100 sccm. Thus tracking was 
applied only above current densities of 169, 124, and 93 mA/cm2 for λ = 1.1, 1.5 and 2.0, 
respectively. At lower current density values, higher stoich applied. 

The recorded total cell polarization curves obtained at the three stoichiometric ratios 
were identical. At kinetic current densities, the HFR values deviated. Stoichiometric 
ratios of the measurements increased at the current limits mentioned above, but overall 
flow did not vary. The change of the HFR values in this region was rather surprising and 
unexpected. At currents densities above 270 mA/cm2 internal hydration did participate 
enough to fully hydrate membrane and catalyst layers. The cell had identical HFR values 
of 0.11 Ωcm2 or lower at all stoichiometric ratios.  

The impact of stoichiometric hydrogen flow on segment performance and HFR 
values could be considered negligible. But operation with reformate fuel would 
significantly change the dependence on stoichiometric anode flow rates. Performance 
losses would consequently be expected and a separate investigation would be necessary 
to understand the processes for this operation mode.  
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Figure B9: Polarization curves and HFR measurements of the total cell at 

different stoichiometric anode flows. 

Figure B10 shows the current and HFR distribution of the presented measurements 
at 0.8, 0.6, and 0.4 V. The performance trends along the flow-field followed the 
previously observed patterns. Throughout the applied stoichiometric flow rates, cell 
performance stayed fairly constant. At kinetic current densities for example cell 
performance slightly improved at an anode stoich of 1.1. The performance increased up 
to 10 mA/cm2 with respect to the recorded current densities of a stoich of 2. The 
distribution of HFR values showed, that the small enhancement originated from an 
improved resistance at low stoich flow. Before onset of internal hydration, saturation of 
the feed streams was the only source of water to humidify the cell. Decreasing the 
hydrogen flow increased the residence time of the fuel in the humidifier bottle and hence 
created higher gas saturation. As a consequence, the HFR of the cell decreased up to 
10 mΩcm2, about 10% of the measured resistance value. With onsetting internal 
hydration at higher current densities, the observed resistance deviation decreased 
significantly. Resistance differences between highest and lowest stoichiometric flow 
dropped below 2 mΩcm2, a negligible value which indicated identical hydration at and 
above intermediate cell current densities.  
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Figure B10: Current density and HFR distribution of segmented cell operated at 

three different anode stoichiometries. 

B.3.2. Co- and Counter-Flow 
One additional parameter was added to the variation of the anodic flow rates. The 

direction of the gas flows with respect to each other is likely to impact total and/or local 
cell performance, by changing local hydration of the cell. To permit testing this, the 
segmented cell system was designed to allow rotation of one flow-field in steps of 90 ° 
with respect to the other. The system enabled testing of co- (standard), counter-, and 
cross-flow as illustrated in Figure B11.  

Comparison of the cell performance of these different flow strategies with the 
standard co-flow is meaningful, but only the counter-flow configuration allows direct 
comparison without disassembling the cell. Spatial interpretation of cross-flow data 
would be extremely challenging, since anode and cathode downstream effects mix in 
difficult patterns without the possibility to isolate and identify them. In the following 
chapter we investigate the impact of counter-flow on the performance distribution of the 
segmented cell at three anode stoichiometric flow rates. 

Cross-FlowCo-Flow (standard) Counter-Flow

 
Figure B11: Schematic of various flow patterns in a fuel cell hardware. 
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To reverse the cathode flow of the segmented cell, a four way valve was installed 
connecting the incoming gas line, the fuel cell inlet, the fuel cell outlet, and the exhaust 
line in such a way, that turning the valve switched direction of the gas flow through the 
fuel cell cathode. The schematic of this setup is presented in Figure B12. The valve 
allowed switching the flow direction during fuel cell operation, without shutting down 
the cell, i.e. avoiding depressurizing, cooling down humidifiers and cell, and interrupting 
gas flows, before air feed and exhaust line can be exchanged. The gas flow through the 
cell during standard co-flow configuration was running downwards from flow inlet to 
flow outlet, in the counter-flow configuration the cathode outlet became physically the 
inlet and vice versa. In the following the segment notation will be kept according to 
standard flow direction, i.e. unchanging segment order from anode inlet to outlet. 

psi

back
pressure
regulator

cathode
flow-field

outlet
pressure

from humidifier bottle

four way
valve

co-flow

counter-flow

 
Figure B12: Schematic of setup to switch between co- and counter-flow. 

Figure B13 shows polarization curves and HFR measurements of the segmented cell 
in counter-flow configuration at anode stoichiometric flows of λ = 1.1, 1.5, and 2.0 in 
comparison with one co-flow measurement recorded at λ = 1.5. Reversing the air flow 
had no visual effect on the performance of the total cell, but the HFR values at λ = 1.1, 
and 2.0 seemed increased in the kinetic region.  
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Figure B13: Total cell polarization and HFR measurements before, during, and 

after switching from co-flow to counter-flow and back. 

The performance and HFR distribution of the cell for counter-flow configuration is 
shown in Figure B14. Reversing the air flow changed the performance pattern of the cell, 
especially noticeable in the high current region at 0.4 V. Slight performance changes 
occurred with variation of the stoichiometric anode flow, similar to the ones discussed for 
co-flow configuration as presented in Figure B10. At kinetic current densities, i.e. 0.8 V, 
the recorded HFR values were clearly elevated and increasing along the flow-field from 
segment Seg01 - Seg10. Note that the HFR changed non-linear with the stoichiometric 
anode flow at all current densities. The lowest values were measured for a stoichiometric 
flow rate of λ = 1.5. The HFR values differed up to 17 mΩcm2 compared to higher and 
lower stoich of 2 and 1.1, recorded in the mid-section of the cell at segments Seg05 –
 Seg08. Smaller deviation occurred at the cell inlet and outlet.  
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Figure B14: Current density and HFR distribution of segmented cell operated in 

counter-flow configuration at three different anode stoichiometries. 

Direct comparison of co-flow and counter-flow configuration at a stoich of 1.5 is 
shown in Figure B15. The direction change of the cathode flow inversed the performance 
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pattern of the cell. At high current densities, the performance pattern switched from an 
increase of the performance along the flow-field to a decrease of the performance; at low 
current densities vice versa.  

Two cathode processes impacted the cell performance at the given operating 
conditions: (i) In the kinetic region losses occurred due to dehydration of segments 
Seg06 – Seg10. (ii) At higher current densities internal hydration compensated for the 
lack of water in the gas stream but mass transport limitation dominated the performance 
distribution. Performance first slightly increased, and then dropped from cathode inlet at 
Seg10 to cathode outlet at Seg01.  
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Figure B15: Current density and HFR distribution of segmented cell operated in 

co- and counter-flow configuration. 

Although altering the cathode flow direction could not enhance cell performance, it 
was found to be of analytical value. Figure B16 shows the performance and HFR 
distribution of a cell at 0.8 V in co- and counter-flow configuration measured after 263 h 
of operation. Reversal of the cathode flow showed minor impact on the previously 
observed performance and HFR trends along the flow-field (Figure B8). The kinetic 
performance and HFR pattern along the flow-field proved independent from the flow 
configuration of the cell, evaluating their possible origin in structural changes of the 
catalyst. The HFR values of Seg05 – Seg10 additionally decreased in counter-flow 
configuration, implying improved humidification at the cathode inlet. To further 
consolidate the drawn conclusion, the disassembled segmented MEA was sent to 
Oakridge National Laboratory for investigation of the structural composition of the 
catalyst layer.  
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Figure B16: Current density and HFR distribution in the segmented cell at 0.8 V 

after 263 hours of operation. 

B.3.3. Cathode flow 
In contrast to changing the anode stoichiometric flow rate, changing the cathode flow 

rates was expected to significantly alter performance and performance distribution. 
Figure B17 shows polarization curves and HFRs of the total cell at various constant 
cathode flow rates ranging between 1.6 – 5.7 L/min. At all current densities the stoich 
ratio was higher than 1.1.  

Above current densities of 300 mA/cm2 cell performance began to divert with 
changing cathode flow rates. This was particularly apparent at current densities above 
800 mA/cm2. At 0.47 V, current densities varied between 0.84 – 1.27 A/cm2. The higher 
air flows removed water more aggressively from the gas diffusion layer, enhancing 
oxygen access to the three phase interface. Simultaneously, less water was transported 
into the cathode according to the shorter residence time of the oxidant in the humidifier 
bottle which may have contributed to further lower concentration polarization. Thus the 
high air flows were beneficial to prevent early onset of losses by mass transport. 
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Figure B17: Polarization and HFR measurements of total cell for various constant 

air flows. 

HFR changes accompanied the observed performance changes. The high air flows 
increased HFR values in the kinetic region below 200 mA/cm2. At 5.7 L/min oxidant 
flow, the HFR value was 0.126 Ωcm2, significantly higher than 0.115 Ωcm2 recorded for 
3.6 L/min. Resistances generally decreased downstream, at high flows down to 
0.111 Ωcm2, at low flows to 108 Ωcm2, respectively. Although the high air flow rates 
slightly decreased membrane hydration, no apparent impact on kinetic cell performance 
occurred. Internal hydration recovered membrane hydration at medium and high current 
densities.  

It was expected, that the influence of the air flow on cell performance would alter 
with the position along the flow-field and operating point. Figure B18 shows the current 
distribution and HFR values of the measurements at 0.8 V. In general, cell performance 
first increased from Seg01 – Seg03 and then dropped significantly between 
Seg03 - Seg10. As previously discussed, the cell operated 263 hours prior to the 
measurements and the decrease in performance was attributed to the possible ripening of 
the carbon supported platinum catalyst. However, the decay of the segment performance 
increased with increasing air flow rate. Hence, segment Seg01 performed best at the 
highest and worst at the lowest cathode flow rate. At segment Seg05 all segments 
performed identical, while at the cell outlet , i.e. Seg10, the trend of Seg01 was reversed, 
and the strongest performance was measured for the lowest flow and vice versa.  
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Figure B18: Current density and HFR distribution of segmented cell at 0.8 V after 

263 hours of operation for various constant air flows. 

Air flows above 2.9 L/min caused the recorded HFR values to increase along the 
flow-field, an unexpected observation. Increasing the cathode flow pronounced this trend, 
i.e. the segments downstream became less hydrated. Internal hydration was small in the 
kinetic region and hydration of the cell was mostly provided from the humidified gas 
streams. Since water saturation of the gas decreased with increasing flow rates, cathode 
humidification became less optimized at high flow rates. The cell reacted to an increase 
in cathode flow identical than to decreasing the cathode humidifier temperature as 
previously discussed. Once more, insufficient cathode humidification, this time due to 
high cathode flow rates, resulted in increasing anode catalyst layer resistances. 

The measurements emphasized that proper humidification was essential during all 
possible applied flow rates. For operation at very high flow rates the applied hydration 
system would need reconsideration. Increasing the residence time of the gas in the Nafion 
tube by lengthening it, or switching the gas flow to several inlets with individual Nafion 
tubes, or even increasing the reservoir size to a larger gas exchange volume in the bottle 
may help to improve the humidification system of the segmented cell to compensate for 
high gas flows. Higher cathode humidifier temperatures may additionally support cell 
hydration.  

Figure B19 shows current density distribution and HFR values of the same set of 
measurements at 0.5 V. Throughout the flow-field segment performance increased with 
increasing flow rate. At 2.9 - 5.7 L/min air flow, the segment current densities increased 
along the flow-field up to segment Seg06, at lower flow rates up to segment Seg04 
respectively. Then they started to decrease to the outlet segment Seg10. Performance 
dropped about 400 mA/cm2 from the strongest to the weakest performing segment. At all 
applied flows segment performance first benefited from reaction water production along 
the flow-field and then paid a penalty due to it. 
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Internal hydration kept sufficient amounts of reaction water in the membrane to 
achieve low HFR values at all flow rates. Just outlet HFR values of segments 
Seg08 - Seg10 were slightly increased at the highest flow rates. Once more the highest 
flows resulted in the highest HFR values, but the previously observed effect was 
suppressed by internal hydration of the membrane due to the high current densities at all 
segments. 
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Figure B19: Current density and HFR distribution of segmented cell at 0.5 V after 

263 hours of operation for various constant air flows. 

Internal hydration showed a very strong contribution towards achieving constant cell 
humidification at high current densities. Although beneficial at high current densities, 
high air flows were detrimental for operation in the kinetic region of the fuel cell. 

B.4. Conclusions 

Spatial fuel cell measurements were performed and discussed employing the 
developed segmented cell approach. Break-in measurements revealed that the time 
needed for initial start up of a fuel cell hydration was accelerated with the amount of 
water present. The expected resistance changes in the catalyst layers could not be 
observed in situ, they were negligible with respect to total cell resistance.  

Variation of anode and cathode humidification parameters showed strong impact on 
local cell performance and resistance. Both anode and cathode hydration interacted, and 
cannot be separated easily. It appeared necessary to optimize both parameters with 
respect to each other, the cell temperature and the chosen operating point or range of 
operating points. The segmented cell allowed furthermore insight in processes which 
would be very difficult to detect with single cell technology. A long term operated test 
cell suggested that the magnitude of ripening of a fuel cell catalyst depended on its 
exposure to water.  

Variation of hydrogen stoichiometric flow rates showed little impact on performance 
distribution. The performance changes were caused by changing humidification of the 
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gas stream at increased anode flow rates. High cathode flow rates changed the 
performance distribution in the kinetic region and in the region of concentration 
polarization. Performance drops were observed that were identical to those of an 
improperly humidified cell. At low current densities the cell failed to compensate for the 
decreasing saturation of the gas at large flow rates. This resulted in dehydration of the 
anode catalyst along the flow-field. High cathode flow rates also decreased mass 
transport limitations of the cell.  

Counter-flow measurements with the segmented system refuted predictions in the 
literature that this configuration was capable to better preserve water within the cell. The 
reversal of the flow was found to be a very valuable instrument to separate and identify 
anode and cathode effects and improved insight into fuel cell processes.  
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APPENDIX C 

C. Time-dependent Segmented PEFC Model with CO 
Pulsed Feed Stream (by T. E. Springer) 

This is a preliminary report issued as Guido Bender finishes his work at Los Alamos. 
Our models need to be driven by experiment. At this point we can see several effects in 
his data that are not represented in the current model. These probably are due to humidity 
effects on downstream performance of cathode and anode. If further segmented cell 
experiments are to be carried out, the model discrepancies with observed data may 
suggest areas for further research. 

C.1. Introduction 

Previously we have modeled a steady-state PEFC anode that could predict fuel cell 
performance with reformate gases, high utilization of hydrogen, and CO poisoning [C1]. 
This was a complete fuel cell model, as we showed that the cathode could not be 
separated from the anode. The details of the cathode portion of the model were 
summarized in a user-supplied “standard” cathode performance curve of cell voltage vs. 
current density if neat hydrogen at 1 atm were used on the anode. Using this artifice 
implied that the cathode stream was well mixed and of high stoich so that the oxygen 
concentration was independent of position along the flow path. The model was 
isothermal, one-dimensional, but tracked the shift in concentration of hydrogen, CO, and 
inert gases along the flow path. Saturated water vapor was assumed present. The 1-D 
model included the anode gas diffusion layer (GDL), anode catalyst layer (CL) and the 
membrane/cathode. This last part was the user-supplied “standard” cathode potential. The 
boundary conditions were the anode feed stream component partial pressures at the flow 
channel/GDL interface and the total cell voltage. Equations described partial pressures of 
hydrogen and CO through both the GDL and the CL, and described the potential through 
the CL. The local current density and fuel flux were determined to be self-consistent with 
the cell potential.   

This same model was applied repetitively along the flow channel and the local 
current density dropped along the flow channel as the H2 concentration dropped, but the 
total cell voltage remained constant along the flow channel. The fuel cell utilization of 
hydrogen/CO is an input to this steady-state model. A priori, we do not know the feed 
rate necessary to achieve this utilization. By tracking utilization rather than position down 
the flow channel, we can determine the local current everywhere. When the local 
utilization 'u  has risen from 0 to the desired value u (say 0.9), the fractional position w 
along the flow channel must be at w = 1. From [C1] the following relation can be used to 
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determine the feed rate fin in current density units (i.e. molar flow rate per unit cell area 
times 2F). 
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Once the feed rate was known the total current density could be calculated from the 
relation 
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The feed rate is a function of the desired utilization and will be higher if u is lower. 
Likewise Iave will be higher if u is lower. 

We now desire a time dependent model to model the variation in concentrations and 
local current density following a shift in inlet CO concentration. A priori for this model 
we have to specify the inlet feed rate and inlet fuel gas component partial pressures. We 
cannot use utilization 'u  but must use fractional position w as the flow channel variable. 
However we can pick an initial steady state utilization and using the previously discussed 
steady state model integrate along the flow channel with respect to 'u  to get the feed rate. 
Then we reintegrate with respect to w to get the initial partial pressure distribution of H2 
and CO along the flow channel.  

Time dependent elements of the model will cause a shift in the distribution of 
component compositions and local current density from their steady state values for a 
given set of inputs to the fuel cell system (feed rate, composition and cell load). The 
dynamic response is affected by various storage elements in the fuel cell such as the 
fractional coverage of hydrogen and CO on the anode (θH and θC), the storage of fuel 
reactants in the cathode and anode GDL, the anode and cathode double layer capacitance, 
the flow channel volume. The response time of θC turns out to be so much slower than 
the other storage elements that equilibrium with the input conditions can be assumed for 
the other storage elements. 

Let us examine the time response expected for each of these portions of the model.  
Fractional CO anode coverage.  Assume a hydrogen stoich of 1.25 and 100 ppm CO 

at 2 atm.  All compositions will be reduced by 0.7663 if saturated water vapor is present. 
Assume the catalyst site density is 0.04 C/cm2 (mol/cm2 x F) and the current density is 
0.5 A/cm2 before the addition of CO. At that flow rate the time to fill all the sites with 
CO is 640 s whereas it is only 0.064 s for hydrogen. Thus an equilibrium equation can be 
used to relate hydrogen adsorption/desorption.  

GDL dynamics.  The gas diffusion layer characteristic cathode diffusion time is 
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Here DON is the oxygen-nitrogen binary diffusion coefficient at laboratory conditions 
and DSON at standard conditions. T and TS correct the temperature shift from standard 
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conditions. The anode time is faster. Thus we can neglect any dynamics in both the anode 
and cathode GDL. 

Double layer capacitance. The cathode double layer capacitance will typically be 
larger than that of the anode because the H+ or H3O+ ions will be attracted to the negative 
cathode interface and repelled from the positive anode interface, thus shortening or 
lengthening the capacitor thickness. In the following table the second and third columns 
give the cathode potential and the corresponding double layer capacitance measured 
previously [C2]. Using a “standard” cathode potential and a membrane resistance of 
0.15 Ω cm2 measured for the segmented cell, we calculated the current density, Col. 1, 
the differential resistance Rdif, Ω cm2, and the double layer charging time constant in 
seconds τ = Rdif Cdl. We see the time constant is again negligible compared to the CO 
storage time. 
 

Rmem = 0.15 
i 

[A/cm2] 
Vcath 

[V] 
Cdl 

[mF/cm2] 
Rdif 

[Ω cm2] 
τ 

[s] 
0.1387 0.8100 8.1900 0.2514 0.0021 
0.2501 0.7700 7.6800 0.1793 0.0014 
0.4456 0.7100 9.8300 0.1420 0.0014 
0.6896 0.6400 16.5000 0.1379 0.0023 
0.9471 0.5600 18.4000 0.2083 0.0038 
1.1285 0.4800 16.8000 0.4314 0.0072 

 

C.2. Dynamic Model 

Figure C1 is a picture of the model with the anode at the bottom and the cathode at 
the top. We will discuss first the equations describing the total flow and CO 
concentration along the flow channel, the fluxes through the GDL, the CO and hydrogen 
adsorption on the catalyst sites, and the local voltage and generated current.  

 
Figure C1: Model schematic showing computational blocks or nodes, j. 
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Assumptions:  
Constant temperature, ideal gas  
No pressure drop, 
Perfect mixing across flow channel,  
Only components are CO, H2, and saturated water vapor,  
Total inlet flow rate fIN is constant. xCO IN may change with time 
Hydrogen and CO compete for the same sites 

 
var.  definition unit 
DSIJ binary gas diffusion coef. for components i and j at STP cm2/s 
f H2+ CO molar channel flow per unit cell area times 2F A/cm2 
fHA  H2 flow/area times 2F through GDL to be adsorbed in CL A/cm2 
fCA CO flow/area times F through GDL to be adsorbed in CL A/cm2 
h thickness of flow channel cm 
jH  jC local current density source from H, CO A/cm2 

Bl  GDL thickness cm 
Pa total pressure atm 
TK Cell Temperature K 
Vm molar volume at STP - 22400 cm3/mol 
w fractional distance along flow channel - 
x1 dry hydrogen mole fraction - 
x2 dry CO mole fraction = 1-x1 - 
xw mole fraction of water vapor - 
y fractional distance through GDL - 
θΗ fractional H coverage - 
θC fractional CO coverage - 
ρ molar site density x F C/cm2 
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Flow Channel.  Subscript H refers to hydrogen, subscript C to CO. The molar flow is 
expressed in terms of the maximum current density that flow rate could produce. Thus fH 
is the current density that 1 stoich hydrogen flow rate per unit cell area would produce. 
The molar continuity of CO and H2 + CO along the flow channel requires: 

.273   where,0)()1(2 00
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The quantity h(1-xw) is the volume per cell area available per unit cell area for the 
CO and hydrogen.  

Gas Diffusion Layer.  The Stefan-Maxwell equations allow us to determine the CO 
mole fraction in the catalyst layer as a function of the H2 and CO flows through the GDL 
given the diffusion coefficients. This is discussed in [C1], Eq. 12-14 where now we have 
only H2, CO, and water vapor. These equations account for water vapor being dragged 
through the hydrophobic part of the backing with the hydrogen and CO. 
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Three constants independent of operating conditions for the backing are needed in 
the equations for the CO concentration drop across the GDL. 

HwwwCwHCwwCwHCBwCwHCB xxxxkxk ααααααα /)1/(k  );1/( ; 2
B321 −+=−+=−=  (9) 

Equation 7 may be solved to obtain xCcat  where y=1 in terms of xC in the flow 
channel where y=0 and the GDL fluxes fHA and fCA.  
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Catalyst Layer Kinetics 
The following kinetic equations are found in [C1].  Hydrogen and CO are adsorbed 

on the catalyst sites and then electron transfer occurs 
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We initially tried to use both Eqs. 12 and 13 to track the quantity of hydrogen and 
CO adsorbed on the catalyst sites. However, this led to convergence problems in the 
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solution method described below. When we realized that, because the hydrogen 
concentration is so high, θΗ may be considered always in equilibrium and the right hand 
side of Eq. 12 may be set to zero. This sets the value of θH given θC and the anode 
potential Va. 
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Use of Eq. 14 in place of Eq. 12 allowed the computation to converge. 
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Figure C2: Standard cathode potential including fit and its variables. 
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C.3. Solution Method 

The segmented PEFC model can be used under constant cell voltage Vcell or under 
constant cell current Icell conditions as the CO inlet concentration varies through time. 
The model equations for the two conditions are slightly different. Figure C1 depicts the 
model with hydrogen entering the lower left channel with equivalent current density flow 
fin. Above the anode flow we have the anode GDL and catalyst layer. The remaining 
membrane separator, cathode CL ,GDL, and flow field are enclosed in dashed lines and 
are represented as a “Standard Cathode”, as was done in [C1]. This is essentially the VI 
or polarization curve corrected for anode loss for the cell when the anode is operated on 
neat hydrogen. The model assumption is that the cathode performance will maintain the 
same voltage-current relationship when the anode is poisoned. This function )(IVstd  is 
shown with its fitted equation in Figure C2. 

The cell is divided into nj blocks along the flow path. We write a set of ni non linear 
implicit equations for each block in terms of the problem variables ijc . In each block we 
have a flow channel with incoming total flow 1−jf , outgoing flow jf , and component 
flows CAf and HAf through the GDL to the catalyst. We also have the CO mole fraction at 
the exit of each block both in the flow channel and at the center in the catalyst layer. 

Of the previous equations 4 through14, Eqs. 4, 12 and 13 contain derivatives with 
respect to time. We have replaced Eq. 13 with an algebraic equation for θH. Equations 4 
and 5 contain derivatives with respect to w, the fractional position down the flow 
channel. Because they are so thin, no coupling along the flow channel direction occurs in 
the catalyst layer and GDL, only in the flow channel. We have already solved the spatial 
equation across the GDL (Eq. 7, 10). Derivatives with respect to w along the flow 
channel may be expressed as difference equations between variables in the jth and the 
(j-1)th blocks. Derivatives with respect to time use the Crank-Nicholson scheme. Let θ be 
such a variable. At each time step variables with time derivatives are incremented from 
their values the previous time step by the average of the derivative at the old and the new 
step multiplied by the time increment. That is: 
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Table C1: Model variables and equations in constant voltage mode 
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Table C2: Model variables and equations in constant current mode 
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Table C1 shows the five variables and the five corresponding implicit equations in 

each block that must be solved simultaneously for constant Vcell. This mode allows the 
CO concentration shift across the GDL to be included. We found it to be negligibly 
small, and dropped it in the constant current mode as it caused calculation instabilities. In 
the constant Icell mode we added two variables (6 in all), one to accumulate the current in 
each block, which was forced to equal Icell; the other to pass the uniform, but time varying 
Vcell to each block. Table C2 shows the equations for this latter mode.  
 

C.4. Modeled and Experimental Results 

At this time all experiments on the segmented cell have been performed under 
constant voltage conditions. The segmented cell operating conditions for comparing 
model to experiment here are: PA=2.78 atm, Tcell=353K, Vcell=0.6 V. After 1 minute of a 
1.1 stoich flow of water saturated neat hydrogen, 100 ppm CO is added to the feed stream 
for 315 minutes, then removed. We will look separately at the poisoning and the recovery 
time segments. The model assumes the same cell parameters along the flow channel 
except for component concentrations and local current density. Because the experimental 
cell showed some differences in individual segments, the effective area of each segment 
was adjusted to give the same experimental current density for neat hydrogen as the 
observed average current density. As the model contains 40 nodes for greater spatial 
resolution, the current was combined in blocks of 4 to compare to the 10 experimental 
segments. Likewise the user supplied “standard cathode potential” is determined 
separately from experimental data with neat hydrogen on the 10 segments. Ten separate 
sets of 5 coefficients (see Figure C2) were fitted and used for the 40 nodes in blocks of 4.  
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Figure C3: Experimental and modeled current density of 10 segments as function 

of time.  
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Figure C3 shows a comparison of experimental and modeled results. The measured 
currents take longer time to drop as the modeled currents. Likewise the cathode 
performance appears to improve as upstream poisoning occurs, an effect not represented 
in the model as yet. The model shows the current density to decrease more further along 
the flow channel because of increased CO concentration due to hydrogen consumption. If 
oxygen is allowed to diffuse across the cell, the current density with poisoning can be 
made to increase along the channel. This oxygen diffusion will also lengthen the step 
response time between the first and last segments. Further study is required before 
incorporating this effect in the model.  
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Figure C4: Measured and modeled current response following removal of CO 

from the feed stream.  

Figure C4 shows the measured and modeled current recovery following removal of 
CO from the feed stream. The difference in recovery time between segment 1 and 10 in 
the model and during the experiment is similar, but we observed experimentally that 
recovery remained incomplete. The origin of this effect needs to be identified. Some of 
the internal variables in the model are shown in Figure C5. Although we have had no 
constant current experiments, Figure C6 shows the same set of variables with the 
experiment run at a constant current density of 0.25 A/cm2 instead of a constant voltage 
of 0.6 V. This mode forces the anode voltage to go much higher in the poisoning interval. 
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Figure C5: Various model variables are shown as a function of the 40 node 

positions and time for the case shown in Figures 3 and 4. The model 
variables are CO mole fraction along the flow channel, anode voltage, 
fractional coverage of hydrogen and CO, local current density and 
local hydrogen flow down the flow channel. 
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Figure C6: Same conditions as for the model in Figures 3 to 5 but at a constant 

current of 0.25 A/cm2 instead of a constant voltage of 0.6 V. 
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C.5. Conclusion 

This has been a quick review of the present model of the time response of a 
segmented PEM fuel cell following CO injection. Comparison of model with G. Bender’s 
experiments have and can suggest possible future areas of model improvement and of 
new experiments. 
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